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PREFACE

When I undertook to write a short book on wheat,

its habitat, its transportation, and the production from
it of wheaten flour, I set two objects before me. The
first was to tell in simple language, with as few
technicalities as possible, whence and how the raw
material is obtained and to describe the modern method
,of producing flour, so that my work might be of interest

to all classes of readers. The manufacture of flour is

now such a science, that technicalities cannot altogether

be avoided in deaUng with the subject ; but I have
tried to simpUfy the terms so that those who know
little, or nothing, of the industry may be easily able

to understand the various processes through which the

grain passes before pure flour is ready for the use of

the housewife or baker.

We read so much of the wheat fields of the United

States and Canada, as also of those of India, Australia,

and Argentina, that most people will be surprised to

learn that more than half of the world's wheat crop

is still grown in Europe.

My second object has been to write a book so

technically correct that it shall be both interesting and
useful to miUers and aU others connected with the

breadstuffs industry. How far I have succeeded,

I must leave to the judgment of my readers.

Flour miUing is, even yet, in such a state of transi-

tion, and new methods and machines are so con-

tinually being introduced by milling engineers and
their experts, that only by the constant study of the

trade journals can millers keep themselves well
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informed of the latest innovations in the process of

manufacture.

I am deeply indebted to the following firms

for information and for the loan of illustrations

used in this book, viz. : Messrs. Bryan Corcoran,

Ltd., Engineers, 31 Mark Lane, London ; Messrs.

Samuelson & Co., Ltd., Engineers, Banbury ; Messrs.

Spencer & Co., Engineers, Melksham ; Messrs. Henry
Simon, Ltd., Engineers, Manchester ; Messrs. E. R.

& F. Turner, Ltd., Engineers, Ipswich ; The Miller

journal, 24 Mark Lane, London ; and to Messrs.

W. Vernon & Sons, Millers, London and Liverpool.

ANDREW MILLAR.
London,

March, 1916.

Note.—Import, crop, etc., tables corrected to January, 1921.
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WHEAT
CHAPTER I

THE GEOGRAPHY OF WHEAT

Wheat
(
Triticum vulgare) is one of the group of farina-

ceous annual grasses of which rye, oats, and barley are

the next three of most importance. Wheat is divided

into two principal classes—winter and spring, winter

wheat being that which is sown in autumn and stands

the winter. In colder climates it is important that

the young plant shall be protected from the most severe

frosts by a covering of snow.

Spring Wheat, as the name indicates, is sown in spring

and so escapes the rigour of winter. Many varieties

of the cereal do almost as well in Great Britain whether
planted in winter or spring.

Of the origin of wheat, or of the country which first

produced it, little is known. It has been contended
that it was evolved, perhaps in prehistoric times, from
some species of grass ; but of this there is not the

slightest evidence, and, though it may have been
developed by cultivation, there is hardly a doubt that it

was always a distinct plant. Humbolt in his Aspects of

Nature says, " The original habitat of the farinaceous

grasses is wrapped in the same obscurity as that of the

domestic animals which have accompanied man since

his earhest migrations," and no one has been able to

throw any light on the subject.

Probably it was a native of Asia Minor, and, as it is

mentioned in the oldest records, it was obviously known
and valued as a food by primitive man.

1



WHEAT

Wheats are commercially of two colours, red and

white, but actually there are several shades of each ;

yet even a novice would have Uttle difficulty in classi-

fying any sample under one of the two colours, though

he might suggest that some of them were yeUow.

The varieties of wheat at the present day are un-

limited, or practically so, due in a great measure to

changes caused by environment, the nature of the soil

on which it is grown, climatic conditions, and hybridisa-

tion. In some parts of England white wheats wUl,

in a few seasons, become red when grown and seeded

on the same farm year after year, and red wheats soon

become white if grown continuously on the Pacific

slopes of America.

Though temperate zones best suit the cereal, yet it

can be grown in a very wide range of climates and,

more or less, in any kind of soil, though naturally it

does much better in some soils than others. But it does

not necessarily follow that the land that grows the

heaviest crop yields the best wheat from the miller's,

baker's and bread-eater's point of view, and, generally

speaking, a smaH-berried wheat produces better flour,

and so better bread, than a large berried sort. Although

this cereal grows best under temperate zones, yet it is

grown under such a wide range of climate that it seems

not impossible that it may in time be grown in most
of the tropical latitudes.

Mr. A. E. Humphries, of Weybridge, in a paper on
" The Production of Wheats in the Tropics," points out

that temperate zones exist in the tropics, altitude being

as important as latitude.

Thus Mexico grows 2,000,000 quarters of wheat on
her central tableland at altitudes of from six to ten
thousand feet. Honduras, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru,
and Bolivia all produce some of the cereal on their
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high tablelands, while Equador, situated on the Equator,

grows enough some years to be able to export a smaU
quantity. Brazil has given the matter of wheat-

growing considerable attention, and has managed, not

very successfully, to grow small quantities on an experi-

mental farm at Victoria Espiritu Santos. India, of

course, has vast wheat-fields, but not much of their

area is in the tropics. The Sudan produces considerable

quantities, though cotton has to a great extent sup-

planted wheat as a chief crop in Egypt. The great

bugbear to every grower in warm coimtries is rust

{Puccinia Graminis), but scientists appear likely to be

able to overcome this trouble by breeding rust-proof

varieties.

Going to the other extreme of latitude, within recent

times the northern limit to the wheat belt has been

extended so far towards the arctic circle in Canada,

that regions in which, a generation ago, it would have
been deemed impossible to grow wheat, are now, in

favourable seasons, producing some of the best wheat
that is grown. The chief risk that the farmers run in

the Canadian North-West is from early frosts. These
frosts catch the wheat in what is known as the " mUk "

stage of growth and prevent the development of the

grain. After the wheat has passed the " milk " stage

it is safe from frost.

In the extreme north of Russia, and in Norway and
Sweden, the crop is always a precarious one, and in the

north of Scotland little is grown ; but this may be partly

due to the importance of the oat crop grown there, and
the greater certainty of profit from it than froni

wheat-growing.

In the southern hemisphere Australia and Argentina

are the two chief wheat-growing countries, with Chile

ranking third.
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Most countries grow distinctive sorts of wheat, and

each has estabUshed types that are seldom departed

from now, though it is interesting to note that in some

cases it took new countries quite a long time to settle

down to a particular class of grain.

For instance, when Canada first became an important

exporter she grew nearly all white wheat ; but within

the last thirty years red wheat has quite taken the lead,

and very little white wheat is grown there now except on

the Pacific slope. The great demand of millers, bakers,

and bread-eaters is for strong wheat, though probably

the latter do not know it. Strength in wheat is that

quality which will produce a large, light, weU piled loaf

of good texture ; and strong wheats are as a rule more

expensive than the weak ones, and have a higher

nutritive value.

Two chief sources of strong wheat are Russia and

North America, including Canada, the Spring Wheats
of the latter being generally stronger than the Winter.

Australia, as is well known, is subject to severe

droughts from time to time, and though wheat will

endure more dry weather than most crops, owing to its

very deep rooted habit of growth, yet it must of necessity

be supplied with some moisture. The Commonwealth,
which generally has a large surplus of grain to export,

had in 1915 to import a considerable quantity for her

own use owing to the drought of the latter months of

1914.

The huge irrigation schemes being carried out in

Australia will render large areas of the country more
or less independent of the rainfall.

Australian wheat is white, of good quality, and gen-
erally commands the highest price of any on the English
market. It is not of the strongest class, but it jdelds

a large percentage of flour of good colour. The grains
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axe brittle and need the application of water to toughen

them before they can be scoured and cleaned.

New Zealand, which used to export wheat, has of late

gone in so extensively for stock and other farming that

she does not produce more breadstuffs than her own
population requires.

Russian wheats all have the same general charac-

teristic, but it is doubtful if any of them are of pure type.

Nearly all are red wheats, strong and hard of structure,

and generally small in the berry. They are known in

a general way under the names of Azima and Ghirka,

the former being Winter wheat and the latter Spring.

The chief cause of complaint in regard to these is

the large percentage of impurities that they contain.

There is no system of grading them into standard

qualities. Screenings and dirt are often wilfully added

for shipment, and it is, only safe to buy them from sam-

ples with a guarantee that the shipment shall be equal

to the sample, and contain no higher percentage of

impurities. The South Russian wheats, grown largely

on what is termed the black earth zone, would, if

properly harvested, be of the choicest quaHty.

The chmate is much like that of the North Western

States of America, the winters being cold and the

summers brilliantly hot. Most of the rivers are frost-

bound for some part of the winter, as are the Black

Sea ports from which the bulk of Russian wheats are

exported. The grain, like that from many other parts

of the world, is largely named after the ports from which

it is shipped, such as Odessa, Taganrog, Nicolaieff, etc.,

in the Black Sea and Sea of Azof. At times a consider-

able quantity of wheat is shipped from Baltic ports,

the two best sorts coming from there being known as

Saxonska and Kubanka. There is always danger of

North Russian wheats being frosted, and especially so
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those grown in the .extreme north and shipped via

Archangel.

Russian wheats have a strength quality that makes

them especially valuable for mixing with weak English

sorts. The Russian State Bank is providing the means

for building grain " silos," or, as the Americans call

them, " elevators," on the American plan at local centres,

for the storage of farmers' wheat, and it makes advances

on the wheat stored. A great number of these silos

have already been buUt and more are under construction.

Austro-Hungcirian wheat, and that grown in the

Danubian provinces, is much of the same type as the

Russian, with some slight variations in the size and the

structure of the berry, due partly to environment, and

partly to better methods of cultivation.

As we proceed westward we come on softer t5rpes till,

when Great Britain is reached, we find the cereal leirger

in the berry, with a softness of stnicture and a marked

lack of strength, but with a flavour which gives it its

chief value to the British miUer as a commercial factor.

The variations in the quality of English wheats are

perhaps greater than in those of any other country.

Strong wheats can be grown, and are, but usually the

yield per acre is so low that farmers prefer to grow a

poorer qualitj' that will give a better yield per acre.

Millers and farmers value wheat from somewhat
different standpoints. The former chiefly considers the

quality and condition (dryness) of the grain, while the

latter is more concerned with the number of quarters

he can produce per acre. The possibility of producing

a strong wheat, giving a good yield per acre, is a subject

in connection with which the Home-Grown Wheat
Committee of the National Association of British and
Irish Millers has been working for a number of years.

It has produced Burgoynes Fife, a cross between Essex
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White and Canadian Fife, which is the best milling

wheat grown, so far, in England ; and Mr. A. E.

Humphries, of Weybridge, the chairman of the com-

mittee, has expressed the opinion that they can produce

a miller's wheat that shall be such a heavy cropper that

it wiU pay farmers to grow it in preference to any other.

Canada, with her long winters and short summers,

produces comparatively little winter-sown wheat, the

bulk of her crop being sown late in the spring and har-

vested in the late summer ; and the wheat line is ever

being pushed further into the North West as railways

are constructed to take the farm produce to market.

About half the Canadian wheat exported is shipped from

United States ports, but now the Panama Canal is

opened the Far West Canadians hope to ship via the

canal from their own Pacific ports.

Owing to the short summers, early ripening wheats

are necessary ; and many sorts have been introduced

which claim to have this characteristic. The Spring

Wheats of Canada are generally the highest priced that

reach the European markets. They are strong, and

much freer from impurities than the Russians. They
are sold under the name of Northern Manitoba, though

some of the more western provinces are jealous of the

name, and have tried to have their crop known as

Northern Canadian, without, so far, any success.

Winnipeg is the great wheat centre and market. The
grain is shipped chiefly via the Great Lakes, and, after

the completion of harvest, it is not unusual for 1,000

carloads of wheat to pass through Winnipeg in a day
en route for the lake ports. The Dominion now ranks

fourth among the countries of the world as a wheat

producer.

The United States dominated the wheat markets of

the world for nearly two generations. It was the

2—(I464A)
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opening up of the western prairies that brought the price

of breadstuffs down to the level that has prevailed with

little variation since 1884. These new lands required,

or at least seemed to require, no cultivation, as it is

understood by British farmers. The land was ploughed

and seeded, and nothing more was done till harvest,

when the grain was cut and threshed and the straw was

burnt. Then the stubble was ploughed and the ground

planted again with wheat.

That the land only produced some 13 bushels per

acre as against 32 bushels grown in England did not

much ihatter. The land was cheap and plentiful, and,

when worn out, more was available further west.

Practically all the wheat grown in the middle and eastern

States is red, about two-thirds being winter sown and

one-third spring sown. On the Pacific slopes the wheat

grown is nearly all white, and originally it was shipped

under the general name of Cahfornian. It is a dry,

brittle, weak grain, but produces a white flour with a

creamy tint. Little of it comes to Europe now, though

white wheats are still shipped from that coast, but are

chiefly grown in Oregon and Washington. The best

known are Walla Walla and Blue Stem, grown on the

higher lands near the mountain ranges, and shipped

chiefly from Portland, Oregon, though some is also

exported via Seattle and Tacoma.
Kansas is perhaps the most important wheat-growing

state in the Republic, and gives its name to the wheat
produced in the district, which is highly appreciated by
millers and known as Kansas Hard Winter. The
wheats grown further south are of a milder, mellower
nature, and lack something of the strength of the Kansas.
Hard spring wheats come from the more northern
states, the chief growers being Minnesota and the

Dakotas. These wheats, though smaller in the berry
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than winters, are much stronger in the milling sense

of the word.

Chicago is the principal wheat market in the United

States, and the fame of the Chicago Wheat Pit is known
all over the world. On various occasions, when there

has been a short crop, speculators have formed a
" corner," i.e., a group of them have tried to buy up
aU the wheat, and, in fact, more than there was, so

that thej' could fix their own price to those who had sold

more wheat than they could dehver. Unfortunately

for those who have tried to " corner " the market, events

proved that there was more wheat than money on each

occasion, and the '" wheat ring " failed. One of the

jokes in this connection is the saying that only one man
ever successfully cornered wheat, viz., Joseph in Egypt.

Minneapohs is the greatest miUing centre in the world,

the output of her flour mills far exceeding those of any
other city on the globe. Her predominance is due to

the enormous water-power of the famous Falls of St.

Anthony. London of late years has claimed second

place, but a veiy poor second, to the American city.

Improved farming methods are increasing the yield

per acre in America, the average for 1915 being about

16^ bushels per acre.

India is another of the four principal wheat-growing
and exporting countries ; Russia, North America and
the Argentine being the other three, though Australia

is often a good fifth.

Indian wheats are generally of a dry, harsh, ricey

character and are chiefly white, grown in the alluvial

soils of the great river valleys and plains. Red wheats

are grown on the higher sandy soils, and are considerably

harsher and poorer than the white sorts. The primitive

manner of harvesting and threshing is responsible for

the dirty condition of these wheats, which contain a
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generous mixture of dirt and small stones, besides

foreign seeds of many sorts. The extent of the crop

depends largely on a satisfactory monsoon for seeding.

The bulk of the surplus is shipped before the monsoon,

as there are no modern storage arrangements, and that

which is held tiU later in the year is likely to be seriously

damaged by the wet and by weevils. Huge irrigation

works in India have already been carried out, and so

many other schemes are in hand that the wheat yield

is slowly becoming, more or less, independent of the

rainfall, as the fields can be watered artificially. The
wheats are named generally after the three chief ports

of shipment, viz., Calcutta, Bombay and Karachi.

Another sort is known as Soft White Delhi. There is

also Soft Red Delhi from the same district ; in fact, there

are reds and whites from the three ports named. The
wilful adulteration of these wheats by the addition of

loose dirt has been stopped to some extent in late years,

but the practice seems to be too deep-rooted amongst
the natives to ever be entirely eradicated, except by the

erection of Government elevators, as in Canada, where
wheat is screened as received and the impurities rejected.

Though the Indian wheat crop has often been one of

the determining factors in regulating the world's price of

breadstuffs, but little is known to the ordinary English-

man of the position of the principal wheat-fields of the

great Dependency. The wheat-growing area of the

Indian Empire, includes the whole of Northern India,

and, though it is grown almost everjrwhere to some
extent, it flourishes chiefly in the Punjab and the United
Provinces, which produce about 75 per cent, of the total

wheat crop, which ranks third in the Empire, it being
headed by rice and millet. Though many varieties are
knowTi to British millers, they can generally be classed
as soft and hard reds and whites. Northern India
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producing most of the softer sorts, while the hard ones

come from Southern India and Bengal. The white

wheats are more freely exported than the reds, which are

more popular for home consumption in the land of their

growth.

TiU the advent of Europeans the art of making fer-

mented bread seems to have been unknown, and wheat
products, coarsely ground, were baked in the form of

cakes, or made into a kind of porridge. The substitu-

tion of modern European mills is gradually altering

this, as weU-mUled flour is now a much appreciated

article. A large and growing export trade has been

estabUshed throughout the East, Bombay being the

largest shipping port for flour, and Karachi and Calcutta

the second and third respectively.

Chile is the oldest wheat-exporting country in South
America, and, in years gone by, used to send considerable

quantities to Europe. The grain, like that of the North
Pacific coast, is of the white variety ; but of late years

little or none has reached British miUs.

The Argentine Republic has now become one of the

most important wheat-growing countries of the world.

Though in 1882 she only exported 8,000 quarters, yet,

thanks to her great rivers and her immense alluvial

plains, in conjunction with almost imlimited British

capital to build and develop her railways, her exports

of wheat have more than once prevented breadstuffs

reaching famine prices in Europe. Her wheats are all

red and of a medium strength, though, owing to the vast

extent of the country in which they are grown, and
the different climatic conditions prevailing, they vary

in quality to a considerable degree. As in other coun-

tries, the production of cereals here depends very much
on the weather, and the exportable quantity as well as

the quality varies considerably from year to year.
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Argentina exports large quantities of breadstuffs to

other South American states, both in the shape of wheat

and flour, the latter being the output of her large port

mills. Her wheats are always welcomed by European

millers, coming as they do at a time when the supplies

in the Northern Hemisphere are often running low.

They yield quite a white flour, considering the colour

of the grain—a flour that will make a nice flavoured

loaf when used alone, but too weak to carry much
English wheat flour.

Africa.—^Wheat is grown along the Northern shores

of the Dark Continent, but the crop is not an export

one in South Africa. The growth of the cereal is, how-
ever, increasing in the latter half of the Continent, in

spite of the fact that it is liable to many diseases north

of Cape Colony. In Cape Colony there are a number of

large modern flour mills.

Seed-Time and Harvest.—^The following table gives

the usual seed-time, and the beginning of the harvest,

in most of the world's wheat-fields. The last column
gives dates when new crops from the various countries

may be expected in the United Kingdom. How long

they continue to come depends on the exportable surplus

grown from year to year.

CouQtry. Harvest.
Arrive in

U.K.

July-Aug.

.

Aug.-Sept.
."Vug.-Oct.

Sept.-Oct.

Mar.-April
Sept.-Oct.
Mar.-April
Sept.-Oct.
Mar.-April
April-May
April . .

May-June

India and Upper Egypt
Syria, Persia, India, Mexico
Algeria, Central Asia ....
Japan, Morocco, Texas
Southern Europe . . . .

California

Kansas and Southern Winter States
Early American Spring States . .

Central Europe and Southern Russia
Northern American Spring.
Oregon and Washington . . .

South Canada
North Canada and N.-W. States .

North Russia
Argentina
Australia, New Zealand, Chile .

Feb.-Mar.
April
May

June

July

August

Sept. .

Dec.-J an.

June-July
July-Aug.

Jan.-Feb.
Aug.-Sept.
Oct.-Nov.

Mar.-Apr.
Oct.-Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Feb.-Mar.
Apr.-May
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When Great Britain had to depend on her own wheat

crops, periods of partial famine were not unknown ; but to

the steam-engine may justly be given the credit of having

made the danger of famine a thing of the past by opening

up the fertile aresis of the New World, and by facilitating

the transportation of grain from the wheat-fields of the

world to her own shores. The crop of one or another

of the exporting countries may fail, and the exportable

surplus be small or nil ; but this has always been balanced

as far as Europe is concerned by abundant yields in some

of the other grain-growing and exporting countries.

The following table, published by the Board of

Agriculture, gives a good idea of how the sources of

supply vary. The Russian and Australian figures show
perhaps the greatest irregularity, but all show evidence

of lean and fat years in the lands to which they refer.

The small Russian export for 1914-1915 was, of course,

due to the closing of the Dardanelles, while that of

Australia was due to drought.

The years in the following table are cereal years, i.e.,

from 1st September of one year to 3tst August of the

next.

Country of
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The following table, published by the Board of

Agriculture, gives the quantity of wheat grown in the

United Kingdom and the quantity of breadstuffs

imported each cereal year, for the last seventeen years.





CHAPTER II

WHEAT ANALYSIS

A GRAIN of wheat is, in simple language, a fruit, con-

taining within itself the germ, or embryo, both of which

are carefully wrapped up in a tough outer covering

called the bran. The fruit, or flour, is the food provided

by Nature to sustain the young plant. When moisture

is applied to the grain it sets up a chemical action that

changes the flour into a food suitable for the young plant,

and on this food the germ feeds till it has developed

roots and leaves sufficient to extract the nourishment

it requires from the earth and the atmosphere.

The following is the physical structure of a grain of

wheat with the approximate percentage of each part

—

The epidermis, or outer skin .
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not mean that it is pure flour, for the grain is composed
of numberless particles which when ground become
flour ; but there is a tissue running between the particles

which might well reduce the percentage of actual flour

to 85 per cent. Naturally some wheats are much
thicker skinned than others, and it may well be that

a large grain of wheat does not take as large a covering,

proportionately, as a smaller one.

In any case there is a considerable difference in the

percentage of flour contained in various wheats, and
there is moreover much irregularity in the chemical

constituents of wheats, much depending on the variety

grown and the place of its growth. Wheat, roughly,

consists of the following

—
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Starch, or carbo-hydrates, forms the chief part of the

body of the cereal.

The Proteids, or nitrogenous matter, are the most valu-

able part, and at one time it was supposed that the

wheat containing the largest percentage of this in the

form of gluten was the strongest ; but of late years

research has shown that it is more the quality than the

quantity that counts. Both quantity and quaUty can

be tested very easily by weighing a small quantity of

flour, making it into a stiff dough, and washing the

starch out by working the dough in the fingers under

running water. When the starch is washed out, and the

water runs clear, the gluten will remain in the fingers,

and by weighing it the percentage can be ascertained.

Good gluten, has a large degree of elasticity, and wUl

stretch considerably without breaking, while poor

gluten is soft and sticky, with little or no toughness.

Gluten consists of two bodies known as gleadnin and

glutenin, the first acting as the binding and toughening

agent ; and probably the relative proportions—^which

vary considerably in different wheats—of these two

substances determine the quality of gluten.

Oil, or fatty matter. The quantity of this in wheat

is not a very important element. A great proportion

of it is contained in the germ and bran, and is thus

removed in milling.

Cellulose, or woody fibre, is contained chiefly in the

bran and has no food value, being provided by Nature
as a protection to the wheat berry. The percentage

varies somewhat considerably, thin-skinned wheats
having less than thick-skinned sorts ; and generally

the thin-skinned are the better quality of the two.
Ash represents the minerals present in the wheat,

which contains a trace of the following : Potassium,
sodium, sihcon, iron, magnesium, sulphur, phosphorus.
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calciunK' The other elements Avhich go to make up a

grain of-^wheait are'X^l^eipy&xygen and hydrogen (in

the form ot^ffujistmejiyy^^ last named form nearly

all the weight of the grain.

Germ differs in its composition in a most remarkable

way from the other parts of the grain. Jago gives its

analysis as follows : Water, 13.23 per cent. ; ash,

4.94 per cent. ; starch, 33.78 per cent. ;
proteids, 29.24 ;

oil, 12.03; dextrin, 1.24; maltose, 5.54.

Bran contains about 18 per cent, to 19 per cent, of

cellulose and no starch. Most of the mineral matter is

contained in the bran, but in such insoluble forms that

it is useless to the human system, being quite unassimil-

able. For full details of the chemistry of wheat and

flour readers are referred to Jago's Chemistry of Bread

and Flour.

The two qualities most desired in wheaten flour are

coloiu and strength. Strong flour will absorb more

water in the doughing process, as weU as making a

large well-piled loaf of nice texture. Colour is, in milling

parlance, freedom from brownness, In some parts of

the Kingdom a dead white loaf is required, in others a

creamy tint is preferred. So generally is a white loaf

demanded that an electrical tinting process is often

employed, and a description of this will be found in a

later chapter. White wheats, as a rule, peld whiter

flour than red wheats, but much depends on the quality

of the cereals themselves. Bombay White Wheat pro-

duces perhaps the whitest flour of any. Californian

yields flour of a decidedly creamy colour. Bran par-

ticles discolour the flour, and are a sign of bad miUing.

Brown breads are made of wholemeal, that is, the wheat

is ground but the resultant meal is not sifted, so that the

bran and germ are left in. Analysis shows that there is

food in the bran ; but tests carried out on human beings
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have proved that the human system cannot assimilate

the nutriment in the bran, and that, moreover, the

presence of the bran prevents the complete digestion

of the flour. Further experiment has demonstrated

that the less fibre, or bran particles, left in the flour, the

more nutriment the human system obtains from the

bread made of it. Wholemeal bread doubtless possesses

a medical value of a mechanical sort that is beneficial

to some people ; that is, the bran acts as an irritant

to the bowels in the same way as a mUd aperient. There

are, in addition to the ordinary brown meal, many
patent meals that are more or less in vogue with a

certain section of the public, who find that they suit

their palate, dr they fancy they suit their systems, as in

some cases no doubt they do. As a rule, however,

people soon tire of fancy breads and revert to the ordinary

white household variety. That this is so is more than

proved by the early death of " standard " bread. Not
even the Daily Mail, which boomed it, could persuade

the public to eat it for long ; and the public was wise,

for it contains less nutriment than white bread.

One peculiarity of wheat which distinguishes it from
all other cereals is the crease, which nearly di\ddes the

grain in half lengthways. Other giains, hke rice or

barley, can be decorticated, or pearled ; that is, the

outer skin or husk can be taken off, leaving the endo-
sperm whole, which can then be ground into flour. It

is, however, impossible to scour the bran off wheat
owing to the crease, so that the whole berry has to be
ground up, and the bran sifted out to obtain the

flour.
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WHEATS, THEIR COLOUR, STRENGTH, AND IMPURITIES.

Wheat.



CHAPTER III

ANCIENT MILLING

When man first discovered the art of reducing, or

grinding, wheat into meal is, like the origin of the cereal

itself, quite unknown ; but the oldest pictorial and other

records that are discovered from time to time indicate

that the art, in a crude form, was practised by the

nations of antiquity.

Probably the earliest method w£is to pound the grain

with a stone ; and later a hollow stone was used as a

base, and the grain pounded with a pointed stone, on the

pestle and mortar system. There is evidence of this

simple method being used by the Romans as late as

A.D. 79. Milling is so often mentioned in the Bible, and

so important was the means of reducing flour to meal

considered, that the Mosaic law forbade anyone to take

a mUlstone in pledge. The Jews certainly used two

round stones, or a quern, to grind their grain, one stone

being made to revolve upon the other. The earUest

authentic history of milling was in Abraham's time, when
he told Sarah to prepare fine meal for the angeb,

though it is apparent that it was, even then, an old art,

and the grinding of grain was part of woman's daily

work. Presumably Sarah used some sort of a sieve to

make the fine meal from the ordinary meal, and we are

told in the Bible of flour, fine flour, and the finest wheat-

flour, so that there were, apparently, sifting appliances

and grades of flovu: even in those daj/s, and the finest

flour was doubtless reserved for the head of the family

and honoured guests, whUe the servants and slaves used
the coarse meal.

22
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Eg5rptians doubtless advanced the art of milling, for

their civilisation was far ahead of that of any other

coiintry of the ancient world. In hieroglyphics, on

stone, are to be found representations of grinding grain,

and sifting the flour from the husk, or bran, with hand
sieves. When the Israelites fled from Egypt, they

doubtless carried their mills with them, as well as the

kneading-troughs, which are mentioned in Exodus.

Manna had to be ground, for it states in Numbers xi. 8 :

" The people went about, and gathered it, and ground it

in miUs, or beat it in a mortar, and baked it in pans and
made cakes of it." The art of grinding seems to have
come only from the East, as there has never been found

amongst the Aborigines of Australasia any trace of a

grinding device. Neither is there any evidence of the

American Indian having had any idea of grinding Indian

corn. The quern, or hand-miU, was introduced into

Europe at an early date, for there is evidence that Gauls

and Early Britons used them before the Roman invasion.

This style of mOling is estimated to have been in use

for at least 4,000 years. Evidently there were inventors

even in those days who tried to provide a better means
of milling than the quern afforded, and the following

sketch of a statuette in limestone in the Cairo Museum
shows a woman grinding with a roller mill over 5,000

years ago. Such a miU was recently found in the

priest's house connected with the temple of the tomb
of the fifth dynasty Pharaoh, Nefer-Ar-Ka-Ra (according

to Professor Flinders Petrie about 3660-3680 B.C.) at

Abusir. The lower stone is about 2 ft. long by 18 in.

wide. It is of red sandstone, and is now in the Berlin

Museum.
Unfortimately the upper stone is missing ; but it

appears to have been a kind of roller between which,

and the smooth surface, the corn was groiuid, and the

3—(1464A)
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meal would probably be pushed into a receptacle at the

end. There are two shallow half-moon shaped recesses

on cither side of the plain surface, and these may also

ROLLER MILL, 5,i:00 \T:ARS OLD

AXOTHER VIEW OF BEDSTOXE

have been mtended to receive the meal, or mavbe they
weie for the knees of the operator to rest m '

Follo^vmg the quern, the sl;ive and the 'cattle-dnven
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mills made their appearance. These, with continu-

ously running stones, were probably the direct parents

of the miUstone, as it was known up to late in the nine-

teenth century, and as, indeed, it is still used for other

purposes than wheat grinding.

The Greeks seem to have been the inventors of power-

driven corn miUs, and the water-miU. The water-mill,

such as it was, appears

to have been a kind of

boat anchored out in the

stream, the water-wheel

being pushed round by
the natural flow of the

water, and probably the

stone ran very slowly.

The Romans improved

on this, and probably

constructed the fii'st mill-

dams, to obtain a head

of water at one point, to

drive the wheel ; but

there seems to be no

record of the date of this invention.

Public water-miUs are mentioned in the Roman laws

of 398 B.C., but it is questionable if there were many of

them at that date ; and there is no evidence of power-

driven sifting machines. These water-wheel mills were

introduced into Britain by the Romans, and doubtless

one was erected at each of the Roman camps. It does

not appear that anyone thought of building a large

water-wheel to drive several parrs of stones tiU late in

the eighteenth century.

In Doomsday Book hundreds of miUs are mentioned,

and were obviously considered to be of great value to

the owner. There were very stringent laws, about that

HORSE-DRIVEX MILL
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time, compelling the people to have their corn ground

only at the mill of the lord of the manor.

The Dutch probably built the first windmills, and this

is easily understood when it is remembered that there

are few rivers in Holland, and that the country is flat,

giving small faU to the rivers. It was largely owing

to the latter reason that windmills were originally so

common m the fen country on the Enelish East Coast.

John Smeaton, a famous old Yorkshire millwright.

fl-XTTONAL VIEW OF HORSE-DRIVEX MILL

introduced many improvements in mill gearing and

dri\'ing. It was in a mill near \'\'akcfield that he first

introduced spur-gearing, under the mUlstones, to drive

several pairs at once from the one large spur-wheel

—

an entirely new application of this simple de\ice. He
was also the first to advocate the use of a steam-engine to

drive flour-mills, in a letter dated 23rd November, 1780,

addressed to the British Government.
The Albion Mills, London, situated near Blackfriars

Bridge, are supposed to have been the first steam-mills

erected. Built in 1788, they were destroyed by fire
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a few years later. They were looked upon as a mono-
poly, dangerous to the public interest ; but it is said

that they reduced the price of flour in London. Cast

iron wheels and shafting were introduced into these

mills instead of wood. Wooden shafts, both horizontal

and vertical, are stiU to be found in the old country mills,

looking like revolving trunks of forest trees.

MiUstones, as used for wheat-grinding up to the

latter part of the nineteenth century, had changed but

little since the third century. The upper, or runner,

stone of the pair, carried on the vertical spindle, was
made to rotate over the lower, or bed stone. The wheat

was fed into a hole in the centre of the runner and carried

through between the stones by centrifugal force, assisted

by the furrows cut in the faces of the stones. It was
ground on its way to the periphery, and there discharged

and collected. The stone used was French Burr from

quarries in Champagne, France. The name of the man
who invented furrows is lost in antiquity ; but some
sort of dress must have been invented as soon as stones

were driven mechanically, and so ran more or less

continuously.

To all practical purposes the miUstone is out of use

to-day, as far as wheaten flour manufacture is concerned
;

but it is still largely used for grinding maize, barley,

and other grain, as weU as minerals and other material.

In the days of the stone-miU mechanical sifters were

utilised for separating the bran or husk from the flour.

One of the best known at one time was a wu"e-covered

cylinder set at an angle of 45 degrees. Inside the

cylinder, and fixed to a revolving shaft, were four

brushes, each the length of the cylinder. The meal

was collected from the stones in sacks and allowed to

stand for perhaps a few days. It was then fed into the

top end of the cylinder, and the revolving brushes
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forced the flour through the wire mesh with which the

machine was covered. This ma-

chine was caHed a " boher," and

hence we got the W(jrd " boh."

flour, wliich was used up to quite

a recent time when the term to
" dress " flour became usual ; and

modern flour-sifters are cohec-

tively spoken of as dressing-

machines here, tliougli in America

tlie old English name of bolter is

still in common use. Following

the wire-co\'ered bolter came a

textile-covered machine, inven-

ted b}' Blackmore, and called

Blackmore's bolting-reel. This

was a hexagonal-shaped reel,

covered with a woven worsted

cloth, and can be found still in

man}' country mills. No force

was used inside the reel, the

flour being sifted through the

cloth by the shaking action of

the rc\'olving reel.

The old wire bolter may be

said to have held the field till the

introduction of silk bolting cloth

from the continent, about the

middle of the nineteenth century.

Long hexagonal reels were then

in\ented, and on the arms form-

ing the reel the silk was laced

tightly.

This silk bolting cloth is woven one metre wide, and,

since it came into general use, all mill-dressing reels
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have been built so many metres long, so that none of

the silk might be cut to waste.

Machines of this class are still spoken of by the

number of sheets of silk that are required to clothe them
from end to end. The old hexagonal reel was made six

or eight sheets long ; and, as the mesh of the silk was

much finer than the old woven wire, the dressing of the

flour, i.e., the separating of the floiu: from the bran, was

done much more perfectly. Silk has never been super-

seded by any other material for sifting in modern

flour-miUing.

Sir William Fairbairn was the man who, perhaps more

than any other, left his mark on flour-mUls of the old

type. He brought millwright work to a high state of

perfection. His mOlstone fittings, gearing, etc., were

far in advance of anything that had previously been

seen in any corn mills. He was responsible for the

marvellous improvements that, starting earUer in the

century, had removed so much of the heavy, cumber-

some gearing and shafting from British miUs, and re-

placed it with well-designed and balanced apphances

for transmitting power. Others, of course, followed his

example, so that the latter miUs of the stone period

were triumphs of engineering skiU. The final revolution

in flour-milling in England really began in 1881. Flour

superior to the home-made article was being poured

into the country from Hungary and America. British

millers began to feel that something was wrong. The
talk was of roUers, and the trade papers were fuU of the

subject. Improved dress for millstones was advocated,

and tried. Diamond stone-dressing machines were

introduced. Some few miUers had been looking into

the matter ; but 99 per cent, believed that only stones

could grind wheat properly, in spite of the fact that

Hungarian flour, which was capturing the best trade
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was made on rollers. A few smooth rollers were intro-

duced to soften middlings, which had hitherto been

reduced on stones, or sold for making ships-biscuits

and things of that class. Purifiers were invented to

extract the bran particles from the middlings, to enable

them to be ground to better advantage on either stones

or rollers.

All this was so much time and money wasted ; and

yet, perhaps, not totally wasted, for all the intermediate,

systems were part of the evolution that led to the roller

mills of to-day. The first roller mills appear crude

now to those who remember them. They were not

automatic. Partly finished products were sacked off,

and shot on to other machines to be finished, as

convenient.

The year 1881 will always be remembered in the

trade as that of the great exhibition of improved milling

machinery which was held in London. A number of

complete mUls were erected, and shown at work, in the

Agricultural Hall at Islington. Even .then, so great was
the difference of opinion as to the advantage of roUers,

that stone-mill builders exhibited stones and stone dress-

ings with which they undertook to extinguish the hopes

of the roller-mill men. The millstone, however, as a

flour maker, had had its day, and had to give way to

fluted iron rollers ; and the roller system came like an
avalanche and swept all the old methods away. At one
time in the 'eighties millers seemed to care less about
the cost of a roller plant than the speed with which it

could be installed, as their competitors who had changed
their system before them were carr5ang off all the trade.

The country was at the same time being inundated with
flour from America, whose millers said, and thought,
they were going to capture the trade and put British
mills out of use.
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The decrease in the imports of American flour of late

years, and the success of roller milling, shows how
the British millers fought, and defeated, the attempt

to put them out of business.

The full history of the evolution in the manufacturing

side of flour milling during the last fifty years would
require several large volumes to record it ; so it must
suffice to say that the essential differences between the

old and new method were the introduction of the

middlings purifier, and the substitution of iron rollers

for stones. The dressing system is much the same in

principle, though improved in detail. Milling is, first

and foremost, grinding. With stones the grinding was
done with one operation : with rollers it is a system of

graduated reduction.
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SILOS

Until comparatively recent times, wheat was all

received into the mills in sacks. Often it arrived along-

side the mill in bulk, but when this was the case it was

sacked up in the boats, and hoisted into the mill by

means of a chain sack-hoist.

In the pre-roUer days there was very little actual

machinery in the mill, and in most cases the one building

served as mill and storehouse for the wheat, and for the

finished products. In a few of the more modern stone

mills there was a separate warehouse, but this was not

general. Automatic handling of grain was not thought

of, and sacks of wheat were hoisted into the mill by a

sack-hoist and trucked by men to where they were

required, and often stacked up one on top of the other.

Then when a mixture had to be made for grinding, so

many sacks of one sort, and so many of another, were

shot, just as required, into a bin, and from there nin

over the wheat-cleaning machines and so into the bins

over the stones. When the roller process was intro-

duced, the dressing machinery, purifiers, etc., occupied

so much of the miU proper, that warehouses had to be

built for the ground and unground products.

The wheat-cleaning machinery was perhaps the first

section to be given a department to itself. This was

almost invariably over the engine-house : the engine, of

course, required only the ground floor, and the two or

three floors above were used for the wheat-cleaning

machinery, and are so used in many mills to-day.

When larger mills became the order of the day, fire

insurance considerations demanded separate buUdings,

32
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both as a means of reducing the premiums and to obtain

greater security from fire ; but even then only ordinary

warehouses were at first built, and it was not till later

that the bulk storage of wheat was introduced, and the

modern silos built. These silos are the storage for only,

what is termed, dirty wheat, though, as a matter of fact,

the wheat is always roughly cleaned before being stored

in them. The bins for cleaned wheat are generally in

the wheat-cleaning department, and are dealt with in

connection with the wheat preparing system. If not

GROUND PLAN OF MODERN PORT MILL

in the actual wheat-cleaning room, these intermediate
bins are often in a separate block adjacent to the screen
rooms.

Probably the modern silos originated in North America,
where they go by the name of elevators, -and are not
necessarily in connection with flour-mills, being estab-
lished at various points all over the States, and Canada,
for the reception of wheat from the farmers, whence it

IS passed on in bulk railway trucks, or by water, to
miUing centres, or to the ports for shipment.
The sketch shows one of the latest mills that have

been built, but there is no rule as to the position of the
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various buildings : it all depends upon the site available.

In many cases the miU had been built first, and ware-

houses and sUos added, in which case the mill was
originally miU and warehouse, and built alongside the

rail, or canal, so that the other buildings had to be placed

where space was available, and are not as convenient for

getting stuff in and out as they might be. Naturally

the silos and warehouses should be nearest the transport

facilities, and the mOl in the background, as one might

say.

Silos are usually built of brick, ferro-concrete, or steel.

When bricks are used the actual silo bins are usually

made of timber, with strong steel-plate hoppers. These
hoppers are carried on girders supported on sufficiently

strong pillars resting on a solid foundation of either brick

or concrete ; and the foundation must be well up to the

total weight to be carried, which is enormous when the

bins are all full. The weight of the contents is easily

arrived at when it is remembered that a quarter of

wheat occupies about lOJ cubic ft., and that a cubic

foot of wheat weighs about 47 lb. Thus, suppose the

bins are 10 ft. X 10 ft. square, and 60 ft. deep, they have
a capacity of 10 X 10 X 60 = 6,000 cubic ft., 6,000
-^ lOJ = 585 quarters and add, say, 5 qrs. for the
hopper = 590 qrs. = about 130 tons.

Often, on the sides of rivers and docks, it is necessary

to drive piles to get a foundation, and ferro-concrete

piles are now generally used and are far the best, as they
are practically everlasting. In addition to the dead
weight there is also the lateral pressure of a bulk of

wheat, for the angle of rest of a heap is only some 30
degrees, and so the pressure of the grain on the sides is

very great, especially at the lower part of the bin when
this is full. Many of the early silos burst and collapsed

from this lateral pressure, which iricreases as the wheat
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settles down naturally and from vibration. When

silos-houses are built of brick they are lined with criss-

cross timbers, making solid timber walls, and taking

all the strain off the brick waUs, which only act as a

protection from the weather, and carry the roof. Starting

with a concrete base and floor, on the four sides of this

the walls are built, and, at the points where the corners

3:
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of the bins come, stout iron pillars are placed. Across

these pillars are laid girders, the extreme ends of which

are built into the brick walls. Hanging down from the

girders are the sheet-steel hoppers which form the

bottoms of the bins, and also act as funnels for leading

the wheat to the spouts which form the exit for the wheat.
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On the girders are built up the timber structures

which form the actual bins. These timbers may be

6 in. X 3 in. at the bottom of the bins where the pressure

is greatest, and the width or thickness of wood work
is reduced gradually tUl at the top they are only 2 in.

wide. These planks are notched wherever they cross

to allow them to form a sohd wall. The ends, and points

of intersection, are thoroughly spiked together, and thus

the walls are buUt to any required height. It must be

remembered, however, that timber shrinks and swells,

so these bins must not rest against the waUs, but there

should be a space of, say, 6 in. all round between the

outside walls and the bins. Again, the floor above the

bins should not rest on top of them, but be carried on

joists or beams from outer wall to outer wall in the

usual way, with a few inches clearance between the

floor and the top of the bins. In some cases it is more
convenient to have the wheat receiving and preliminary

cleaning apparatus in the screen room, and the silo

building entirely bins ; in which case it is usual to have

one bin space, at one end of the building, vacant, and
up this run the wheat elevators and the staircase, or an

operatives' elevator. Along the top of the bins is a

conveyor band to take the wheat from the elevator and
distribute it to the bins as required. Another and more
usual plan is to have the receiving house (containing

automatic weigher and preliminary cleaning machine)

attached to the sUo.

Pneiunatic Elevators.—^The pneumatic elevator is the

most modern appliance for transporting grain from the

boats to the silos, and it may be as well to deal with this

type of elevator first.

It consists of a fan, or an air-pump, a discharger, a

dust collector and the necessary piping.

The air-pump, or fan, and the other mechanical parts
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can be fixed inside the building, and the intake pipe

carried down, or out, to the grain to be handled. The

air-pump creates a vacuum which causes a rush of air

inward through the pipe. The intake nozzle is attached

to the pipe by means of a flexible metallic tube, which

allows it to be inserted in the grain in any part of a

ship's hold, and moved about at will. The suction

draws the grain into, and through, the pipe till the

Simon's pneumatic grain elevator

discharger is reached ; there it is deposited, while the air

and dust pass on into a dust-catcher where the dust is

separated from the air, which then reaches the vacuum
pump which in turn delivers it to the open atmosphere.

The grain is delivered from the discharger by means of

a mechanical appliance which prevents air entering

while allowing the wheat to pass out. Any air entering
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otherwi^ thMjat the end of Tls^il\ozzle would pass direct

to the pump ^wfth^i^ Ufting ttte wheat. The dust-

catcher, \j^ii^ -filter, isi^^ air-tight case so that only

air drawr^.fhr•o'56it the ping can reach it. The power

required is frOi^nex)i^^W0*5(^i^power per ton of grain

transjiorted perhow:i--S^ie actual power required

depends largely on the distance the grain is lifted and

carried.

One of the greatest advantages of a pneumatic

elevator is that it can unload any number of parcels of

grain out of a ship with little difficulty.

It is becoming daily more general for ships to arrive

with small parcels of grain, and this renders the question

of the speedy, and ef&cient, discharge of the cargo a far

more difi&cult problem than is the case with ships

carrying one large consignment.

These smaU parcels are often only divided by mats, or

cloths, and are often one on top of another, so that it is

impossible for a bucket elevator to pick up the grain

without a great deal of hand-trimming, whereas the

nozzle of a pneumatic elevator can be moved into all

the odd corners of the hold, and wiU pick up the grain

without disturbing the mats. If it requires more power
than a bucket elevator, it saves the cost in manual labour.

These apphances have been very considerably improved,

and take much less power than the earlier ones, and are

being stiU more improved in this respect. One advan-

tage is that they raise no dust in the holds ; in fact, they

take up the dust with the wheat and act as a preliminary

aspirator. When used in docks the dust from the dust-

coUector can be run back into the bulk. Of course, the

mUler does 'not want the dust, once it is extracted,

mixed back in, but in this case it can be sacked off

from the dust-coUector, and weighed to ascertain that

the total weight of the parcel is received.

4—{1464A)
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The difference in power required to operate a belt

and bucket elevator as against a pneumatic elevator is

difficult to arrive at, as they generally work under

different conditions. If it takes 1 h.p. to raise 33,000 lb.

SPENCER S B.\RGE-D1SCHARGIXC; ELEVATOR

1 ft. in a minute, it obviously takes 1 h.p. to raise

1,000 lb. 33 ft., and in either elc\-ator some aUowance

must be made for wastage, friction, etc. The pneu-

matic elevator, howe\'cr, acts as a convej'or as well as

an elevator, and the intake pipes can be laid under-

ground, or carried overhead, with but slight support,
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and can, without loss of efficiency, be carried round
awkward corners. Probablj' it requires nearly as much
power to caiTy the grain horizontally as vertically.

Barge Elevators.—A barge elevator of the belt and
bucket type is usually attached to the building in such
a manner that it can be lowered into boats alongside

bPE.\(_ER S SHIP-DIsrHAK(jI\G ELEV.\TOK,

the mill, or silo, when required to unload the vessel, or

raised up out of the way when not in use. The elevator

is supported on a jib by means of spring hinges which
are sufficiently flexible to prevent damage from any side

movement which might be caused by the boat
shifting.

The elevator discharge is connected to the building
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by a telescopic spout—which allows for raising and

lowering the elevator—down which the wheat flows to

another elevator inside the building.

A ship-discharging elevator is often mounted on a

travelling structure, which can be moved along the

quay side, when necessary, to reach the ship to be

unloaded. In this case a counter-weight on a beam
balances the weight of the elevator.

The capacity of this type of elevator entirely depends

on the size of the buckets and the distance they are

apart on the belt. The endless belt to which the

buckets are attached travels at a speed of about 300 ft.

per minute. They are enclosed in two trunks, or legs,

the full buckets travelling up the one leg and returning

down the other empty. The bottom pulley is often

smaller than the top one, so that fewer buckets are in

the bulk of grain at one time than would be the case

with a large puUey, which would have more buckets

round the lower half of its circumference. The " boot
"

of the elevator is open at the bottom to allow the grain

to flow into the buckets. AH the remainder of the

apparatus is enclosed to prevent waste of wheat spilled

from the buckets. Often an exhaust fan is connected

to the elevator to draw away the dust stirred up by the

buckets, and to carry it to a dust chamber, or dust

collector. A band conveyor is often required to carry

wheat from a ship's elevator across, or under, the quay
to the miU, or silo.

Indian wheats generally arrive in sacks which have
to be lifted out of the vessels by means of chains, and
their contents shot into an intake elevator. This, owing
to the dirt in this sort of wheat, is about the most
unpleasant job in connection with flour-mUling.

Mills receiving grain by rail and farmers' waggons
should have an intake elevator inside the building, with
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the boot low enough for the grain to be shot into it,

through a spout, from the bed of the waggon.

A small country mill requires an intake plant just as

much as does a port mill, even if it only consists of an
elevator to carry the wheat to the bins, as a considerable

amount of labour can be saved. A sack-hoist, especi-

ally in a water-miU, is almost bound to affect the speed

of the mUl, unless driven by a separate motor, which is

not often possible ; while an elevator runs steadily

without any jar or shock on being put in, or out, of gear.

The wheat from the intake elevator, of whichever

t5rpe, is delivered into the receiving house and into an
elevator of the bucket type. This carries the wheat
up to the top floor of the building and dehvers it on to

an automatic weigher.

The automatic weigher tips its charge, when weighed,

into a hopper. This is necessary, to ensure an even

regular feed to the next machine, as the weigher delivers

the wheat intermittently, it may be a few cwt. at a time,

or 'even as much as three or five tons at a weighing,

whereas the rest of the intake and preliminary cleaning

machinery requires a continuously even stream of wheat.

Preliminary Cleaning.—From the hopper the wheat is

fed to probably a rubble reel, or it may be to a ware-

house separator for a preliminary cleaning. A rubble

reel is often used because of its great capacity. It is

often just an ordinary reel, but sometimes is built like

a centrifugal reel' without the beaters, i.e., it is a reel

carried on the outer raUs, and without the centre shaft.

The advantage of this is that having no centre shaft

there is nothing for strings to hang round. With an
ordinary reel strings will get wrapped round the shaft

and the arms, and are most difficult to clean out,

strings being found in most wheats. The first section

of the rubble reel is clothed with fine mesh wire, or small
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hole-perforated steel, to let the dust and smaU grit

through.

The second section is clothed with perforated metal

with holes large enough to allow the wheat to pass

through and small enough to tail over straws, strings,

corn cobs, maize, beans, and large impurities of that

longitudinal sectton of
Robinson's warehouse separator

Showing Fan and Air Currents

description. The reel may or may not have an aspirating

fan
;
generally it has not. The wheat can go from the reel

direct to the silos, or be first passed through an aspirator,

or a warehouse sepai-ator, to give it an extra prehminary
cleaning. If no rubble reel is used a warehouse separator
is employed.

Warehouse Separator .— The warehouse separator
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usually consists of a feed hopper, a feed roller, three

sieves, and an exhaust fan. The feed hopper is fitted

with an automatic feed gate which can be set to spread

the feed all the width of the first sieve. As the wheat
falls on the first sieve it is met by a strong, upward
current of air induced by the fan and controlled by a

valve, which latter must be adjusted so that the air

current is strong enough to carry away dust and other

matter lighter than wheat, such as smut balls, chaff,

short straws, weevil-eaten grains, etc. The first sieve

is a short one formed of rather large holed perforated

zinc, which will let the wheat through freely while

taUing over coarse impurities such as strings, long straws,

corn cobs, etc. The second sieve, which is nearly as

long as the machine, is of smaller holed zinc than the

first, usually No. 14 perforated zinc, large enough to

let the wheat pass through whUe tailing over impurities

slightly larger, such as peas, beans, maize, large oats

and barley, etc.

The wheat falls through the second sieve on to the

third sieve. This is too fine to allow any wheat to fall

through, say No. 8 zinc, and is for the extraction of small

rormd seeds, small stones, sand and other impurities

of this class. The wheat tailing over this third and last

sieve is again subjected to a strong aspiration to further

remove chaff, light wheat, dust, etc., detached, maybe,
from the wheat grains in process of sifting. This final

aspiration is controlled by a valve in the same way as

the first. In both cases the air and dirt are carried

through expansion chambers, and round deflecting

boards, which cause most of the matter in suspension

to be deposited, the air and light dust only passing

through the fan, and thence to a dust-catcher, while

the heavier impurities, which have been extracted by the

air, fall through trapped spouts into sacks. The sieves
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have a reciprocating motion, driven by cranks from a

shaft runnmg across the front of the machine. The

motion is, usuaUy, in the same direction that the wheat

travels, or, to put it in another way, the sieves move

endways. This is not the invariable rule, as in some

machines of this class the sieves have a lateral, or from

side to side, movement which is claimed to be a more

searching sifting.

The largest machines usually have the sieves in halves,

and set to balance each other ; that is, while one is

moving back the other is moving forward, and while

one is moving forward the other is moving back, the

object of this being to prevent the vibration of the whole

SECTIONS OF CORCOR.\N BAND CONVEYOR

Showing Terminals ond Putting-on and Tlirow-off Carriages

machine. It will be noticed that this machine makes

separations by size and weight, removing" dust and light

impurities by air currents, and grading the heavier

stock by means of sieves. It is now usual to exhaust all

possible dust from the various spouts, etc., of the intake

plant. Thus an exhaust is applied to spouts, elevators,

automatic weighers, etc.

The wheat is spouted from the warehouse separator

into an elevator that carries it up to the top of the silos

and deposits it on a band conveyor. This runs the

whole length of the top floor and high enough from the

floor for the wheat to be spouted to the bins on the outer

side of the silo block. A travelling throw-off carriage
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is provided, that can be set at any point along the belt,

to deflect the wheat into any desired bin.

Under each bin is fixed a wheat-measurer which will

draw out the exact proportion required from its bin ;

or a number can be working at once, each delivering

a set portion from its bin. These deliver on to a belt,

or worm conveyor, which carries the grain into a wheat-

cleaning department, or, as it is generally called, " the

screen room."



CHAPTER V

WHEAT CLEANING AND CONDITIONING

To make good flour requires, first, good wheat, and,

second, only wheat, and clean wheat in good condition.

A comparatively short time before the introduction of

the roUer system the screen room was actually what its

name conveys, for in many cases a screen was the only

machine used in the preparation of the grain. Then
came the wheat scourer, which often went by the name
of the smutter. In those days the importance of wheat-

cleaning was not realised as it is now. The roller

system made such an improvement in flour that for a

time wheat-cleaning was left very much in the back-

ground. In fact, it was considered that roUer milling

rendered wheat cleaning less necessary : but, having

brought the roUer system a long way towards perfection,

millers and engineers devoted more attention to what
is still known as the screen room. Now it is well under-

stood that the more thoroughly wheat is prepared for

the mill the better is the resultant flour, and this being

the case no expense can be spared to make the wheat-

cleaning as perfect as possible. Dirt has been defined

as " matter in the wrong place," so anything except

wheat that goes to the first break roU is most certainly
" matter in the wrong place." The machines used in

wheat-cleaning are designed to remove aU that is dirt

from the wheat, and, as the dirt assumes many forms,

a sequence of machines is required for its elimination.

Matter larger, smaller, lighter, heavier, and of slightly

different shape from wheat can be, to a large extent,

separated from it by sifting and aspiration.

48
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But impurities adhering to the grain have to be

scoured and washed off before they can be eUminated.

So much have the benefits of wet cleaning been reahsed

that most millers wash edl their wheat, be it soft or hard,

dry or damp ; for it has been found that sweated,

clammy English wheat can be • greatly unproved by
washing before any attempt is made to dry it. Russian,

Indian and Persian wheats can only be cleaned by
washing as they contain Irrnips of hard clay, stones, etc.

There should be an automatic weigher to weigh the

wheat received into the screen room from the sUos.

This wiU enable the miller to teU exactly how much
weight is gained or lost in this department. The first

of the cleaning machines is the milling separator. This

must have a bin over it large enough to hold at least

one charge of the automatic weigher, and the feed of

the separator must be set to practically empty the bin

by the time another charge is weighed and tipped into

it. The weigher works intermittently while the feed

works continually, so that there must be this small bin

between to equalise matters. In many iruUs there are

large dirty wheat bins in the screen room into which the

wheat is sent as required from the sUos, and from them
conveyed to the milling separator direct.

Milling Separator.—One type of the mOling separator

is practically the same as the warehotise separator

previously described, with the exception that the first

short, coarse-meshed sieve is omitted, and the first long

sieve is of smaller meshed perforated zinc. No. 12 as

against No. 14 on the corresponding sieve of the former

machine.

Another pattern is known as the Zig-Zag Separator

from the arrangement of the sieves which carry the

material backwards and forwards, dropping it from one

sieve to another down a zig-zag course. These sieves
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in^-ariably have a lateral movement which is claimed

to give closer cleaning than the ordinarj' reciprocating

movement. The matter removed by the milling

separator is much of the same natm"e as that taken out

by the warehouse separator, but the cleaning is more
thorough and much dirt missed in the first instance is

extracted here.

The first aspiration removes dust, chaff, smut-baUs,

light wheat, etc. The first sieve lets the wheat through,

INVINCIBLE ZIG-ZAG MILLING SEPARATOR

taihng over peas, beans, maize, oats, barley, and stones,

and lumps of soil larger than the wheat'; the second
sieve of Xo. 8 perforated zinc lets through sand, round
seeds, and stuff of this class, the wheat tailing over and
being aspirated for the second time. This aspiration
removes chaff and other matter that has been loosened
from the gram m the friction of the sifting, also light

grain that has been missed in previous aspirations.
The next step in the cleaning is rather difiicult to

determine as there are a number of wavs of proceeding.
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It must be clearly understood that there is no correct

hard and fast rule, no one system that can be said to be

the proper system, as they aU claim their own particular

advantages. It was once the rule to grade wheat from

the milling separator into two sizes, the large_ wheat

going to the barley cylinders, and the small to the cockle

cylinders, it being taken for granted that the barley

and oats were aU contained in the large wheat, and the

cockle and other small seeds in the small wheat. The
latest system is to send the wheat direct from the milling

separator to a feed divider, which divides the stream

into as many equal parts as there are barley cylinders,

the whole of the Wheat passing through the barley

cylinders and each two barley cylinders feeding one

cockle.

Indented Cylinders.—^To understand the reason of this

arrangement it is necessary to know how the cylinders

work. Barley and cockle cylinders are known too well

to millers to need much detailed description. They
can be made any reasonable length, of from 4 ft. 1 in.

long by 14 in. dia., to 10 ft. long by 32 in. dia., the most
usual size being Nos. 3, 4 and 5. The outer case is

usually made of zinc plates bent into a cylinder, the

inner side having drilled or punched indents varying

in size according to the separations they are required

to make. The size of the indents has been standardised.

No. 12 is the usual size indent used for separating

wheat from barley and oats. Punched indents are usually

preferred for this, as they allow one side of the indent

to be flattened slightly, which provides a more secure

resting-place for a grain of wheat than does a perfectly

round hole. Inside the cylinder, which revolves on,

not with the spindle, is a fixed tray, one edge of which
projects close to the rising side of the cylinder. The
grain running down the cylinder lodges in the indents
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and so is carried up to a point about equal to the figure

10 on a clock face. The oats and barlej', being slightly

longer than the wheat, tip out of the indents first and

fall to the bottom of the cyhnder again, while the wheat

grains are carried a little higher, and when they fall

are above the lip of the tray into which they drop. This

tray, which is curved to form a worm-box, is fixed to

the spindle, and, b}' turning the spindle shghtly, the lip

near the side of the cylinder can be raised or lowered,

and thus a very wide range of adjustment is allowed to

CORCORAN COCKLE CYLINDER

suit the size of the grain being treated. In the lower

cur\'ed part of the tra}' is a worm which caiTies the wheat

deposited in it to the tail of the machine and delivers it

out at the end, while the barlc)- and oats gradually

work down the inside of the cylinder and pass through

the slots cut near the end.

The usual indents for tlie cockle cylinders arc the No. 3

drilled : and these machines work in exactly the oppo-

site way to the barley cylinders, the cockles and round

seeds being carried high enough to drop into the tray,

while the wheat slides down the inside of the cylinder

and passes out through the slots, Both the barley and
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cockle cylinders are given a fall of about an inch in a

foot. The wheat passes on to the next machine, while

the barley and oats are sent to a re-barley cyhnder, to

recover any wheat that may be left in them. The cockle

is sent to a re-cockler to recover any wheat that may have

been lifted out with it. Sometimes the re-barley cylinder

CROSS-SECTION OF COCKLE CYLINDER,

SHOWING HOW SEPARATION IS MADE

has indents one size larger than the original cylinder

and the re-cockler one size smaller, though this is not

absolutely necessary as the adjustment of the internal

trays gives a wider range of separation than two sizes

of indents.

It will be seen from the above that the indent cylinders

have to lift every grain of wheat out of the barley and
oats, and, theoretically at least, each indent only holds

one grain at a time, and, as the barley cylinders have to

lift out about 99 per cent, of the feed, more surface is

required than for the cocklers, which only have to lift

out 1 per cent, to 2 per cent, of the feed, while the

indents being smaller there are afcput double the number
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of them to the square foot of surface, hence the reason

for havmg two barley cylinders to one cockle cyhnder.

Wheat Scourer.—The wheat next goes to the scourer.

This consists of a perforated iron cylinder, through which

runs a shaft carrying a number of beaters which revolve

at a high rate of speed, scouring the wheat against the

inside of the cylinder. The cylinder has long hole

perforations all over it, and the impurities scoured off

pass away through these slots which are too narrow to

INVINCIBLE WHEAT SCOURER

let the wheat through. Sonictmies the inside of the

cylinder is coated with cnier}' to make the scouring more

severe. The machine is provided with a powerful fan

which aspirates the grain, and removes dust as the

wheat enters the scouring chamber, all the time it is

being scoured, and again as it loaves the machine. The

scourer removes adhering dirt, scours off smut and

beard, and more or less of the first bran coat. This is

all exhausted away, and the wheat has a polished,

smooth look.
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Washer and Stoner.^The wheat next passes into the

washer, which removes adhering dirt, dissolves clay-

balls, separates stones, etc., and the wheat takes up a

certain amount of water, partly depending upon the

sort of wheat, and partly upon the time it is immersed

in the water. Indian wheats are hard and flinty, and

need a considerable amount of soaking. Indeed, when
washing these wheats by themselves, it is not unusual

to steam them first by running them along a 12 ft.

worm, with a lid on, into which live steam is turned.

Many millers wash their wheats in hot water, very

often using condenser water from the engine for this

purpose ; otherwise the water can be heated with a

steam-pipe coil in a tank.

Indian wheats should in aU cases be washed by them-

selves first, and then washed again in the mixture.

Theoretically it would be better to wash each wheat

separately. In actual practice it is found quite satis-

factory to wash similar wheats together ; or, if hard

wheats are given a preliminary washing, they can be

washed in the mixture again, and—given a good modern
conditioner, or even a good drier—^let lie together in a

blending bin, they wUl give and take moisture till they

are aU practically of the same softness.

Before the Indians have their preliminary washing

they may be passed along the steaming worm, and this

steaming will enable the water in the washer to pene-

trate the berry better than if the wheat is washed in its

original harsh state. Good results can also be got by
washing these wheats in warm water ; but then they

require passing through a drier with plenty of cold

air to thoroughly cool them before going to the bin.

They need washing twice to bring them to an even

mellowness with most of the other wheats that are

washed only once.

5—(1464A)
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There are many forms of washers. The Mumford

Patent, by Messrs. Henry Smion, Ltd., will serve for

an example of this type of machine. It is in fact three

machines m one, behrg a washer, stoner, and whizzer.

The washer consists of a tank of water along which,

partly submerged, runs a worm conveyor. Into this

the wheat is fed, and wormed along through the water

to the whizzer at the other end. Under the wheat-

MUMFORD PATENT WHEAT WASHER AND WHIZZER

worm is a smaller worm convej'ing in the opposite

direction. The wheat is carried forward bj^ the upper

and larger worm into the whizzer, while the stones

being of greater specific gravity fall on to the small

worm, and arc carried back, and dropped into a receiving

chamber. The action of the upper worm causes a flow
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of water which prevents the wheat being caught by the

lower one, -so that a complete separation of stones and

wheat is made. The whizzer consists of a number of

short blades fixed to a rapidly revolving drum, and set

at an angle to carry the wheat upwards inside the

perforated case in which they revolve. They also have

a powerful centrifugal action which drives the water

through the perforations in the casing, so that the wheat
is discharged from the top of the whizzer fairly dry.

The water in the washing tank can be kept at any
desired depth. The dirty water running away con-

tinually is replaced by streams of clean water falling

into the wash ng worm. The worm box is perforated

so that the water passing through into the tank carries

the dirt with it.

Some washers are of a double type, having two tanks

and two worms, so that very dirty wheats can receive

a double washing.

A simple type of washer and stoner is the " Concen-
tric." This is in the form of a hollow cone filled with

water into which the wheat falls. An upward flow of

water carries the wheat with it out of the appliance,

but the stones being heavier fall through the rising

water into the point of the cone whence they can be
removed by means of a trap. The wheat and water
pass into a whizzer.

Dirt removal is, of course, the primary object in

washing wheat. The modern washer was introduced
to wash wheats like Indians, and some Russians, which
contained hard lumps of clay that could not be otherwise

eliminated. A dry stoning system was used before the
washer provided a better and simpler way of extracting

them. Before the washer was introduced, a damping-
worm was used to damp such brittle wheats as Cah-
fornians. This was simply a worm a few feet long
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carr3dng the wheat, into which a tap ran a stream of

water. The chief object of this was to toughen the bran,

and prevent it from being so much cut up in grinding.

In addition to its other use, the washer is of great

importance as the first step in wheat conditioning. It

is necessary to remember that Britain imports wheats

from aU parts of the world. Some are mellow, some

soft, whilst many are hard and flinty with a very brittle

skin, and these last require tempering as weU as washing.

Indians and some Russians and American Durums
require softening as weU as cleaning, and the quantity

of water to be added to them depends somewhat on the

district for which the flours are intended. There are

again wheats which though already soft require washing

for washing's sake, such as Russians, Plates, Winters

and smutty English ; in fact, practically aU wheats are

washed nowadays, and the soft ones are dried again.

Another advantage of the washer is that out-of-con-

dition English wheats can be dried much better after

washing than if not washed. There is a natural sweating

which forms a soit of gum on out-of-condition grain,

and if this is removed wheat can be dried much more

satisfactorily. AU sorts of primitive forms of washing

were tried, and dropped, before the modern washer was

introduced.

Conditioning Wheat.—It is now well understood that

water is even more beneficial to the endosperm than

to the bran, and mellowing the grain is of much more

importance than toughening the outer covering. Cer-

tain hard wheats, when mellowed by proper conditioning,

are stronger and yield better flour than if ground dry

;

and, when the miller has added 3 or 4 per cent, of water

t o the grain before grinding, the flour will make more

bread per sack from the resultant flour than from the

dry flour.
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The chief aim, however, in conditioning wheats is to

bring the whole of the mixture to the same degree of

hardness or softness. To accomplish this it is sometimes

necessary to wash some of the hardest wheats twice

;

wash without whizzing them the first time, and send

them to a conditioning bin. These conditioning bins

are a very important part of the process. It is only

possible to wet the outside of the bran, and, as it is re-

quired to have the moisture distributed evenly right

through the berry, the wheat must lie in a bin for the

water to soak through into the inside of the berry.

The prehminary washing can be regulated to suit the

harshness of any particular wheat. Indian wheats,

which often have an earthy smell owing to the soil they

contain, are washed and let stand till a shght fermenta-

tion is set up, which destroys the smell. In some mills

all sorts of wheat are washed separately. In others,

certain hard wheats are washed first, and then run into

the mixture, and all washed together again. The extra

cost of washing these wheats twice is justified by the

fact that they are much cheaper as a rule. When the

mixture is made up it should lie together to temper for

twelv.e to twenty-four hours, i.e., for the hard wheats
to absorb some of the moisture from the softer ones.

When soft wheats are washed it is often necessary to
dry them more than can be done by the whizzer. A
wheat-drier is then necessary. It consists of a long
upright chamber or chambers down which the wheat
passes in a thin stream between perforated surfaces,

passing over slight obstructions which continually
break the stream, thus preventing the same grains from
always being in the middle. Hot air is blown through
the streams of wheat for about two-thirds of the length
of its travel to carry off the moisture.

The wheat is then cooled by blasts of cold air during
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the last third of its journey. The rate of travel of the

grain can be regulated so that it remains in the apparatus

a longer or shorter time according to how much drying

it requires. The inlet and outlet are connected in such

a manner that the wet wheat automatically enters as

fast as the dry escapes, so that the chambers are always

fiUed.

The drier made by Messrs. E. R. & F. Turner, of

Ipswich, consists of two vertical cylinders of perforated

metal, one within the other, the wheat passing between

the two. The whole revolves ; the dry wheat being

discharged, by means of a stationary scraper, into the

delivery spout at the bottom. The feed-hopper at the

top, being connected to the scraper, regulates the dis-

charge to the supply so that the machine is always fuU,

otherwise the air would all rush through the vacant

space instead of through the layer of wheat. Two fans

are necessary on wheat driers, one for hot air, and one

for cold. The warm air is heated by drawing it through

a nest of steam-heated pipes.

The greatest difficulties in conditioning wheat are

owing to atmospheric changes, inasmuch as the damp-
ness or dryness of the air used affects the process.

Wheat requires large quantities of air to carry off the

moisture, and damp air naturally does not carry off as

much moisture as drier air, and especially is this so in the

cold section as the warm wheat might absorb moisture

from the air used to cool it, so that considerable care

and judgment are required.

The undoubted improvement which is seen in bread
made from the flours of well conditioned wheats may
safely be ascribed to equal diffusion of moisture in the
wheat, and more even granulation of the flour owing
to the fact that less pressure is required on both break
and reduction rolls.
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Another type of drier and conditioner is effective

in that it uses very httle air, so that it marks some

change in the process. It was originally intended to

use no air, but this was found to be impossible. The

apparatus now to be described consists of three sections.

The first section is for heating the wheat, which is done

by passing it over a series of pipes heated with hot

water, with the temperature of the water under the

control of the operative. The section is filled up with

exhaust ducts which serve to break up the travel of the

wheat, and in heavily conditioned samples exhaust can

be applied to draw off any desired amount of moisture,

3 to 3J per cent, of moisture has been drawn off, this

depending on the amount of air and heat used. The
usual practice is to raise the temperature of the wheat

to from 110 to 125°F., depending on the nature of the

trade and of the wheat being treated.

The next section is used for cooling and aspirating

the grain, also for drying when necessary. This is cut

off from the top section by grids, thus enabling the top

section to be filled with the wheat being heated. If it

were not for this grid or slide, the wheat would pass

through the heating section too quickly to be warmed.
The third section is entirely for cooling, and consists

of cold-water pipes which cool the wheat as it passes

over them. Wheat is an excellent non-conductor of

heat, and it is necessary in this class of machine that

provision be made to break up the vertical stream of

wheat so that each grain can be heated and cooled

equally. By extending the second, or aspirating section,

wheat can, in certain circumstances, be cooled without
using the third section. In the case of English or other

soft varieties of wheat the results obtained by this

method are almost as good as when the wheat is passed
through the complete machine, as more air can be used.
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But with the harder varieties of wheat it is desirable to

use the minimum quantity of air, otherwise the bran

will be too brittle. With a machine of this pattern having

a capacity of twenty sacks per hour and an area of

3 ft. X 2 ft. 9 in., it wiU readily be seen that, were it

not for some special devices, the tendency of the wheat

would be to run faster down the centre than at the sides ;

but this dif&culty has been overcome, and the grain is

quite uniform in condition from whichever part of the

machine it is taken. The whole machine is full of wheat,

guided by channels of various designs. The gate at

the bottom is actuated by the hopper at the top. The
gate is set for a continuous flow, but, if feed accumulates

in the hopper at the top, the weight in the hopper opens

the gate at the bottom, and allows the excess to pass

away. The gate controlled by the hopper is as sensitive

as the feed of a roUer mill.

Water is used at a temperature of 160 to 212°F., the

heat being maintained by live steam, a valve allowing

excess steam condensed to escape. The sides are

insulated so that aU heat is usefuUy absorbed by the

wheat, and not blown into the room, with the result that

the screen room is as clean as the purifier room.

The heat is only supplied through the water pipes,

and the pipes are so spaced that the column of wheat

is never more than 1^ in. thick. In it are placed air

ducts and other devices in such a way that the column

of grain is continually broken up.

Tempering Bins.—It is the practice of some miUers to

wash their wheats before they go to the cylinders and
before scouring thern. The advantages claimed for

this method are—^first, that the barley and oats are

washed and freed from lumps of dirt and stones, and
are therefore in a better state for use as provender;

second, a wheat scourer is a very severe machine and
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apt to break some of the grains of brittle wheat, the

broken grains being lost as far as flour-making is con-

cerned. "When washed before scouring the grain is

toughened and therefore not so hkely to break in

scouring.

Whether it is scoured before washing or not, as soon

as it comes from the washing and drying section of the

plant, the wheat is sent into the tempering bins to allow

the moisture taken up in washing to permeate each

berry, which usually takes from about twelve to eighteen

hours. There must be a sufficient number of bins to

hold enough of the washed wheats to supply the mill for

a certain period, usually twenty-four hours ; as it is

not usual to run the wheat-preparing department at

night.

The wheat is drawn from the tempering bins by

means of measuring devices, usually called wheat-

mixers. One of these fixed under each bin, in the same

way as those under the silo-bins, enables any desired

quantity to be drawn from each bin to make up the

mixture in the proportions required for the mill. If the

wheats in the mixture have not been previously scoured,

the mixture goes to the- scourer and then to a brush

machine. If it has been scoured it may be scoured a

second time, but generally it goes at once to the brush

machine.

Wheat Brush.—The wheat brush is constructed on

almost the same lines as the wheat scourer, with the

exception that inside the perforated cylinder, instead of

beaters, a revolving, cyhndrical brush is mounted on

the shaft and brushes the wheat, giving it a final polish

before it goes to the clean wheat bins in the mill proper.

The wheat is aspirated as it enters the machine, aU the

time it is being brushed, and again as it leaves the

machine. The combined action of the brushing and
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aspirating thoroughly removes the remaining dust

adhering to the grain. The clean wheat bins should

each be large enough to contain twelve hours'

supply of grain, so that, if each sort of wheat in the

mixture does not contain exactly the same amount of

moisture, there may be time for some of the drier berries

to absorb some of the moisture of the damper ones.

About 15 per cent, of moisture is the amount in the

wheat when it goes on to the first break rolls.

There is usually another wheat brush, or a wheat
aspirator, in the mill immediately before the first rolls,

to ensure that no dust passes to the breaks with the

wheat, as such dust would seriously discolour the break

flour.

A magnetic separator is placed before each scouring

machine and before the first break rolls to extract any
iron or steel, such as nails, bits of wire, etc., which might
injure those machines.



CHAPTER VI

THE BREAK SYSTEM

The modern system of flour-milling is summed up in the

term " Gradual reduction." Every grinding machine

reduces the grain a little, and separations are made

between the reductions, partly-ground stock going on

to be further reduced, while finished products are sacked

off, ready for market. Grind, sift ;
grind, sift, is the

order of the process.

For convenience of nomenclature the grindings for

extracting the endosperm, or floury parts, from the bran

are called breaks and the remainder reductions. The

break rolls open out the berry, and loosen its contents

in the shape of break flour, dunst, middlings and semo-

lina, commonly called chop. This chop contains a

certain percentage of bran, broken up in extracting the

endosperm from the bran, or skin of the berry. It may
be weU to point out that dunst, middlings, and semolina

are not distinctive materials, but simply names given

to broken pieces of the endosperm of certain well-

understood sizes. The germ is a distinct body, differing

in composition from the other parts of the grain. It is

detached, generally whole, in the break process, and is

of about the same size as the semoHna, from which it is

separated later on in the milling process. The great

objects to be achieved in the break process are, first,

to make as little actual flour as possible and as much
granular stock—semolina and middlings—as is possible

;

second, to free the bran from the endosperm, and send

it to the bran sack.

The clean wheat, coming on to the first rollers, is

66
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broken open and a certain amount of endosperm freed.

This latter is sifted out, and the broken wheat passes on

to the second break rollers. This process is repeated

till only the bran is left, and, being dusted through a

bran-duster, is sent to the bran sack. The number of

breaks used once varied from two to as many as eight,

but four have come to be recognised, generally, as the

most satisfactory number necessary to give clean bran,

and the largest percentage of semolina and middlings,

though two or three only are often used in small mills.

When the roller system was first introduced, there was

an idea that the crease of the wheat contained dirt of

some sort, and endeavours were made to split the berry

down the crease on the first break. For this purpose

many kinds of machines were introduced, and many
special groovings for the first break roUs were tried.

As a matter of fact, the best that could be done was to

split one grain in ten through the crease, the other

nine being broken across, or having bits chipped off in

various ways. Generally about half of 1 per cent, of

dirty-looking flour was extracted at the expense of very

considerable trouble and machinery. It took millers

and milling engineers quite a number of years to dis-

cover that it was they themselves and not nature who
made the dirty flour that they called crease-dirt.

Take a handful of flour, and a handful of clean wheat,

mix them well together and sift. The result is a dirty-

looking flour, for the wheat, or the bran of the wheat,

will stain white flour, and that was what was happening

to the first break. The lesson has been of great value

to the trade, inasmuch as millers discovered the power
of bran to discolour flour ; and machines have since

been ntroduced to extract the break flour, at every

break, as soon as it is made and before it is churned

round with the broken wheat and so discoloured. The
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first break is now a real grnider, and frees a large

percentage of the endosperm.

The break rolls are grooved, or fluted, from end to

end with flutes the shape of a saw-tooth. The grooves

are not cut in line with the axis of the rolls but slightly

spiral, so that the grooves do not interlock with the

corresponding grooves on the other roU of the pair, and

further, so that they give a shearing action, somewhat
after the manner of the blades of a pair of scissors. The

amount of the spiral of the flutes has a

great influence on the work done by
the rolls, and, as the result of extensive

tests, are now cut at an angle of 15

degrees to the axis of the roU. The

SHAPE OF fluting—more correctly speaking, the

FLUTE saw-tooth edges of the flutes—are set at

an angle of 15 degrees to a line forming
the diameter of the roll.

All these rules have exceptions. Some firms use

special fluting for the first break, while using the ordinary
saw-tooth on the other three. Again, at times, the
forward edges of the teeth are in a dii-ect hne with the
diameter of the roll, giving a sharper cutting action.

The following tables give the number of flutes per inch,

and the speed of the rolls.

Fast Roll. Slow Roll. Flutes.
1st Break 400 revols. per min. 160 revols. per min. 10 per in.
2nd „ 400 „ „ 160 , 14
3rd „ 400 „ „ 160 „

"
18 "

4th „ 480 „ „ 160 „ .', 26 ".

The difference in the speed of the two rolls gives the
necessary grinding action, and is called the differential.

Thus the first three breaks have a differential of 2^ to 1.

The difference is obtained by means of gears, running
in oil tight cases. Other means have been tried, such
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as driving each roll with a separate belt, but in this case

there is always the danger of one belt slipping and the

differential being lost. The flutes on the slow roll

travel backwards, thus presenting their cutting edge

to the cutting edge of the flutes of the fast roll, which

face the direction of travel. The superior speed of

the fast roll seeks to carry the flake through at its own
velocity, but the sharp edges of the flutes of the slow

roU resists this, so that a grinding, or shearing, action

takes place, which detaches the flour particles from the

bran.

The depth of the flutes form a recess into which the

semolina falls, and thus escapes, without being reduced

to flour. The depth of the flutes, therefore, decides

to a great extent, the size of the semolina. For that

reason the flutes are larger on the first break, and here

the largest semolina is produced. Gradually, as the

wheat is broken down and smaller pieces have to be
dealt with, smaller, and therefore shallower flutes are

used, those on the last break having only to scrape, or

shear, the last particles of the endosperm off the
bran.

In the early days of roller-milling very heavy feeds

were rushed through the roUs, but it is now understood
that, to obtain the best results, ample roll surface must
be allowed. The standard diameter for rolls is 10 in.,

though other sizes are used. The length of the break
rolls is anything up to 60 in. A pair of 60 in. rolls have
a contact of 60 in, and the length of contact is always
reckoned in estimating the capacity of these machines.

Technically this contact is spoken of as the roller

surface, really the length of roller surface. The break
system should have, at least, 40 in. of roller surface,

per sack of flour per hour, manufactured. Often as

much as 44 in. or 45 in. is allowed. This is divided
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about as follows : First break, 10 in. ; second break

14 in. ; third break, 12 in., and the fourth break, 8 in.

When the whole wheat goes to the first break there are

comparatively few pieces, but when they are broken

up on the first break they cover far more surface than

the original wheat, thus more roll surface is allowed on

the second break, the object being to pass the particles

through the rolls in a thin even stream, or layer, and

not in a layer of pieces two or three deep. So much of

the wheat has been extracted by the time the residue

reaches the third break that less surface is required, and

on the fourth, as only the bran is left with a little

endosperm attached, still less surface is required.

The following table gives the average extraction of

stock on each break.

Percentage.
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The horizontal, having all four rolls in a horizontal

plane.

The vertical, having one roll of a pair immediately

above the other.

The diagonal, having the rolls at an angle of 45 degrees

to each other, or half-way between the vertical and

horizontal.

The horizontal rolls take up a considerable amount

of floor space, and are not too easy to adjust.

The vertical occupy the least floor-space, but it is not

very easy to deliver the feed into the " nip " of the roUs,

or to examine them when at work.

The diagonal pattern has none of the disadvantages

of the other types, while possessing all their good points,

in addition to a number of its own.

The feed hopper can- be brought low down between

the upper rolls, and the feed rolls set to deliver

the feed right into the " nip " of the giinding rolls.

The ground material can be examined readily, and the

rolls, owing to their relative positions to each other,

admit of easy and very accurate adjustment. The
construction of the frame and hopper allows of the use

of appliances to extract the break flour immediately it

is made.

A modern roUer mill is built in a strong, rigid iron

frame, that prevents vibration, and carries the bearings

and adjustments without strain. The bearings are long

and self-oiling. The roUers themselves are made of

chilled cast iron, and mounted on steel spindles, which
are forced in by hydraulic pressure, and the rolls

are turned up on their own spindles.

The top roll of the pair is the fast one, and is driven

by belting which must be of ample width and strength.

The lower roll is the slow roll, and is driven, or rather,

its speed is determined, by a pair of differential gear
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wheels connecting its spindle with that of the fast roU,

at the other end from the driving pulley. The slow

roll is the adjustable roll, being brought up to the fast

roll by means of levers and hand wheels.

The rolls of a pair must be kept parallel, or they will

not grind evenly their whole length, and a means of

adjustment is often provided for this purpose.

As modern milling is a continuous process, and the

material flows automatically from one machine to

another, it is necessary, while having an appliance that

win spread the feed evenly the whole length of the

grinding rolls, to have it, at the same time, self-acting

so that it will take and pass all feed that comes to it.

For this purpose a hopper is provided the same length

as the rolls. The front of the hopper, or feed gate, is

hinged at the top and kept closed with a spring. As
the hopper fills with stock, the weight of its contents

tends to push the gate open. The spring is adjusted

so that it keeps the feed gate closed till the stock has

spread the extreme length of the hopper, when it opens

sufficiently to allow stock to escape, and, if the quantity

of stock coming increases, its weight opens the gate

sufficiently to let it pass through. The bottom edge of

the gate rests against a revolving feed roU of small

diameter, which assists the feed to flow out under the

edge of the gate in an even stream. A second feed roll,

just in front of, and a little lower than, the first, helps

to spread the stock more evenly, and in a thinner

stream, as it runs considerably faster than the first

feed roll, and delivers the material to be ground into the

nip of the grinding rolls at, approximately, the same
speed as that at which they are revolving. The feed

gate can, if required, be set in a fixed position to allow

an unchanging quantity to pass. This is generally

done when several machines are grinding the same
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stock, one feed gate only of the group being left to

work automatically.

An adjustment at each end of the slow roller allows

the roUerman to set the rolls to grind evenly at each

end—and so along their whole length—and, to adjust

the degree of fineness required, by bringing the bottom

roll up as near to the top roll as is necessary for the

particular stock it is working on.

When stopping the machines, one lever will throw

both ends of a pair of rollers apart, and at the same time

stop the feed. When starting it again, replacing the

lever in its original position starts the feed, and sets

the rollers grinding to the same degree of fineness as

before.

An automatic flour mill is, in practice, one huge

machine, of which each individual appliance is a unit,

and every unit must do its proper share of work, and the

satisfactory results given by each unit depend largely

on those preceding it having done their share. For

instance, if the fourth break were not properly cleaning

the bran, it does not follow, of necessity, that the faiilt

is with it. Either of the three previous breaks may not

be doing its full share, thus leaving more work for the

fourth than it should have to do. On the other hand,

if the first three breaks, or any of them, were doing too

much, there would not be sufficient left for the last to

do, and it would be cutting up the bran, instead of

cleaning it.

Grinding is the miller's art, and no amount of dressing

machinery, or purification will annul the rollerman's

bad work, or the bad work of roUs that may be out of

truth, or working with dull flutes, owing to long wear.

It is the rollerman's place to grind the stock, and it is

his fault, as a rule, if it is badly done. If the condition

of the rolls is to blame, it is stiU his fault if he has not
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discovered the cause of the trouble, and reported to

head-quarters. Rolls not overloaded should run for

from one to two years, but a great deal depends on their

handling, and the condition of the wheat used. If the

wheat stoner is not extracting aU the stones these wiU

soon spoil the fluting, and cause other troubles. Newly-
fluted rolls are generally too sharp, and require several

weeks' work before they give the best results. If,

however, the fluting is badly worn, the rolls begin to

crush the wheat instead of grinding it, and more break

flour and less semohna is made. The depth of the

fluting forms a refuge for the semolina while passing the

point of contact, and, if the fluting has worn shallow,

then the semohna is crushed, more of it is made into

break flour, and what escapes is small, of a bad shape

and difiicult to purify, and there is a lowering of both

the quantity and quality of patent flour. The desid-

eratum is to make the largest possible percentage of

semolina and middlings, and these are produced by
the first and second break roUs which are coarsely fluted.

The third and fourth break flutes are too fine to make
large semohna.

Scalping.—Scalping is the technical term applied to

the sifting process between each break for the separation

of the chop

—

i.e., the break flour, dunst, middlings and
semohna—^from the broken wheat and bran. This

process has had more attention given to it of late years

than, perhaps, any other operation in the miU proper,

and many improvements have been introduced. Origin-

ally the scalping was generally done on hexagonal reels.

The first break scalper is clothed No. 18 wire, and all

the broken stock from the first break goes to it. The
chop passes through the meshes of the wire cover, while

the broken wheat tails over and goes to the second

break. The second break scalper, clothed No. 20 wire.
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performs the same kind of operation, the overtails going

to the third break. The third break scalper is clothed

No. 24 or 26 wire, and the overtails go to the fourth break.

The fourth break stock, usually, goes to a centrifugal

dressing machine clothed with No. 36 wire, and the bran

(overtails) from the centrifugal goes to the bran sack.

Later it was discovered that a better separation and

better stock was obtained by scalping through centri-

fugal dressing machines. Though the centrifugal flour

dresser is described later, it might be mentioned here

that it has a circular reel with fast-rrmning blades inside

it, which assists the stock to pass quickly through the

meshes of the cover. For scalping purposes, a centri-

fugal fed at both ends and discharging the overtails

at the centre of its length is used, the object being to

give a short, quick travel, with sufficient force to make
a clean separation. This system of scalping is still

largely in vogue in spite of many new systems and
machines.

Roll-Hopper Scalping.—^Messrs. Henry Simon, Ltd.,

with a view to the prevention of contamination of the

break flour, by churning it up with the broken wheat in

an ordinary reel, or centrifugal scalper, adopted a plan

of fixing sieves inside the break roll hoppers in such a

manner that the stock coming from the " nip '' of the rolls

falls directly on a narrow sieve, running the full length

of the rollers, and set at such an inclination that the

stock shdes down it. A strong exhaust draws a cunrent

of air through the sieve, carrying the break flour with it.

The flour is trapped inside the hopper and is spouted
away for further dressing, while the air passes away
to the fan. The current of air, besides helping the flour

through the meshes of the sieve, also keeps the roUs

cool, and carries away any humidity that may arise in

grinding.
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The coarse stock, falling over the edge of theiirst

sieve, falls upon a second sieve set at right angles to it.

This is formed of wire, of a mesh suitable to the particular

break it is scalping. Travelling down this sieve the

broken wheat is freed from semohna, and other particles

of endosperm, which are spouted away to be graded for

the purifier. An exhaust, drawn through this lower

sieve, carries off hght branny flakes that have been

detached from the wheat berry in the progress of grinding.

The broken wheat, tailing over the second sieve, falls

direct to the next break machine. A gentle knocking

action, by means of a cam, keeps the meshes of the sieves

clean. To save abrasion, and the making of attrition

flour, the break roUs in this particular system, instead

of being all placed on the first floor, are fixed, each on a

separate floor, so that the stock can fall direct from one

break to the next, without the intervention of elevators,

or conveyors, as are required when all the roller mills

are on one level.

Some other firms use various forms of sieves, inside

the roU hopper, to extract the break flour as soon as it is

made.

Pneumatic Scalping.—^Messrs. Thos. Robinson & Son,

of Rochdale, some years ago introduced a now much
used machine called a Cyclo-Pneumatic separator, for

extracting the break flour, without the use of sieves. A
fan is mounted on a vei tical hollow spindle. The whole

of the break stock from a break is fed into this machine

through the hoUow spindle, and falls upon a rapidly

revolving saucer which throws it off in an even circular

spray over the mouth of a funnel. The fan, drawing a

current of air up through the spray, carries off the break

flour while the broken wheat, semolina, etc., falls into

the funnel, and is spouted out of the machine. The
break flour, passing through the fan, is blown into an
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expansion chamber at the side of the machine where,

owing to baffle boards round which the air passes,

most of it is deposited, and falls into a worm. The air,

ree<l

Robinson's cyclo-pneumatic separator

and the lightest flour, pass back into the cyclonic hopper
of the main part of the machine in which the air whirls

round
; the centrifugal action thus set up, throws the

flour against the conical sides of the hopper, down which
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it slides into the worm below. The cleaned air passes

over the edge of the funnel again, taking with it a fresh

load of break flour fiom the spray of material, and thence

to the fan. Thus a continual flow of the same air is

kept up in the machine, which in its endless journey

carries away break flour, deposits it, and returns to

repeat the operation. No air enters or leaves the

machine while it is at work. The break stock, less the

break flour, after it leaves the cyclo-pneumatic, is passed

over sifters which separate the semolina and middlings

from the broken wheat, the former being graded and

sent to the purifiers, and the latter to the next break

rolls.

Messrs. Samuelson & Co., of Banbury, make a some-

what similar cyclonic separator, minus the side expan-

sion chamber, the whole separation being made by the

cyclonic action of the air in the machine.

Plansifter Scalping.—Plansifter scalping is done on a

machine so caUed, which, owing to the number of its

super-imposed sieves, is able to scalp the break stock,

dress out the break flour, and grade the semohna, etc.,

ready for the purifiers, all in one continuous process.

This machine is described with the dressing machinery

later in this book.

Enough sifting surface must be provided to ensure all

the freed endosperm (" chop ") being separated from

the broken wheat, and a means of keeping the meshes

of the scalper sieves clean is essential. If the mesh
becomes blocked, or the sifting surface is insufficient,

semolina will tail over to the next break with the broken

wheat, overload the rolls and be reduced to break flour

and contaminated. If the mesh of the scalper cover is

too coarse, smaU broken wheat will pass through and
escape the next break, while, if the surface is too great,

an unnecessary amount of friction is set up, which will
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scour branny particles off the broken wheat, and they,

joining the chop, will be difficult to separate again.

The most modern types of scalpers are designed to per-

form their function in the gentlest possible manner, so

that they shall not produce attrition flour from the^

semolina by severe action, nor scour " beeswing " off

the bran, to contaminate the chop.

In large plants it is usual to devote a section of the

scalper to grading the broken wheat, for the next break,

into two sizes, the coarse going to one pair of rolls, and

the fine to another. It is hardly necessary to say that

this can only be done where there are two or more pairs

of rolls on each break. The rolls grinding the fine

broken wheat have finer flutes than those grinding the

coarse. One rule, which is mostly exceptions, is that

the fine flutes are the same as the coarse flutes on the

next break. Thus the fine side of the second break

would have eighteen flutes per inch, i.e., the same

number as the coarse side of the thud break, while the

fine side of the third break would have twenty-six flutes

per inch the same as the fourth break.

Occasionally the wheat is graded into two sizes, when

the first break is done on two pairs of roUs. In this case

the large wheat is broken with ten to the inch flutes, and

the fine with twelve to the inch. This, however, is

seldom done now.

It might be thought from the foregoing that there are

many systems of roller milhng, but in reality this is not

so, though there are a number of different ways o|

carrying out the system of gradual reduction which J
still, and probably always will be, in a state of evolutioii.

Put as briefly as possible, modern roUer milling is a

system of gradual reduction with an elimination ol

impurities at every stage of the process, impurities in

the present case being the outer skin of the wheat berry,
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and fibrous indigestible matter contained in it. One
miller may run his rolls faster than another does, or he
may have more or fewer flutes to the inch on any particu-

lar break roll. He may scalp on a vibrating sieve, or on
a centrifugal reel. These are all means to an end. All aim
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at the same goal, which is the extraction of the pure endo-

sperm from the wheat in the largest possible pieces, so

that they may purify it with air currents, lifting out the

minute particles of fibrous matter, and then further

grind it to pure flour by means of smooth rolls, which

latter process is called technically the reduction system,

as distinguished from -the aLeady described break

system.



CHAPTER VII

MACHINES USED IN THE REDUCTION SYSTEM

Before describing the reduction and purifier systems,

it will perhaps be as well to describe the various machines

used.

Reduction Rolls.—Reduction roller mills are of

exactly the same pattern as the break rolls, with the

exception, that the actual roUs are seldom made moie

than 40 in. long. The roUs are generally smooth, but

finely fluted rolls, having from eighty to 120 flutes to

the inch, are used by some millers, and are fast gaining

favour in the trade. Smooth roUs have simple scrapers

fixed to the frame, and pressed gently against each roU

to prevent flour from sticking to them, and being carried

round and round, as considerable pressure is required in

reducing middlings to flour. Fine fluted reduction rolls

are fitted with a brush for the same purpose. The
differential is very much less than in the case of the

break rolls, being five to four, the fast roU running

at about 250 revolutions per minute, and the slow one

at 200. These are the speeds of 10 in. rolls. SihaUer

diameter rolls run faster, to give them about the same

periphery speed.

When it is realised that the distance between smooth

rollers, when grinding, is only the thickness of a particle

of flour, it will at once be seen that they must be dead

true from end to end, and perfectly parallel one to the

other, to grind evenly their whole length.

The reductions—from two to fourteen it may be,

according to the size of the plant—ai-e lettered alphabeti-

cally. The fii-st reduction "A, " and so on. This does

82
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not mean that all or any of the stock is possibly rolled

fourteen times. It is grouped in grades according to the

number of reductions, but every miller knows exactly

what sort of stock goes to the " C " rolls, and what
goes to the " F " rolls, and so on, in an averaged-sizcd

plant.

Two reductions are called " scratch " reductions, the

rolls of which are fluted 28 to 36 to the inch, and are

SAMUELSON CENTRIFUGAL FLOUR DRESSER

used to free semolina from bits of adhering bran, or to

scrape endosperm off bran particles that have been

broken small enough to pass through the mesh of the

scalpers. They are always lettered " X " and
" Y."

Any reduction may have two or more pairs of rolls,

according to the capacity required. It is usual to allow

60 in. to 65 in. of smooth roll surface per sack of fiour

per hour, and 8 in. of scratch surface.

Centrifugal Dressing.—A centrifugal dressing-reel.
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usually called simply a centrifugal by millers, consists

essentially of a slowly revolving reel inside of which are

rapidly revolving beaters:

These machines, as a natural sequence to the width

of the silk with which they are clothed, are always so

many sheets, or half-sheets, of silk long, and a centri-

fugal reel 2 metres long (roughly 80 in.) is called a two-

sheet centrifugal ; one 100 in. long, being known as a

two and a half-sheet centrifugal. They are built in

various sizes from one sheet to three sheets in length,

the latter being the largest in general use. The reel may
be cylindrical, or polygon shape, the latter being the

more modern. The beaters are thin blades, usually

five to eight, of mild steel, the length of the reel, and

carried on arms attached to a central shaft, which shaft

passes through the ends of the reel. The beaters are

notched on the outer edge, and, by twisting, more or less,

the fingers thus formed, the travel of the stock along

the inside of the reel can be accelerated, or retarded.

A reel 30 in. diameter runs at twenty-five revolutions a

minute, while the internal beaters, travelling in the same

direction, run at 200. Centrifugal reels are constructed

of various diameters. The machine is enclosed in a

dust-tight, hoppered, wood case, with a worm conveyor

running in the bottom of the hoppering to coUect the
" throughs," and deliver at any required point in its

length.

Silk Bolting Cloth.—^The silk used for sifting, or dress-

ing stock in a flour mill is specially spun and woven for

the purpose, the various meshes are numbered more or

less arbitrarily from 0000 to 25. It is made in four

strengths, standard, X, XX, and XXX, the latter being

the strongest and most generally used. The following

table gives the numbers, and corresponding mesh, of

the silks

—
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No. of
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the same sized mesh, or openings, as the others. All the

holes are perfectly square.

It will be noticed, further, that No. 6 is the coarsest

XXX number woven. If a coarser number is required

then grit gauze is used. This is made of even stouter

silk thread, and is woven in numbers, denoting the

number of threads per lineal inch, from 14 to 72, increas-

ing twothreads to the inch at each step, e.g., 14, 16, 18,

20, and so up to 72. These close numbers are necessary

for grading semolina and middlings-.

When speaking or writing of sUk, the figures from

0000 to 15 are always understood to refer to the arbi-

trary numbers, while figures from 16 upwards refer to

grit-gauze numbers. Woven-wire gauze is always

numbered in the same way as grit-gauze, though the

mesh varies from 2 to 260 meshes to the lineal inch.

Purifiers.—^Though every process in a modern fiour

mill is one of purification, yet the term is technically

applied to the work of separating branny particles from

semolina, middlings and dunst, by means of air currents,

and the machines used are called purifiers or sieve

purifiers, the latter term being used to distinguish them
from gravity purifiers, which were another type of machine

used for the same purpose at an earlier period, but now
practically obsolete.

The essential feature of the modern purifier is a long

narrow reciprocating sieve clothed with sUk, or grit-

gauze, down which the stock travels in a thin even

stream. A steady* current of air, induced by an exhaust

fan, passes up through the meshes of the silk, and

through the granular ' stock, lifting out the impurities,

technically called stive. An arrangement of tin, or

wood, troughs, fixed above the sieve, forms a resting-place

for the heaviest of the stive, and above that is an

expansion chamber, through which the draught travels
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slowly, and in which the dust is deposited. The air

passes on to the fan, more or less pure, and is blown out
into the room, or into a filter dust collector. The sieve is

CROSS-SECTION OF ROBINSON'S SIEVE PURIFIER

clothed with four different meshes of silk, the finer num-
bers being at the head of the sieve. The chamber above
the sieves is divided into four sections corresponding

1 lT>f,AL\
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to the different silk meshes, and the strength

of the air current passing through each section can be

regulated by valves according to the size of the stock

being purified. A travelling brush, under the sieve,

keeps the meshes clean. Originally each purifier had a

fan of its own, but now it is not uncommon for a number

of purifiers to be connected by air trunks to a large fan

which exhausts from them aU.

Another sieve pm-ifier is the Air-belt purifier, which

differs from the above tj^e inasmuch as the air is

confined within the machine, and after passing through

the fan travels back down below the sieve, and up

through it again to the fan in an endless stream. The

stive is trapped by special devices between the sieve

and the fan, so thai the air is practically pure when it

passes from the fan to the sieve again. Purifiers gene-

rally have two coUecting worms under the sieve, so that

any portion of the stock may be " cut off " from the

rest, and sent to a different reduction roll, or, if necessary,

be repurified on another machine.

Plansifters.—The plansifter which was in a very crude

form when introduced many years ago, and proved

most unsatisfactory, both on account of its mechanical

defects, and the difficulties encountered in trying to

keep the meshes of the sieves clean, has, in quite recent

years, been re-designed and is now able to challenge the

supremacy of the centrifugal as a grader and flour

dresser. As the name implies, the sieves are on a plane,

or perfectly horizontal, the stock being impelled along

the surface by the action of the machine, in conjunction

with a number of slats projecting over the sUk.

Vibration was the great trouble with the original

plansifters, vibration so great that it shook the machines

themselves to pieces, besides shaking the buildings they

were installed in. The modern plansifters are so
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designed and "balanced that there is absolutely no vibra-

tion. They are not even rigidly attached to the building,

being simply suspended by canes from the underside

of the floor above them.

The machine consists of two chests of oblong sieves

connected by an iron frame. Between the two chests

are bearings in which a cranked spindle works. The

crank revolves a balance weight as a counterpoise to

the sieves. The throw of the crank is about 2 in., and

the balance-weight keeps the spindle, which is only

suspended from above, from rocking, while the sieves

swing through a small circle with a perfectly smooth

motion. Another make of these machines dispenses

with the vertical spindle. The driving belt runs over

two guide pulleys, attached to the frame of the sifter,

direct to a pulley connected with the balance-weight.

Plansifters are built with, up to, twelve sieves in each

chest. These sieves are each usually divided into four

sections, though sometimes, for small mills, they are

divided each into six sections. The sections work in

pairs, each pair having a tin tray under it to catch the

throughs and deliver them to the head of one of the

lower sieves, or to send them out of the machine, which-

ever may be required. Between each pair of sieves, and

its collecting tray, is a triangular brush, with bristles

on both sides. Through one angle of the brush is fixed

a pin, which engages in two slots, one in the underside

of the frame, between the pair of sieves, and the other

up the centre of the tray. The set of the bristles in the

brush, combined with the swing of the machine, causes

it to travel continuously forward from the head of one

sieve section along under the silk, round the tail end

of the two sieves, along under the other silk section,

round the head end, and so on continuously.

To understand the technical working of these machines
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it must be clearly understood that either the throughs

or overtails of any sieve can be sent to any lower sieve,

or spouted out of the machine altogether. Plansifters

have been looked upon as having a very gentle action on

the stock being treated. This may be true in some
respects, but, as a matter of fact, they have a most

severe sifting action. The argument against them, in

England, was, that they would not dress the flour from

soft native wheats. This, however, was only an idea,

as is proved by the fact that these machines show to

better advantage when working on the soft stocks from

the last reductions than anywhere else in the system.

What the relative advantages of plansifters and centri-

fugals are, has been, and still is, too debatable a matter

to be dealt with here, each have their good points, and
their adherents. One of the chief merits of the plan-

sifter is its large capacity, as compared to the floor space

occupied. Another is the small power required to

drive it.

Detacher.—In grinding with smooth rolls, there is

always a tendency to flake the stock, especially in the

lower reductions where the material is becoming soft.

When wheats contain a high percentage of moisture,

and are tough, it is almost impossible to avoid flaking

some of the stock and, naturally, flaked stock wiU not

dress properly. To surmount the difficulty the detacher

was introduced. It consists of short lengths of worm,
or short propeller blades, in a cast iron chamber. The
material is fed into the chamber and stirred round and
forward by the propeller, and forced through a trap

door, which is kept shut by a spring, till the force of the

blades, pressing the stock against it, causes it to open
enough to let it through. A kind of gentle rubbing

action is introduced which disintegrates the flakes, and
the stock is discharged in good condition to dress freely.
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It is usual to fix a detacher after each set of smooth

rollers and a by-pass spout is provided, so that the

material can go direct to the dresser without passing

through the detacher, if desired. Probably in dry

bright weather it is not necessary on all, or even any,

of the reductions, while in damp weather it will con-

siderably assist the work of the dressers, and so maintain

their capacity, and the quality of the flour, under varjdng

conditions. The power required to drive these machines
is very small.



CHAPTER VIII

THE REDUCTION SYSTEM

The break system section of the mill, having eliminated

the bran, leaves the chop to be further dealt with.

Chop, as explained before, is the endosperm as broken

from the bran by the break rolls, and separated from

it by the scalpers. It consists, in flour miU. phraseology,

of germ, semolina, middlings, dunst, and break flour,

mixed with which are bran snips, bran dust, cell walls

of endosperm, and other fibrous matter.

Semolina is that part of the chop that will pass,

indeed, has passed, through 18-mesh wire, but is too

coarse to pass through 40-mesh grit gauze. It can be

further divided into coarse and fine semolina.

Middlings pass through various meshes between

40 grit gauze and No. 7 silk. They may also be sub-

divided into coarse and fine.

Dunst is very fine middlings, dressing through any

numbers between No. 7 silk and the actual flour silk.

Greys are small fibrous impurities in flour or dunst.

Grading and Dusting Chop.—Presuming a mill is

worked entirely on the centrifugal system, the chop

from the first and second break scalpers^and it may be

from the third also, though this is often treated sepa-

rately—^is carried to a centrifugal, which sifts out the

finer stock through No. 40 g.g., the overtails being

semolina, which goes to the semolina purifiers. The
throughs go to another centrifugal, which is clothed with

flour silk for the first part of its length, and with No. 7

silk on the second section. The first section dresses

out some of the break flour. The second section lets

through dunst and remaining break flour, while the

93
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middlings are tailed over to the middlings purifiers.

The flour from the first sheets go to the sack, while

the throughs of the second section go to a third centri-

fugal clothed with about 10 and 12 silk. This machine

thoroughly dusts the remaining break flour out of the

dunst, which can then go to the proper purifier, the

flour going to the sack.

It is most important that no flour should reach the

purifiers. In the first place, it would be, more or less,

carried away by the air currents with the stive, and

reach the offal sack instead of the flour sack. In the

second place, it would load up the purifiers and prevent

that free passage of air that is necessary to carry off

the impurities.

For these reasons, it is imperative that the chop

dressing and grading machines should be well up to

their work. They can be duplicated, or triplicated, to

obtain any required capacity.

The third break chop is of much poorer quality than

that from the first and second breaks, and, for this

reason, is generally dusted and graded separately, only

the very best of the middlings ultimately finding their

way to the head of the mill. The fourth break chop is

always treated by itself, as the middlings are very

poor and specky, and only fit, even when purified most

carefully, for reduction low down the system. The
reason for the third and fourth break chop being so

poor in quality is because all the best of the endosperm
is extracted on the first and second breaks, leaving

little for the last two breaks to do except clean the bran.

Purification.—^The semolina may be graded into two
or more sizes for purification, but often it is simply

divided on to the two sieves of a double purifier. The
advantage of this is that, if anything goes wrong with

one sieve, the whole feed can be turned on to the other
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for a short time, without very much upsetting the

flow of the mill.

The meshes of the purifier sieves must correspond to

the meshes of the covers of the previous machines

that the stock has come through, and tailed over.

SemoHna has come through 18-mesh wire on the scalpers,

and tailed over No. 40 grit gauze on the first chop
centrifugal, and consists of granuals in between those

numbers. The four sections of the purifier sieve might,

therefore, be clothed first sheet 38 g.g., and the last

one 18 g.g. ; the two middle sheets being clothed with

as nearly intermediate numbers as possible, say, 32

and 24. This would give the numbers 38-32—24-18.

The feed, coming through the feed gate, falls on the head

of the sieve, and, travelling over the 38-mesh, a little

pure stock falls through that section. At the same
time, the air current, passing up through the sieve and
the stream of the feed, lifts impurities out, or prevents

them passing through the sieve. On the next section,

a slightly stronger draught is used, owing to the size

of the stock being generally a little larger, and not so

easily floated off. The same applies to the remaining

sections. As the stock is sifted through, there is less

to travel on down the sieve, and so stronger air currents

are needed to prevent light, branny material falling

through. Whence the need of the divisions inside the

purifier. Light impurities are lifted out, and deposited

in the trays and expansion chambers, while the heavier

ones are floated over the tail for further treatment.

Each purifier sieve is suspended by four adjustable

hangers, one at, approximately, each corner of the sieve.

The angle at which these hangers are set regulates the

speed at which the stock flows down the sieve. They
are also adjustable to lower or raise either side of the

sieve, to enable the purifier-man to level the sieve.
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If it is not level, stock will travel down to one side

of the sieve, leaving the other side bare, and the aii" will

rush through the bare patch, instead of through the

stock to lift out the impurities. A crank shaft across

the head end of the machine, gives a backwards and

forwards motion to the sieve, at a speed of about 450

vibrations per minute. The tail sheet being the same

mesh . as the semolina had previously come through,

would naturally let it through again, but the air current

will float some of it, with light bran chips attached,

over the end of the sieve. If the throughs close to the

tail are not pure enough, they can be cut off into the

lower worm, and sent to scratch. The feed hopper

and feed roll of a purifier are almost the same pattern as

that on a roller mill ; their duty is to spread the feed

into a stream the width of the sieve, but only one feed

roll is used.

All the purifiers work exactly on the same system,

and the stock according to grade then goes to the

reduction rolls.

The purifier, although treating the unreduced granular

material at the head of the mill, yet makes its influence

felt all down the system. Certainly it improves the

quality of the " C," or patent flour, by eliminating

fibrous matter from the middlings, but, if that matter

Were not extracted at the head of the mill, it would

cause serious trouble at the tail. It would pass through

one set of reduction rolls after another, contaminating

the flour from each in turn, and, being gradually reduced

itself, would be practically impossible to separate

from the last reduction flour. In addition to lowering

the quality of flours, it would add to the work of the

various rolls, and so overload them and prevent them
from doing their correct work. EUmination of impur-

ities at the earliest possible point in the system is one
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of the main features of gradual reduction. Grinding

impurities, instead of getting rid of them, is a most

costly process. It is, in fact, working hard to spoil

good flour. In some mills, secondary middlings from

the cut-off sheets, or overtails of certain dressing

machines, are purified ; but, as a general rule, only

break or primary middlings are exposed to air currents,

as when they have been through smooth rolls once

they are not so granular, or in as good a shape for the

purifier, as those direct from the breaks.

Reduction Rolls.—" A " and " B " rolls are at what
is often called the " head " of the miU, and the whole
aim, so far, has been to produce the greatest possible

amount of feed for these rolls. They are only partly

grinding rolls, their real duty being to flatten the germ
and size down, or crack, the semolina to get it into the

best possible shape for the " C " rolls. The " A

"

roUs reduce the semolina, and the " B " rolls the

middlings, to a smaller size, and flatten out the germ,

most of which is to be found in the semolina. When
a number of pairs of rolls are used on "A" and " B "

reductions, the stock may be graded to them according

to size, and often those taking finer stock of their class

are numbered " A2 " and " B2." The reduced material

from these rolls is dressed through dressers numbered
or lettered the same as the reduction rolls. Thus, the

stock from " A " roll is dressed through "A" centri-

fugal, or " A " plansifter, and so on all down the

system.

The flour from " A " and " B " reductions is very

white, but is mostly starch and not over strong, the

gluten being chiefly contained in the granular material

that is passed on to " C " rolls. " A" centrifugal, as

also " B," has to make three separations, and, therefore,

has what is technicaUy called a tail sheet, or cut-off
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sheet. The two first sheets are 11 and 12 silk dressing

out the flour, which goes at once to the sack. The

throughs of the tail sheet. No. 4 silk, are pure, fine

middlings going to " C " rolls, and, when ground and

dressed, yield the best, or patent, flour.

The overtails of " A " centrifugal contain flattened

out germ and branny particles that had adhered to

some of the semohna. No middlings that will not pass

through a No. 4 silk should be sent to the " C " rolls.

No stock that has not been treated on the " A " or

" B " reductions should go to " C." If any middHngs

tail over " A " centrifugal, they are sifted out of the

overtails and sent to " Bl " roU, to be cracked down,

and so to the " C" roU with " B " centrifugal tail sheet

stock. The overtails of " A " and " B " centrifugals

go to " F " rolls with other coarse stock of the same

class gathered from various parts of the system. The
overtails of the semolina and middhngs purifiers, and

also the cut-offs, are sent to the scratch roUs. The
best of this stock consists of wheat chips, or pieces of

bran with semolina and middlings attached, and this

is sent to " X " rolls, which act in the same way as

break roUs, detaching the bran particles from the

adhering endosperm, making as little flour as possible

in the process. By careful dressing and purification, a

useful percentage of middlings can be obtained from
this reduction, and sent to the head of the mill. The
more branny stocks from purifier tails and " X

"

centrifugal go to " Y " rolls.

Fifty per cent, of the roU surface should be allowed

to " A," " B," and " C " reductions, and 40 to 50 per

cent, of the flour should be produced on these rolls.

" C " Rolls.—^The " C " roUs are set to grind as close

as possible without injuring the stock, or flaking it.

The middlings have been prepared carefully, and
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consist, practically, of pure flour in a granular form,

and the granules require reducing to yield the largest

percentage of flour that it is possible to release at one

rolling. Being pure, it does not require very fine

dressing, and the " C " centrifugal can be clothed 10,

11, and 12 silk. There is a special reason for clothing

a dressing machine finer at the tail than at the head.

The full load of feed comes on to the head sheet, and

the finest granules of flour pass through first and easiest.

As the bulk in the cyhnder decreases, the sifting action

becomes more searching, and impurities might be

forced through if finer silks were not employed where

less work has to be done. By clothing finer towards the

tail, the dressing is equalised, and the throughs freed

from specks, all the length of the machine.

The overtails of " C " dresser pass to "D " reduction,

where they are joined by, and ground with, other stocks,

such as the best of the fourth break middUngs, and
dunst from the cut-off of the dunst purifier, which were

not quite good enough to go to the " B " reduction.
" D " centrifugal stock has some impurities which may
well be eliminated, and for that purpose the machine

has a tan sheet, the throughs of which go to " E," and
the overtails are sent either to the offal sack or to one

of the lower reductions, " F " or "
J," which are grinding

branny stock. The impure stocks from third and fourth

breaks, from the cut-offs and taUs of purifiers, are

brought in on the lower reductions wherever it is most

suitable, having regard to the stocks and the impurities

in them. Each of the lower reduction centrifugals has

a tail sheet, the throughs of which go to the next

reduction, while the overtails are sharps, which go to

the offal sacks. Thus, three separations are made after

each reduction, the head sheets of the dressers jdelding

flour, the last sheets dunst for the next reduction, and
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tailing over impurities to the offal sack. If the germ is

required as a separate product, it is sifted out from the

taUings of " F " centrifugal by means of a small vibrating

sieve. The germ is of such an oily nature that if left

in the flour it soon becomes rancid and spoils the

flour.

Offals.—In some districts it is necessary to have an

offal grader, to which all offal is sent, and graded into

various sorts to meet the market requirements. Bran

is frequently sifted into two sizes, " small " and " broad,"

and rolled through smooth rolls to broaden it out and

give it a smooth, silky feel. The need of any of these

ways of treating offals depends on the custom of the

districts where they have to be sold.

The Plansifter System.—^The plansifter system of

dressing differs in several details from the centrifugal

system. Owing to the number of sieves in a nest,

the chop dressing and grading machines, as separate

items, are non-existent. The top sieves scalp the

break stock, tailing over the broken wheat to the next

break, and, if need be, grading it into two sizes. The
next sieves tail over the semolina in one or two gi'ades.

The following five or six sieves dress out the break

flour, while the last sieve, or sieves, separate the dunst

from the middlings. It may be necessary to further

grade the stock for the purifiers, in a very large plant,

over a special grading plansifter, to distribute it more

evenly to a number of purifiers. It may be taken

that four to six stocks can be treated on one plansifter

at the same time in small mills. In large plants, the

whole plansifter can be used on one stock, or half or

three-quarters of a machine, just as circumstances

require. As flour dressers in the reduction system, they

have the advantage that the top sieves eliminate the

coarse offals first thing, so that they do not pass over
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the whole sifting surface of the machine, as they have

to do in a centrifugal, before they can be tailed over.

In damp, foggy weather, it is very difficult to dress

flour properly, as the meshes of the sUk wUl not pass

the flour so freely as in bright, dry weather. The only

remedy in most cases is to reduce the feed, so that the

mill, as a whole, has less work to do, and the dressers

can cope with the work. So much does bad weather

affect the dressing capacity that it may be necessary,

at times, to reduce the feed 20 per cent., or even 25 per

cent., to prevent flour passing with the dunst to the

next reduction roll. It is not an uncommon thing for

millers to clothe a number of their dressers with coarser

silks in the winter months to minimise this trouble.

With plansifters, it is possible to have one or two extra

sieves—out of use in dry weather—over which the

stock can be passed in damp weather. Another feature

of this machine is that, owing to its sifting action, the

light impurities have a tendency to work up on to the

top of the stream of stock, and so there is less chance

of them being forced through the meshes. At the same
time, the stock that is required to pass through the

sieve works down to it, and passes through more freely,

the Hght stock not being next the silk to obstruct it

.

To this, in a measure, may be ascribed the large sifting

capacity of these machines. The chief difficulty in

connection with these sifters is in getting at any of the

sieves to change the silk, or to mend holes in it. The
sieves in a chest are all nested into each other and
clamped together, so that, to get at one of the lower

sieves, it is necessary to dismount all those above it,

which, of course, takes some little time. However,
there is so httle wear on the silks in this type of machine

that the trouble does not often occur, and in many
cases it is possible to divert the stock and run on till
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the week-end, and repair or change the silk then.

Only one section of a reel, or centrifugal, is sifting at

a time, that is, the rising side of the reel—^the descending

side is nearly idle, as practically all the stock is on the

rising side. In the case of the plansifter, the whole

of the silk surface is covered with stock, and at work

all 'the time.

The foregoing relates to the systems in medium-sized

and large mills, say, those having a capacity of anything

between four sacks of flour per hour and fifty sacks

per hour.

Mills having a larger output than fifty or sixty sacks

of flour per hour usually divide their machinery into

two or more separate plants, though there are one or

two mills in England having a capacity of 100 sacks

per hour or over on a single plant. The objection to

such excessively large plants is that, if anything impor-

tant breaks down, the whole plant has to stop tiU

repairs are effected, whereas, if there are two plants

installed, each of half the total capacity required, only

half the output is cut off if a breakdown occurs. Another

objection is due to the insurance. Premiums increase

from the base charge according to the size of the plant,

so that the insurance charges are less on two fifty

sack plants, in two buildings, than on one 100 sack

plant, in one building.

Small Mills.—^Though the system is the same, in

principle, in roller mills of all sizes, yet in small mills

it has to be shortened in many details. In the smallest

plant, two breaks only are used, followed by two
reductions. In this case, the first break rolls have to

" come down " heavily on the wheat to free the endo-

sperm, doing practically the work of the first and second

breaks, leaving the second, or last, pair of break rolls

to clean the bran. In the reduction section, the first
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pair of smooth rolls has to perform the duties usually

done by " A," " B," and " C " roUs, whUe the second

has to do the work of all the lower reductions. This

they can do very successfully, if the roll surface is as

long in proportion as in larger plants with more breaks

and reductions.

Two pairs of 20 in. long break roUs, followed by two

pairs of 30 in. smooth rolls, producing a sack of flour

per hour, would have 40 in. of break surface and 60 in.

of reduction surface per sack of flour per hour, whichjis

about equal to that allotted in the largest mills.

—
^ '^ KhJo ^—

-

DIAGRAM OF VERY SMALL PLANT

In some small mills, having three or four breaks,

one of the last breaks is made to do^ the scratch roll

work as well as to finish the bran.

Other economies are made in the number of machines,

etc., without materially altering the system.

There is one rule in flour milling that is never broken,

and that is, no stock must ever go back to any machine

a second time. AU stock must travel forward down
the system, whether the system be a long or a short one.

There must be no " returns," as a miller would say.

The Customs Authorities, in recording the imports of

breadstuffs, reckon 70 lb. of flour as 100 lb. of wheat :

and this is about correct, as, in a general way, millers

8-(i464A)
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make 70 per cent, of flour from the wheat as received

by them. Some wheats, naturally, will yield more
flour than others, but 70 per cent, is a very good average.

The flour, when made, is usually divided into two,

three, or more grades, according to the market require-

ments of particular districts. The flour from " C "

reduction is the best or " Patent " flour, and that from
each of the other dressers varies in quality ; the last

reduction being the poorest, though that from the

fom-th break runs it very close. Of the other 30 per

cent, of the wheat, about 14 per cent, is sharps and
16 per cent. bran.



CHAPTER IX

AUXILIARY APPLIANCES

There are many auxiliary appliances of great impor-

tance in a flour mill, such as elevators, conveyors, air

trunks, exhaust fans, dust collectors, spouts, etc.

Elevators.—Elevators are required to carry any
stock from a machine on a lower floor to one on a

floor above. Usually, machines are so arranged that

the stock, once carried to the top of a mill, passes

through several machines on its journey downwards,

so that most of the elevators run from the ground

floor up into the apex of the roof. They are formed

with a puUey at the top, and another at the bottom, of

a width of face and a diameter suitable to the quantity

of stock to be elevated. Round these puUeys runs an

endless belt, usually of hemp or cotton webbing.

To the webbing, at regular intervals, are attached

buckets, or cans, of a proper shape, and the whole is

enclosed in wooden trunking to prevent the escape of

dust. The stock is spouted into the bottom part of

the elevator, carried up by the travelling buckets, and
delivered at the top, whence it is spouted to the desired

machine. The buckets and webbing should travel at

a rate of about 280 ft. per minute, as at this speed

the buckets best discharge their load. Usually, when
the buckets do not deliver properly, they are travelling

too fast, though it may be that they are too slow.

Spouts.—^The spouts conve5dng stock in a flour mill

from one point to another by gravity must be of wood.

If they are made of metal, moisture will condense in

them and clog the flow of the material.

105
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This applies to all machinery in a flour mill, and, for

this reason, all the stationary machinery that stock

comes in contact with is constructed of timber. The
casing of reels and purifiers,

and the collecting hoppers,

are built of wood, and the

insides of roller mill hop-

pers are lined with wood to

reduce the condensation of

moisture.

Most mill stock will run

down spouts having a fall

of 45 degrees, but flour,

and especiall}' fourth break

flour, requires spouts with

a steeper angle. Wherever
there is a bend in a spout,

or wherever the spout

passes through a floor,

there should be a hand-

hole cut in it, and fitted

with a lid, so that if it

gets blocked up the opera-

tor can get his hand in

and clear it without diffi-

culty, and quickty. Blocks

\^ill occur even in the best

arranged and constructed

mills. A belt may come
off, and a machine stop,

and immediately the spout

feeding the machine will fill

up, and, if there were no

hand holes, it would be

impossible to clear it.

BELT AND BUCKET
ELEVATOR
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The spouts are usually 2-| in. by 6 in. inside measure-

ment, though the actual size depends on the stock they

have to contend with. They are set so that the stock

runs down on the 6 in. side. If the spout is diamond-

shaped, the stock will not run so well, as running in

the angle of the V causes more friction. At the same
time, such spouts are unsightly. A perpendicular

^-^ SUIT FBOH FSB

CYCLONE DUST COLLECTOR

spout is to be avoided, as stock falling direct, instead

of sliding down, creates dust.

Dust Collectors.—It is usual and, indeed, necessary

to exhaust the humid air from all machines in a flour

mUl, as well as the impurities from the purifiers, and
dust and dirt from the wheat. It is, therefore, necessary

to provide some sort of filtering apparatus, to separate

the dust from the air used for these various purposes.

Originally, the air was blown into rooms, called stive
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rooms, in which some of the dust settled and the air

escaped, carr5dng more or less of the dust through a

ventilator with it, so that at one time the roofs of most

flour mills were covered with dust. A number of

machines were introduced to retain all the dust, while

allowing only pure air to escape. The first really

successful apphance was the cyclone dust collector,

which owed a good deal of its success to the approval

it met with from the fire insurance societies, who would

not allow the use of textile dust collectors, except on

payment of prohibitive premiums. The cyclone is made

of metal, the lower part being a hollow cone, and the

upper part being a short cylinder. The air and dust

are blown sideways into the cylindrical part, setting

up a cyclonic action, the centrifugal force of which

throws the dust to the sides of the cone, down which

it gradually works to the point, whence it escapes and

is sacked off. The air passes away through an opening

in the centre of the lid of the cylindrical part. A short

round spout is carried down from the opening in the

lid at the top to the level of the upper part of the

conical section, so that the whirling air has to travel

down into the cone before it can escape. It is thus

retained in the machine a sufficiently long time for the

centrifugal force to separate the dust from it. No
power is required, as the circular action of the air and

the shape of the machine make the separation, which,

though very good, is not quite perfect.

The insurance companies, after a time, realised this

last fact, and, knowing only too weU the fire risks atten-

dant on floating dust, permitted the use of textUe dust

collectors. These consist of a number of canvas sleeves,

or tubes, chemically treated to render them fire-proof.

Open at one end, to admit the air and dust, they are

closed at the other end, so that the air has to filter
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through the closely woven canvas material, which

retains the dust. The sleeves are grouped in air-tight

chambers to prevent outside air entering. Each group

of sleeves, in turn, has the exliaust cut off for a mmute

or so, and while no air is entering that group is agitated

sharply, and the caught dust is shaken from the insides

of the sleeves and faUs into a receptacle below. The

sleeves in a section are shaken from five to ten times in

succession, at intervals of about five minutes. During

this time, the filtering process is not interrupted, as

all the other sections are at work. The valve of the

cleaned section re-opens, and the next closes while the

sleeves in it are agitated. There may be six or more

CONTINUOUS WORM CONVEYOR

sections to one machine, each containing any number of

sleeves required to deal with the volume of air being

filtered. There are two usual tj'pes of these machines,

the suction and the pressure. In the suction type,

the fan draws, or sucks, the air through the sleeves.

In the pressure, the fan blows into the apparatus.

This pattern does not really need the sleeves to be

enclosed in chambers, as the pure filtered air may be

allowed to escape into the room where the collector

is situated.

Worm Conveyors.—One of the most indispensable

appliances in a modern mill is the screw, or worm
conveyor. It is simply an Archimedian screw with

such large threads that they are called wings or flights
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Two patterns are used, the continuous, and the broken

blade, or paddle. The former is formed by stout sheet

iron blades, forming the screw, twisted round an iron

pipe. Short spindles are fixed in each of the ends to

form journals, and to connect the various lengths of

pipe. This pattern has a large carrying capacity, but

has the disadvantage that the dhection of the screw

cannot be altered, for part of its length.

The broken bladed worm is formed of numbers of

separate blade sections, or paddles, each having a shank,

which fits into a hole drilled in the centre pipe, or spindle.

A nut on the ends of the shank keeps it in position,

and allows the blade to be set to make a section of

PADDLE OR BROKEN BLADED WORM

a right or a left-hand screw. Four paddles form one

thread of the screw, or, in other words, one wing of the

worm. By slackening the nuts, and inclinmg the

paddles in the other direction, the worm, or any part

of it, can, in a few minutes, be made to carry stock in

the other direction. This is a great advantage, as it

is often necessary to collect stock from each end of

the worm, and bring it to a spout at some intermediate

spot. The worm is encased in a trough, called the

worm box, made of iron or wood, according to the

material to be conveyed. The worm, in revolving,

screws the stock forward. A 6 in. worm running at

100 revolutions per minute, will convey 120 bushels of

material per hour. The great value of the worm
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conveyor is due to the little room it occupies and the

little attention it requires.

Band Conveyors.—The cheapest way, as far as

power is concerned, to convey grain and other miU
material is by band conveyors. It has, however,

such a large capacity, and so many wearing parts,

and occupies so much room, compared with a worm,

that it is only used for transporting large quantities

of stock.

It consists of two terminal pulleys, over which runs

an endless belt, usually of canvas, covered with rubber.

Between the terminal pulleys run two rails, along which

are placed a number of roUers to support the belt.

On the rails is placed a travelling throw-off carriage,

having two pulleys round which the belt is deflected.

This carriage can be fixed at any point along the rails,

and when the load reaches it the deflection of the belt

throws off the load, which is caught in a spout and

thus sent to a bin, or machine hopper. When the load

is always required to be delivered at the end of the

conveyor, the throw-off appliance is not needed, as

the load is discharged over the terminal pulley. The
material to be carried can be spouted on to the belt at

any point between the terminals. It simply lies on

the top of the belt and is carried along, its own gravity

causing it to remain on the belt. In some cases, instead

of single rollers being used for the belt to run over,

three or more short rollers, forming a rough arch, are

employed ; these trough the belt and so enable it to

carry more material. The objection to this is the

increased strain on the fabric of the belt, which has to

flatten out again to pass over the terminals, or through

the throw-off carriage.

Sack Hoists.—^These appliances are used for hoisting

sacks of wheat, etc., from one floor to another, or from
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boats and waggons to the upper floors of the mill or

warehouse. They consist of a rope, or chain, of the

necessary length, one end of which is attached to a

drum or barrel. This drum is made to revolve by
pressing two friction pulleys together. One pulley is

attached to the barrel, and the other to a continuously

revolviHg shaft. When the pulleys are brought together

by means of a lever, the running pulley causes the other

—and so the barrel—^to revolve, and so wind up the

chain or rope, the other end of which is attached to the

sack of grain or meal. .Some tjrpes of mechanical sack

hoist are driven by means of a slack belt, which can be

tightened to put the hoist into action by means of a

lever. The introduction of elevators and conveyors for

handling stock in bulk has greatly lessened the use of

this appUance.

Sack Shoots.—^A number of appliances have been

introduced of late years for lowering fuU sacks from

one floor to another without the consumption of power.

They are all called sack shoots. The simplest form

is a very smooth long plank set at an incline down wjhich

a sack of mill stuff will slide easily. The plank, of

course; needs a strip of wood nailed down each edge

to prevent the sack from roUing off. This type, how-
ever, requires a considerable amount of floor room.

A more modern pattern is the spiral sack shoot, which
is so simple as to need little explanation. Sacks can

be dropped into it from any upper floor, and taken

off at any lower one. Another shoot is practically a

large wooden spout, with a door that can be opened

at each floor. Inside the spout are a number of curved

deflecting boards, which cause the sacks to slide down
round them slowly.

Bleaching.—^So keen is the demand for a pure white

loaf, that the best flour is often bleached to remove
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yellow tints. This tint fades naturally if the flour is

kept for two or three months, which gave imported

flour a certain advantage in colour over the home-made
article, which goes into consumption at once. Bleaching

is a very simple process. A stream of air is electrified

and pumped into an agitator, where it is thoroughly

mixed with a stream of flour. Nothing but the electri-

fied air is used. It is, indeed, the same sort of air that

is forced into the London Tube Railways. Ozonized
air, in fact ; but more highly electrified for flour bleach-

ing than for ventilating purposes. Bleaching low-grade

flour would show up its defects, as it tends to emphasise
the bran particles in it.



CHAPTER X
MILLSTONE MILLING

Though the millstone has practically gone out of use

for grinding wheat, yet it is still so largely used for

other branches of rhiUing that it is worthy of considera-

tion in connection with the craft. It is generally used

for making whole wheat-meal for brown bread. It is

largely employed in Scotch oatmeal manufacture, and

for grinding barley, maize, beans, pease, and other

provender cereals into meal.

. French Stones.—Wheat and maize are always ground

on French burr stones. These burrs, which come in

comparatively small pieces from France, are faced

up, fitted and cemented together, and then hooped
with two strong iron hoops to make up the complete

stone. The face is dressed down to a perfect plane.

The back, which has purposely been left rough, is

covered with cement to any desired thickness, and
rounded towards the centre. Each stone of a pair

has a hole in the centre, called the eye. The eye of

the runner is round, 10 in. diameter, while that of the

stationary, or bed, stone is usually 10 in. square.

Otherwise the two stones are identical.

The bedstone is laid on its back in a frame, called

the hurst, and an iron, plate carrying adjustable brass

bearings is firmly fixed in the eye below the level of

the face. A spindle runs up through the eye plate

to a required height ; its other end resting in a toe

brass or foot step. The toe brass is fixed to a support

below in such a way that it can be raised or lowered.

On the top of the spindle is placed a driving iron, vnth

115
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two or three projectors which fit in sockets cut in the

edge of the eye of the runner, or revolving, stone.

When the stones are face to face, ready to start grinding,

all the weight of the top stone rests on the driving

irons, and so on the top of the spindle. The spindle

is driven from below either by means of gear wheels

or by puUeys and belt. The stones are enclosed in a

circular wooden casing called the hoop, which has a

hole in the centre corresponding to the eye of the stone.

Over this is mounted a small

hopper, the bottom of which

is loose and called the shoe.

A rod, called the damsel,

coming up from the spindle

and revolving with it, has

cams which strike the shoe

and vibrate it, causing a stream

of grain to flow into the eye

of the stones. Millstones are

MILLSTONE usuaUy 4 ft. or 4 ft. 6 in. in

(Four furrows to the diameter, and about a foot in

Harp, dressed to run with thickness.
the Sun.) A 4 ft. 6 in. Stone runs at a

speed of about 130 revolutions a minute, and a 4 ft. stone

at 140 to 150 revolutions.

The runner is accurately balanced on the top of the

spindle to ensure even grinding. The wooden casing

is far enough from the stone to give good clearance all

round. A sweeper, attached to the periphery of the

runner, carries the meal round with it, till it reaches

an opening for its discharge in the case or frame.

Smooth stones would be of very little use for grinding,

so various work has to be done on their faces to keep

them rough, or, technically, sharp. This is spoken of

as dressing the stones. The chief dress is the furrows ;
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these are cut not radiating from the eye, but each of

the master, or long furrows, is cut from a point 4 in.

or 5 in. wide of the centre of the eye, and run thence

through to the outer edge, or skirt, of the stone.

It is immaterial whether a stone runs with, or against,

the sun, but, if against the sun, or left-handed, the

master furrows lead from the other side of the eye.

The face of the stone has two or three short furrows

parallel to each master furrow, forming a "harp."

Furrows are cut about a

quarter of an inch deep at one

edge, and taper away to no-

thing at the other. They may
be 1J in. wide and have 2 in.

of " land " between them ; but

there is no rule, most mUlers

having opinions of their own
on this point. A 4 ft. 6 in.

stone has about ten master

furrows, with three shorter

furrows to each to form the

harp.

The face of the stone is

MILLSTONE

Showing two different

dresses of three furrows to
the harp. The second fur-

, r 1 n r 1
^°^ °^ ^^ left-haud view

kept perfectly flat for about is cut through into master

8 in. from the extreme furrow. Dressed to run

edges; from there it should ^S^^^^ ^^^^ Sun.

taper sHghtly towards the eye to such a degree that,

when the two stones, laid face to face, touch at the

periphery, there should be nearly enough space between
them at the eye to admit. a grain of wheat. The outer

Sin. of the face has small lines, called "cracks," cut

in the lands. These should be cut in clear and sharp,

without breaking the face of the stone between them.

To do this correctly on wheatstones was a sign of the

highest skill in the old stone-dressers' art. These men
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boasted how many " cracks " to the inch they could

put in. About twelve was the normal number, and a

sharp mill bill, or pick, was necessary for the work.
AU the dressing is done with these tools, the workman
sitting on the stone and resting his elbows on a cushion

generally stuffed with bran. Only the best of steel

will stand the work, and the tool has to be continually

sharpened. The old stone-dresser has almost passed
away, and it is hard to find a miller now who reaUy
understands a millstone, and can dress it.

The Derbyshire Peak millstone is of much rougher

texture than the French,

and is chiefly used for prov-

ender work. It is furrowed,

and dressed, and worked
in the same manner as the

French stone, but is quarried

aU in one piece and cut

MILL BILL AND HANDLE into shape. It is custom-

ary to shrink a couple of

iron hoops on the runner for the sake of safety, in

case it should spht at work, but this is not absolutely

necessary, and many millers run them unhooped.

When a pair of millstones of any sort have to be

dressed, the runner is turned over on its back, and

the faces of both stones are dressed in exactly the

same way, so that, when they are grinding, the furrows

of the runner slightly cross those of the bedstone, and

thus a shearing, as well as a grinding, action is obtained.

It is partly for this reason that the master furrows do

not radiate from the centre, but from points four or

five inches wide of the centre. This distance is called

the draught ; and the greater the draught, the more
quickly the material being ground travels from the eye

to the periphery.
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A pair of French stones require dressing once a week,

a flour mill week being, generally, about 140 hours.

To keep the stone faces true a staff is needed. This is

built up of a number of strips of mahogany, glued and
bolted together to prevent warping. It is about 4 ft.

long by 5 in. by 3 in., and one 3 in. face is kept dead

true by testing it on, and adjusting it to, an iron proof

staff.

The true face of the wooden staff is lightly painted

with a water paint. It is then rubbed over the face of

the stone, or rather, on the skirt, or 8 in. wide circle

of the face nearest the periphery, when any unevenness

is at once marked by the paint, and must be dressed

down as needed. If any part of the stone between the

eye and the skirt is marked, it must be dressed off till

the staff clears it.

Furrow strips are flat strips of wood, one the width

of the furrows and the other the width of the " lands
"

between. These are used as rulers to mark the furrows,

which are then dressed down to keep them to the

correct width and depth. On French stones, the

wear is infinitesimal, but the face soon wears too

smooth to grind freely, and needs sharpening every

week by " cracking " the skirt, and dressing the smooth
face off the rest of the stone and the furrows, by lightly

chipping with a sharp mill bUl. It was considered a

good day's work (10^ hours) for a stone-man to dress

one wheat-stone.

In the latter days of stone miUing mechanical stone-

dressers were introduced, diamonds being used to cut

or dress the stones, instead of the steel miU bill used

by hand. They met with a certain amount of success,

but the day of the millstone had nearly passed by
then, and they were too delicate for the coarser dressing

required for provender milling.

9—(1464A)
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Within the last few years, composition millstones

have largely superseded the old-fashioned, built-up

French stones. These are made from ground French

burr, mixed up with cement, in the same manner as

concrete, and rammed into moulds to form the mill-

stones. Sometimes emery is used instead of French

burr. The advantages of the composition stone are :

First, and most important, that the face, formed of

small pieces, does not glaze, and so always keeps sharp
;

the only dressing necessary being a periodical deepening

of the furrows. Second, a more even grit is obtained.

High speed miUs, fitted with small diameter stones,

are largely used for grinding various cereals, and

especially for reducing the screenings, from the wheat

cleaning department of flour miUs, to fine meal for

mixing into wheaten offals.

Besides the 23 or 24 million quarters of wheat imported

into the United Kingdom every year, large quantities

of other cereals are also brought over-seas. Maize,

of course, is not grown here, at least for corn, though

some is cultivated for fodder, so that the large quantity

used is all sea-borne.

The table on page 121 will give a good idea of the

quantities of breadstuffs, and of the coarser grains,

imported into the United Kingdom each cereal year.

The small arrivals of barley in the cereal year 1914-

1915 was due to the closing of the Dardanelles, cutting

off the usual large Russian supplies of that cereal.

Maize.—^Besides being ground on French biur, maize

is often reduced on other types of machines. A great

deal of this grain is used in distilleries, and is often

ground on a three-pair-high roller-milL The rolls

are fluted, and the material having been broken down
on the top pair, falls dii-ect to the second for further

reduction, and then to the third pair for finishing.
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Another type of machine is the high speed disc mill

whicli grinds cliiefly by percussion : the fluted, chilled

iron discs revolving in opposite directions, and not

actually coming in contact with each other, even when
no grain is passing through. Another type is tlie

disintegrator, which consists of beaters revolving inside

PEARLING MACHINE

a chamber at a very high speed, and reducing the

grain entirely by percussion. Maize is never required

to be ground into a fine, soft meal as are most other

cereals.

Barley.—Barley was generally ground on Derbyshire

Peak stones, because the coarseness and sharpness of

the grit of these stones cut up the husk better than
any other. Since their introduction, composition stones

have been keen competitors of Peak stones.
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Barley is required to be ground to a fine, soft meal,

and the husk must be well ground to obtain this. It is

not unusual for millers to sift the coarsest of the husks

out of the meal and retiirn them, continuously, to the

stone with the barley being ground, so that they may
be re-ground two or three times, till small enough to

pass through the mesh of the sifter.

Pearl barley is produced by scouring the husk off

the berry and leaving the endosperm unbroken. This

is accomplished by means of a Peak stone revolving on

a spindle in a cage made of stout, closely woven wire,

the grain being scoured against the wire by the stone.

Oats.—Oats are ground for poultry feeding in much
the same way as barley. For making Scotch or Irish

oatmeal, the corn is first thoroughly dried on a kiln.

It is then run through a pair of Peak stones ; the

runner being raised from the bedstone to a sufficient

height to only scour the oats and not grind them.

By this means the huUs are rubbed off the oats, and
are then removed by winnowing. The groats are then

ground into meal of the required coarseness, either on

millstones or on metal mills of various types. The
chief difficulty was to scour the oats sufficiently to

remove the hulls without damaging the grains that

parted with their hulls first and most easily. Machines

have now been introduced to separate hulled and
unhuUed oats, the latter being sent back for further

scouring, while the former are passed on to be reduced

to meal.



CHAPTER XI

CORN EXCHANGES

From time immemorial there have been Corn Exchanges,

or recognised markets, for the buying and seUing of

grain. Probably the most important corn market

in the world is " The Baltic Mercantile and Shipping

Exchange," situated in St. Mary Axe, London, E.G.

The fii^st
" Baltic " had its origin, like Lloyd's, in a

small tavern known as The Baltic Coffee House, or
" Mongers," opposite the open pavement at the east

end of the Royal Exchange. Here, merchants engaged

in the importation of goods from Russia, and other

Baltic ports, used to congregate over their coffee.

Another tavern was the " Cock," and it is quite likely

that different sections of the trade patronised various

houses, untU they were all collected under one roof,

in the old Baltic, at the north-east corner of Threadneedle

Street.

A building on the site of the old Baltic was famous,

or, rather notorious, for being the home of the South

Sea Company, originated by Harley, Earl of Oxford,

in 1711. The South Sea Bubble burst in 1721. South

Sea House, which was built in 1714, was partly

destroyed by fire in 1826. It became the home of

the " Baltic " in 1855, and was pulled down in 1900.

The market still retained its old coffee-house character

in its new home, coffee, tea, and other refreshments,

-including luncheon, being served at the tables which
lined the room. The Baltic Association, an unlimited

company.^bought the premises in 1855 for £40,000, and
sold them in 1900 to the British Linen Company Bank
for £350,000. In 1750, they had been sold for £5,000.

The new Exchange is a combination of the old Baltic

124
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and the London Shipping Exchange, which latter,

previously, was held in Billiter Street. The foundation

stone of the new building in St. Mary Axe was laid by
the Lord Mayor, on 24th June, 1901. The central

hall, lit from a domed roof, is 150 ft. long. The ground

is freehold and belongs to the new company, which is

the largest mercantile association in the Kingdom, if

not in the world, and all sprung from a coffee house of

150 years ago. Here, the London Corn Trade Associa-

tion has its home, and here most of the international

grain dealing takes place. Originally, the corn factors

bought cargoes of grain on the Baltic and sold it to

millers on the various corn exchanges of the Kingdom,

and this is still largely done. Many of the milling

firms, however, have of late years become such huge

concerns that they now buy much of their grain from

the shippers, and are themselves members of the

Baltic, which, like the Stock Exchange, is a closed

market, only open to members. There are numbers

of grain brokers who buy wheat and other cereals for

clients, on commission. The Atlantic is a similar

Exchange in Liverpool.

Much of the grain is bought to be shipped from the

ports of the country of origin by a certain date. Thus,

soon after the American harvest, or even before harvest,

cargoes, or parcels, are sold to be shipped by, say, the

end of September, or by the end of February, or by any
date between, though, as a rule, the terms are during a

particular month ; or the shipper may, in some cases,

reserve the right to ship at any date during two months
(e.g., during December or January). Probably, a

cargo may be sold " on passage " after the vessel has

sailed. In these days of large vessels, one ship may
carry a number of consignments for various shippers,

and these are sold as parcels. AU cargoes and parcels
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are sold on C.I.F. terms, that is, carriage and insurance

free. The buyer has to take possession of the grain

when the boat arrives, and pay all unloading and other

charges. A considerable amount of grain is shipped
" for orders." This does not mean that the grain has

been ordered, but that the captain does not know to

what European port he is going, and so has to call at

a convenient port " for orders," as, during the voyage,

the cargo may have been sold to a merchant, or miller,

at any of a number of ports specified in the charter.

When grain was first imported, the foreign trade

was in the hands of the German Steel Yard merchants,

who originally came from the Hanse Town, and, about

the year 1250, settled in Thames Street at the Steel

Yard, or City Weighbridge, and so became known as

the Steel Yard merchants. They obtained privileges

from Henry III, which were renewed by Edward I,

and also by the City authorities, in return for which

they had to maintain the Bishop's Gate. Owing to

the jealousy of English merchants, their privileges were

revoked. They, nevertheless, stUl flourished tUl the

time of Edward VI, when the Merchant Adventurers

managed to obtain the revocation of their privileges.

They remained here, however, till they were expelled

in Elizabeth's reign.

So much for the foreign wheat markets, but probably
the history of the markets for home-grown grain is

even more interesting. London, in early days, drew
the bulk of its breadstuffs and other cereals from the

farms of the Home Counties, at a time when the corn

trade was greatly harassed by laws and regulations,

which, to a comparatively recent date, oppressed not
only the trader but also the people. Henry VI prohibited

the exportation of wheat when the price rose to 6s. 8d.

per qr. In 1542, corn dealers were forbidden to hold
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more than 10 qrs. of corn at any one time, the idea

evidently being to have no middleman, which would

cheapen the price of the grain to the consumer—

a

fallacy not quite dead yet. Two years later, it was
made a crime, subject to heavy penalties, for a person

to buy corn to sell again. Up to 1789, England exported

its surplus grain. The Corn Laws were abolished in

1846, with the exception of a registration tax of Is. a qr.

This also was abolished in 1869.

The first market we hear of was in 1438, when Sir

Stephen Brown, the then Lord Mayor, established a

public market and granary at Leadenhall. He also

obtained cheap corn direct from Dantzig, and destroyed

the monopoly of the Steel Yard merchants. Later,

the Corporation and the City Companies provided the

City with corn, and a large store was always kept at

the Bridge House. The Great Fire, in 1666, destroyed

all the Corporation's granaries, and they were never

rebuilt, the provisioning of the City being kept in the

hands of private traders. Foreign grain was landed at

Billingsgate and Queenhithe. The City claimed the

right of measuring this corn, which was done by sworn

meters and fellowship porters. When the Corn Duties

were repealed, the meters and porters were no longer

necessary. In lieu of Metage, which was aboHshed in

1872, the merchants on the Old Corn Exchange had to

pay 3-16d. per cwt. on aU corn sold in the market.

This duty was levied for thirty years on all grain

imported into the Port of London for sale, and was

called the City of London Grain Duty, and was applied

for the preservation of open spaces, after a certain sum
had been paid to the meters and porters as compensation

for their loss of rights.

The principal corn market was in Cornhill, from which

fact the street takes its name. Another was held at
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the west end of Cheapside. Bread Street takes its

name from being' the chief market for baked bread.

Stratford was the great bakery centre, doubtless as

being near the Essex wheat fields, and having good

water carriage by way of. the River Lea, which also

provided power for a number of mills, of which Three

Mills, now a distillery, was perhaps one of the largest,

having a good water-power.

Bakers were subject to all kinds of restrictive laws,

enforced by severe penalties. The Assize of Bread

was first introduced by the City authorities, and after-

wards regulated by Acts of Parliament, to compel the

baker to increase the size of the loaf, or reduce it,

according to the price of wheat. In the reign of Queen
Anne a law was passed to remedy defects in the then

existing regulations, but no one was satisfied, owing to

the contradictory mode of fixing the Assize, as many
cases of hardship occurred to the baker, and the con-

sumer never knew what the price of his bread would be.

In 1836, the Assize system was abolished, and, since then,

bread, other than fancy bread, has had to be sold by
weight. This, however, does not satisfy bakers, who
are now trying to re-establish what they are pleased to

call the Assize system, but which, to suit them, would

have to differ from the old system, inasmuch as they

claim the right to themselves to fix both price and
weight, the latter to be, as far as their customers are

concerned, an unknown quantity. They have already

managed to carry out the scheme in parts of Lancashire,

and neighbouring counties, which is rather expensive

to their customers.

About two hundred years ago, numbers of Essex
farmers used, once a week, to meet London millers at

an inn in Whitechapel to sell their corn, and often,

when they did not sell, they left their grain with the
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innkeeper to sell for them at a fixed price. Gradually,

they got into the habit of sending their loads of grain

to the innkeeper to sell, without going up themselves.

Other men, seeing how much trade mine host was
doing, induced farmers to send their corn to them to

sell. These men took the grain to Mark Lane and

Tower Hill to sell, where they met other factors who had

received corn sent by water and landed at Bear Quay,

in Thames Street. A market was, at one time, held at

Bear Quay for the sale of grain landed there, but later

was transferred by the Bear Quay merchants to a

building situated at the back of 29 Mark Lane. When
the number of factors had outgrown the accoirynodation

there, a new market, the London Corn Exchange, was
started in 1828.

The Whitechapel factors had previously combined,

and, in 1746, obtained a short Act of Parliament, which

granted privileges for a new corn market, which was
built in 1747, and named the Corn Exchange of London.

When first opened, the market was exposed to aU

weathers, business began at 7 o'clock in the morning,

and candles had to be used in the winter mornings.

It was closed in and partly rebuilt in 1827, when the

restaurant known as " Jack's " Coffee House was added.

Under powers conferred by a new Act of Parliament,

it was puUed down, and, on a greatly enlarged site, the

present building was erected. When the London Corn

Exchange was built, in 1828, at the north side of the

other, it was generally called the New Market, to

distinguish it from the Corn Exchange of London,

which, naturally, became the Old Market. As men-

tioned, this latter was rebuilt in 1881, and strangers to

Mark Lane are apt to be confused as the New Building

is the Old Market, or Old Corn Exchange. Here, corn

merchants have their stands, and sell the grain bought
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C.I.F. on the Baltic to millers and other consumers,

and here, also, are to be found numbers of country corn

factors, who attend to sell home-grown grain that they

have bought on the various country exchanges. A
number of London millers have stands on this market,

as well as the importers of American and other flours.

The accommodation is even now severely taxed in

busy hours, and it is next to impossible for a new firm

to obtain a stand. The height is 70 ft., the area about

191,000 sq.ft., and the building cost about £106,000

to erect.

Most of the British corn exchanges have grown up
in much the same manner as those in London. Some
of the provincial exchanges belong to companies,

while others are owned by the local authorities. The
m.erchants pay an annual rent for their stands. Gener-

ally, farmers are charged a small fee to go on to seU

their grain, but often the market is open to anyone,

and, on some, farmers can sell their own grain without

the payment of charges of any sort.

The import wheat trade of Great Britain is carried out

'

on different terms with most of the exporting countries.

United States and Canada wheats, of various sorts,

are graded according to quality by Government officials.

Thus, we have Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 4, Hard Winter ; or, it

may be, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Northern Manitoba.

The grain is sold by the grade, on what are known as
" Certificate Final " terms ; which means that the

buyer cannot dispute about the quality when the seller

can produce the Government Inspection Certificate.

Indian wheats are bought here under various well-

known names, such as. No. 1 Club Calcutta, No. 1

Bombay White, Red Karachi, Soft White Delhi, etc.,

etc. The actual wheats vary less, from year to year,

than those of most other countries. The chief trouble
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has always been the dirt mixed with the grain, and
shipments are always sold on a dirt basis, i.e., if they

contain more than an agreed percentage of dirt, the

buyer can claim allowances in proportion.

Argentine wheat is sold at a guaranteed natural

weight per bushel. When the wheat arrives this side, if a

struck bushel of the grain does not weigh the guaranteed

weight, the buyer is allowed IJ per cent, off the price

of the wheat for each of the first 2 lb. per bushel and 2^
per cent, for the third and fourth pounds that the

wheat is below the natural weight guaranteed. If it is

more than 4 lb. under weight, the matter is settled by
arbitration. This weight per bushel has nothing to do

with the actual weight bought, as the buyer receives

601b. for every bushel purchased, whether the wheat

weighs 56 lb. or 62 lb. naturally. This bushel test is one

of the best tests of the quality of wheat. A bushel of

good, plump, dry wheat may weigh 64 lb. to 65 lb. per

bushel, while poor, thin, damp samples may weigh

101b. less.

Australian wheat is bought here on what is called

the F.A.Q. system. The Australian authorities make up
samples to represent the Fair Average Quality of the

crop. These samples are sent over here, and the

shipments following are judged by them.

Russian wheats are sold by samples sent on ahead,

and if the shipments contain a larger percentage of

impurities than the samples, or above a recognised

proportion of impurities, then the buyer can claim an

allowance for dirt. Russian wheats are the most

unsatisfactory sort that we receive in this respect, as

the shipments are not officially controlled, and dirt is

often mixed in wilfuUy by the native merchants.
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METBOD IN ARITHMETIC. A guide to the teaching of Arithmetic. By G. R.
PURDiE, B.A. In crown Svo, cloth, 87 pp, . ..... Net 1/6
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THE METRIC AND fiRlTISH SVSTEM OF WEI6BTS, MEASIIRES, AND COINAGiE
By Dr. F. Mollwo Perkin. In 8vo, witb numerous illustrations. . Net 3/6

ARITHMETIC OP ALTERNATING CURRENTS. By E. H. Crapper, M.I.E.E.

In crown 8vo, illustrated Net 4/6

ARITHMETIC OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. For Technical Students. In

^crown 8vo, illustrated ......... Net 3/6

THE SLIDE RtTLE. A Practical Manoal. Illustrated Net 3/6

BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY
FIRST STEPS IN BOOK-KEEPING. By W. A. Hatchard, A.C.P., F.B.T. In

crown 8vo, limp cloth, 8q pp. ........ Net 1/6
PRIMER OP BOOK-KEEPING. Thoroughly prepares the student for the study of

more elaborate treatises. In crown 8vo, cloth, r44 pp. . 2/- Answers, Net 1/8
EASY EXERCISES FOR PRIMER OF BOOK-KEEPING. In crown 8vo, 48 pp. . 8d.

BOOK-KEEPING FOR BEGINNERS. A first course in the art of up-to-date Book-
keeping. With Answers to the Exercises. By W. E. Hooper, A.C.I.S. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 148 pp. . ..... ... Net 2/6

THE ELEMENTS OF BOOK-KEEPING. By W. O. Buxton, A.C.A. (Hons.). In
crown 8VO3 cloth, T57 pp. ......... Net S/-

BOOK-KEEPDIG AND COMMERCIAL PRACTICE. By H. H. Smith, F.C.T.,
F.Inc.S.T. In crown 8vo, cloth, 152 pp. ....... 1/9

BOOK-KEEPING SIMPLIFIED. Thoroughly revised edition. By W. O. Buxton,
A.C.A. (Hons.). In crown 8vo, cloth, 304 pp. . . 3/6. Answers, Net 3/-

ADVANCED BOOK-KEEPING. In crown 8vo, cloth, 1S7 pp. ... Net 3/6
HIGHER BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTS. By H. W. Porriti and W. Nicklin,

A.S.A,A. In crown 8vo, cloth, 304 pp., with many up-to-date forms and
facsimile documents . . ' . . . . . . . . Net 4/6

FULL COURSE IN BOOK-KEEPING. By H. W. Porritt and W. Nioklin, A.S.A.A.
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 540 pp. ........ Net 5/-

COMPLETE BOOK-KEEPING. A thoroughly comprehensive text-book, dealing with
all departments of the subject. In crown 8vo, cloth, 424 pp. 6/8 Answers, Net 4/-

ADVANCED ACCOUNTS. A Practical Manual for the Advanced Student and Teacher.
Edited by Roger N. Carter, M.Com., F.C.A. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 988 pp.,
with many forms and facsimile documents ...... Net 7/6

DICTIONARY OF BOOK-KEEPING. A Practical Guide and Book of Reference for
Teachers, Students and Practitioners. By R. J. Porters. In demy 8vo, cloth
gilt, with facsimiles, 780 pp. ........ Net 7/6

BOOK-KEEPING FOR RETAILERS. By H. W. Porritt and W. Nickun, A.S.A.A.
In crown 8vo, cloth, 124 pp. ........ Net 2/-

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN BOOK-KEEPING, Nos. I and H. New Editions.
In crown 8vo, 56 pp. No. I, 94. net. No. 2, 9d. net Answers, each. Net 6d.

BOOK-KEEPING TEST CARDS. Elem. and Inter. Per set . . . . Net 1/6
BUSINESS BOOK-KEEPING. Bv J. Routlev. In crown 8vo, cloth, 360 pp. Net 3/6
EXAMINATION NOTES ON BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY. By f. Blake

Harrold, A.C.I.S., F.C.R.A. Cloth, 6i m. by 3i in., 56 pp. . . Net 2/-
HOTEL BOOK-KEEPING. With illustrative forms and exercises. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 72 pp. Net 2/6
BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY PROBLEMS. By G. Johnson, F.C.I.S.

In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 112 pp Net 3/8
COMBINED MANUSCRIPT BOOK FOR BOOK-KEEPING. In crown 4to, stiff paper

wrapper, 96 pp. 2/6
IDEAL MANUSCRIPT BOOKS FOR BOOK-KEEPING. Large post 4to. Cash Book ;

Purchases Book ; Sales Book and Journal ; Ledger . . . Each lOd
AVON EXERCISE BOOKS FOR BOOK-KEEPING. Foolscap folio.

Journal, lOfl. ; Cash Book, lOd..; Ledger 1/2
EXAMINATION NOTES ON MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTANCY. By W. G. Davis,

A.S.A.A. Size 6i in. bv 3* in., cloth, 56 pp. Net 2/-
BALANCE SHEETS : HOW TO READ AND UNDERSTAND THEM. By Philip

ToVEY, F.C.I.S. In foolscap 8vo, cloth, 85 pp., with 26 inset Balance Sheets Net 2/-
HOW TO BECOME A QUALIFIED ACOOUBTANT. By R. A. Witty, A.S.A.A.

Second Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth, 120 pp, , . ... Net 2/6
ACCOUNTANCY. By F. W. Pixley, F.C.A., Barrister-at-Law. In demy 8vo, cloth,

318 pp Net 7/6
ACCOUNTING. By S. S. Dawson, M.Com., F.C.A., and R. C. de Zouche, F.C.A.

In demy 8vo, 380 pp., cloth, Net 10/8
BOOK-KEEPING TEACHERS' MANUAL. By C. H. Kirton, A.C.I.S., F.Inc.S.T.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 230 pp Net 6/-
NOTES OF LESSONS ON BOOK-KEEPING. By J. Routley. In crown 8vo, 133 pp.

Vet 3/6
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AlISimiG, ACCOUNTING AND BANKING. By Frank Dowler, A.C.A., and E.
Mardinor Harris, A.I.B. In demy 8vo, doth gilt, 328 pp. . . . Net 7/6

PEDJOIPLES OF BOOK-KEEPING EXPLAINED. By I. H. Humphrys. In cron-n
8vo, cloth, 120 pp. Net 8/6

UANUFACTUBING B00K-KEEFIN6 AND COSTS. By G. Johnson, F.CI.S. In
demy 8vo, cloth etilt, 120 pp. Net 5/-

FEACTICAL BOOK-KEEPING. By the same Author. In ciovm Svo.cloth, 420 pp.
Net 6/-

DEPBECIATION AND WASTING ASSETS, and their Treatment in Computing Annual
^Profit and Loss. By P. D. Leake, F.C.A. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt. 257 pp. Net 12/6

THE PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING. By F. R. M. De Paula, O.B.E., F.C.A. In
demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 224 pp. Net 7/6

COST ACCOUNTS IN PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE. By A. Clifford Ridoway,
F.C.A. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 120 pp. ...... Net 5/-

GOLD MINE ACCOUNTS AND COSTING. A Practical Manual for Officials,

Accountants, Book-keepers, Etc. By G. W. Tait. In demy 8vo, cloth gUt,

93 PP Net 6/-
COIID'ANY ACCOUNTS. A complete, practical Manual for the use of officials in

Limited Companies and advanced students. By Arthur Coles, F.CI.S. In
demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 356 pp. Second Edition ..... Net 7/6

MANUAL OF COST ACCOUNTS. By H. Julius Lunt. In demy 8vo, cloth, 124 pp.
Net 6/-

THE ACCOUNTS OF EXECUTORS, ADSDNISTBATORS AND TRUSTEES. By
Wiluam B. Phillips, A.C.A. (Hons. Inter, and Final), A.C.I.S. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, 152 PP Net 6/-

BAILWAY ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE. The Railway Companies (Accounts and
Returns) Act, 1911. Bv Allen E. Newhook, A.K.C. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

14SPP. . . .' Net 5/-
THE PERSONAL ACCOUNT BOOK. By W. G. Dowsley, B.A. Size, 15} in. by

9^ in., half leather, 106 pp., with interleaved blotting paper . . . .Net 10/6
SHOPKEEPERS' ACCOUNTS SIMPLIFIED. By C. D. Cornell. In crown 8vo,

70 PP Net 1/6
THE "EFFICIENT " CHECK FIGURE SYSTEM. Bvi H. O. Hortos. In demy

8vo. 22 pp. . ... Nel 1/-

BUSINESS TRAINING, COPY BOOKS, ETC.
COUIIERCIAL READER (Junior Book). Our Food Supplies. By F. W. Chambers.

With over 70 illustrations, 240 pp. ...... Net 3/_
COMMERCIAL READER (Intermediate Book). Our Manufacturing Industries. In

crown 8vo, cloth, 240 pp. Over 150 illustrations ..... Net 3/-
COMMERCIAL READER (Senior Book). An introduction to Modern Commerce.

Contains over 160 black and white illustrations. In crowwSvo, cloth, 272 pp Net 2/6
OrnCE ROUTINE FOE BOYS AND GIRLS. In three stages. Each in crown 8vo,

^

64 PP Each 1/-
PIRST STEPS IN BUSINESS TRAINING. By V. E. Colunge, A.C.I.S. In crown

8vo, limp cloth, 80 pp. I^et 1/fl
COUNTING-HOUSE ROUTINE. 1st Year's Course. By Vincent E. Collinge,

A.C.I.S. In crown 8vo, cloth, with illustrations, maps, and facsimile commercial
forms, 162 pp. . Uet 1/9

COUNTING-HOUSE ROUTINE. 2na Year's Course. By Vincent E. Collinge,
A.C,I.S. In crown 8vo, i cloth, with illustrations, maps and facsimile commercial
forms, 18S pp Net 3/e

THE PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS. By James Stephenson, M.A., M.Com., B.Sc.
Part I. In crown 8vo, cloth, 217 pp. ...... Net 3/-
Part 2. In crown 8vo, cloth, 320 pp. ...... Net 8/6

MANUAL OF BUSINESS TRAINING. Contains 66 maps ana facsimiles. Eighth
Edition, thoroughly revised and considerably enlarged. In crown 8vo, cloth,
302 pp. ............. 5/_

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF COMMERCE. By J ames Stephenson, M.A.,
M.Com., B.Sc. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 648 pp., with many illustrations,
diagrams, etc Net 7/6

COMMERCIAL PRACTICE. By Alfred Schofield. In crown 8vo, cloth,

, 296 pp Net 4/-
THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF COMMEBCE. Being a Complete Guide to

Methods and Machinery of Business. Edited by F. Heelis, F.CI.S., Assisted
by Specialist Contributors. In demy Svo, cloth gilt, 620 pp., with many facsimile
forms 6/- Net. Also in 2 vols., each Net' 3/6

HOW TO TEACH BUSINESS TRAINING. By F. Heelis, F.CI.S. In crown 8vo,
i6opp. . .

'

. . . ... Net 2/6
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MODEM BUSINESS AND ITS METHODS. By W. Campbell, Chartered SDcrelary.

Part I. Net, 3/6. Part II. Net, 3/6. Complete . . .Net 7/6

A COURSE IN BUSINESS TRAINING. By G. K. Bucknall, A.C.I.S. In crown

8vo, IQ2 pp ^
2/"

ROUTINE OF COMMERCE. By A. Schofield. In demy 8vo, doth, 170 pp. Net 6/-

ELEMENTS OF COMMERCE. By F. Heywood, A.C.I.S. In demy 8vo, doth,

150 pp .' . . Net 6/-

FACSIMILE COMMERCIAL FORMS. New, Revised, and Enlarged Edition. Thirty-

five separate forms in envelope ........ Net 1/6

Forms separately, per doz. ......... Net 6d.

EXERCISE BOOK OF FACSIMILE COMMERCIAL FORMS. In large post 4to, 32 pp. 8d.

FACSIMILE COMPANY FORMS. Thirty-four separate forms m envelope . Net 1/3

Forms separately, per doz. ........ Net 6d.
•' NEW ERA " BUSINESS COFX BOOKS. By F. Heelis, F.C.I.S. Civil Service

Style. In three books, Junior, Intermediate, and Senior. Each in stout paper
covers, large post 4to, S2 pp. Net 9J.

BUSINESS TBAINDIG EXERCISE BOOS. Part 1. By James E. Sladen, M.A.
(Oxon.) , F.I.S.A. In large post 4to, 64 pp Net " 2/-

OFFICE ROUTINE COPY BOOKS, No. 1, No. 8, and No. 3. Each in large post 4to,

24 pp. Net 81.

COMMERCIAL HANDWRITING AND CORRESPONDENCE. In foolscap 4to,

quarter cloth, 80 pp. .......... Net 3/-
BU8DIESS HANDWRmNQ. Seventh Edition, Revised. In crown 8vo, cloth,

84 pp Net 1/6
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD HAND. By B. T. B. Hollings. In crown 8vo, oblong,

56 pp Net 1/6
HANDBOOK FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS. By Feed Hall, M.A., B.Com.,

F.C.I.S., etc. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 200 pp Net 2/6
THE BUSINESS GIRL'S HANDBOOK. By C. Chisholm, M.A., and D. W. Walton.

Foreword by Sarah Bernhardt. In crown Svo, cloth, 176 pp. . - Net 2/6
THE BOY'S BOOK OF BUSINESS. By the same Authors. Foreword by Lieut.-

Gen. Sir R. S. S. Baden-Powell. In crown Svo, cloth, 176 pp. . . Net 2/-
BUSINESS METHODS AND SECRETARIAL WORK FOR OIRLS AND WOMEN.

By Helen Reynard, M.A. In crown Svo, cloth, gSpp. . , . Net S/-
THE JUNIOR WOMAN SECRETARY. By Annie E. Davis, F.IncS.T. In

crown Svo, cloth, 100 pp., with illustrations . . .... Net 1/3
THE JUNIOR CORPORATION CLERK. By J. B. Carrington, F.S.A.A. In

crown Svo, cloth gilt, with illustrations, 136 pp. ..... Net 1/8
POPULAR GUIDE TO JOURNALISM. By A. Kingston. 4th Edition. In crown

Svo, 124 pp., cloth ..... .... Net 21-
FRACTICAL JOURNALISM AND NEWSPAPER LAW. By A. Baker, M.J.I., and

E. A. Cope. In crown Svo, cloth, 180 pp. ...... Net 3/6

CIVIL SERVICE
THE CIVIL SERVANT AND HIS'PROFESSION. In crown Svo, doth, 1 20 pp. . Net 3/6
CIVIL SERVICE GUIDE. Bv A. J. Lawforo Jones. In crown Svo, 129 pp. Net 2/-
DXGESTING RETURNS INTO SUMMARIES, By A. J. Lawford Jones, of H.M.

Civil Service. In crown Svo, cloth, 84 pp. ...... Net 2/-
COPYING MANUSCRIPT, ORTHOGRAPHY, HANDWRITING, etc By the same

Author. Actual Examination Papers only. In foolscap folio, 48 pp. . Net 3'6
CIVIL SERVICE HANDWRHING GUIDE AND COPY BOOK. By H. T. Jessop,

B.Sc. In crown 4to, 32 pp Net lOd.
CIVIL SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL COPYING FORMS. In crown Svo, 40 pp. Net 64.
RULED FORMS FOR USE WITH THE ABOVE. Books I and H. Each foolscap

folio, 40 pp 81
CIVIL SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL LONG AND CROSS TOTS. Two Series, each

in crown Svo, 48 pp. . . . Net 8d.
CIVIL SERVICE ARITHMETIC TESTS. By P. J. Vaeley-Tipton. In crown Svo,

cloth, 102 pp Net 2/6
CIVIL SERVICE ESSAY VTRITING. By W. J. Addis, M.A. In crown Svo, limp

cloth, 108 pp. . . Net 2/-
CIVIL SERVICE PRACTICE IN PRECIS WRITING. Edited by Arthur Reynolds,

M.A. (Oxon.). In crown Svo
, J cloth, 240 pp. ..... Net 3/6

ELEMENTARY PRECIS WRITING. By Walter Shawcross, B.A. In crown Svo,
cloth, 80 pp. • -^ Net 1/6

GUIDE TO INDEXINO AND PRECIS WRITING. By W. J. Weston, M.A., B.Sc.
(Lond.), and E. Bowker. In crown Svo, cloth, 110 pp. . . . Net 1/6

INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING. By A. J. Lawford Jones. In crown Svo,
cloth, 144 pp . . Net 2/9

EXERCISES AND ANSWERS IN INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING. By W. J.
Weston, M.A. , B.Sc. (Lond.). In crown Svo, cloth, 144 pp. . . . Net 2/ft
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ENGLISH AND COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE
FIRST STEPSm COMMERCIAL ENGLISH. By W. J. Weston, M.A., B.Sc. (Lond.).

In crown 8vo. limp cloth, 80 pp. ........ Nst 1/6

FIRST STEPS IN BUSINESS LETTER WRIIINO. By Fred Hall, M.A., B.Com.,
F.C.I.S., etc. In crown 8vo, limp cloth, 80 pp. ..... Net X'fi

GUIDE TO COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE AND BUSINESS COMPOSITION.
By W. J. Weston, M.A., B.Sc. (Lond.). In crown 8vo, cloth, 156 pp.,with many
facsimile commercial documents......... 2/6

MANUAL OF COMMERCIAL ENGLISH. By Walter Shawcross, B.A. Including
Composition and Precis Writing. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 234 pp. . . Net 3/6

HOW TO TEACH COMMERCIAL ENGLISH. By Walter Shawcross, B.A. In
crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 160 pp. ........ Net 3/6

COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMERCIAL ENGLISH. In crown 8vo,
^cloth, 272 pp. . . . 3/6

THE CORRESPONDENCE OF COMMERCE. By A. Risdon Palmer, B.Sc, B.A.
IndemyBvo, cloth, 150 pp Net 6/-

PRINCIFLES AMD FRACIU;£: OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By J.
Stephenson, M.A., M.Com., B.Sc. In demy 8vo, 320 pp. . . . Net 7/6

ENGLISH MERCANTILE CORRESPONDENCE. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 260 pp. Net 3/6
FIRST STEPS IN BUSINESS COMPOSITION. Edited by R. W. Holland, M.A.,

M.Sc, LL.D. In crown 8vo, limp cloth, 80 pp. ..... Net 1/6
ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND CORRESPONDENCE. By J. F. Davg, D.Lit., M.A.,

LL.B. (Lond.). In crown 8vo, cloth, Il8 pp. ...... Net 2/-
A GUIDE TO ENGLISH COMPOSITION. By the Rev. J. H. Bkcos. 112 pp. cloth

Net 8i-
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged by C. D. Phnchard,

B.A. (Lond.). In crown 8vo, doth, 142 pp. ...... Net 3/-
EN6LISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION. By W. J. Weston, M.A.. B.Sc.

(Lond.). In crown 8vo, cloth, 320 pp. ....... Net 5/-
ENGLISH PROSE COMPOSITION. By W. J. Weston, M.A., B.Sc. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 224 pp. Net 3/6
SELF-HELP EXERCISES IN ENGLISH (Reform Method). In crown 3vo, limp

cloth, 80 pp Net 1/3
NOTES OF LESSONS ON ENGLISH. In crown 8vo, cloth, 208 pp. . . Net 3/6
PUNCTUATION AS A MEANS OF EXPRESSION. By A. E. Lovell, M.A. In

crown 8vo, cloth, 80 pp. ... ..... Net 1/-
pb£cis w^xnNG 1

ESSAY WRITING £ ^^" '"'"'' Service, page 4)

STUDIES IN ELOCImON. By E. M. Corbodld {Mrs, Mark Robinson). With over
too selections for Reciters and Readers. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 270 pp Net 3/6

POCKET DICTIONARY. Royal 32mo, 5 in. by 3 iii., tloth gUt, 362 pp. . . Net 21-
COMMERCIAL DICTIONARY. In foolscap 8vo, paper boards, 192 pp. . . Net 2/-

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
FIRST STEPS IN COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. By James Stephenson, M.A.,

B.Com. There are 16 maps and diagrams included. In crown 8vo, limp cloth,
80 pp Net 1/6

THE WORLD AND IIS COMMERCE. In crown 8vo, cloth, 128 pp., with 34 maps .

THE ELEMENTS OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. By C. H. Grant, M.Sc!,
F.R.Met.Soc. In crown 8vo, cloth, 140 pp. ..... Net 21-

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH ISLES. In crown 8vo, cloth,
150 pp., with 34 coloured maps and plates, three black and white maps, and
other illustrations . . jjet 2/6

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE ABROAD AND
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. In crown 8vo, cloth, 205 pp., with 35 coloured maps
and plates, 11 black and white maps, and end-paper maps . . . Net 2/6

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE WORLD. In crown 8vo, cloth, 330 pp., with
about go maps and plates ......... Net 4/B

EXAMINATION NOTES ON COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. By W. P. Rutter,
M.Com. Size6iin. by3iin., cloth, 12OPP Net 2/-

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. (See "Economics" page 6)

THE ELEMENTS OF COMMERCIAL HISTORY. By Fred Hall, M.A., B.Com.,
F.C.I.S. In crown 8vo, clotb. 164 po- .... , Net 2/6



COMMERCIAL HISTORY. By J. R. V. Marchant, M.A. In crown 8vo, cloth

gilt, 272 pp Ket 6/8
PRINCIPLES OF COMMERCIAL JEHSTOEY. By J. Stephenson, M.A., M.Com.,B Sc.

In demy 8vo, cloth, 279 pp . . . Net 7/8
ECONOMIC HISTORY. (See " Economics " below.)

ECONOMICS
THE ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. By H. Hall, B.A. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 140 pp. ........... Net 2/-
GUIDE TO POLITICAL ECONOMY. By F. H. Spencer, D.Sc, LL.B. In crown 8vo,

cloth gilt, 232 pp Net 3/8
OTTTLINES OF THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND : A Stndy in Social

Development. By H. O. Meredith, M.A., M.Com. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

376 pp Net 7/6
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. By John McFarlane, M.A., M.Com. In demy 8vo,

cloth gilt, 568 pp., 18 illustrations Net 10/6
THE HISTORY AND ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORT. By A. W. Kirkaldy, M.A.,

B.Litt. (Oxford), M.Com. (Birm.), and A. Dudley Evans. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, 350 pp Net 15/-

THE ECONOMICS OF TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES. By John Lee, M.A.
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 92 pp. ........ Net 2/8

INDUSTRY AND FINANCE. (Supplementary Volume.) Edited by A. W. Kirkaldy.
M.A., B.Litt., M.Com. In demv 8vo, cloth, 180 pp Net 51-

LABOUR, CAPITAL AND FINANCE. By "Spectator" (W. W. Wall, F.J. I.,

F.S.S.). In crown 8vo. cloth, 127 pp Net 3/6
OUTLINES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT. By John J. Clarke, M.A., F.S.S. In

crown Svo, 83 pp., paper boards ........ Net 3/6
OUTLINES OP CENTRAL GOVERNMENT. By the same Author. In crown 8vo.

90 pp Net 1/6
OUTLINES OF DiDUSXRIAL AND SOCIAL ECONOMICS. By the same Author,

In crown 8vo, to« dd. .... .... Net 1/6
THE HOUSING PROBLEM. By J. J. Clarke, M.A., F.S.S. In demy 8vo, cloth

540 PP Net 21/-
VALUE FOR MONEY By Sir Wm. Schooling, K.B.E. In crown 8vo, cloth

160 pp. . Net 2/6
TALKS WITH WORKERS. In crown 8vo, Ump cloth Net 2/-
DICnONARY OP ECONOMIC AND BANKING TERMS. By W. J. Weston, M.A.,

B.Sc, and A. Crew. In crown 8vo, cloth, 166 pp. ... Net 5/-

BANKING AND FINANCE
THEELEMENTS OF BANKING. ByJ.P.GANDv. In crown 8vo,cloth,'i40pp. Net 2/-
BANK ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT, AND ACCOUNTS. By J. F. Davis, M.A.

D.Lit., LL.B. (Lond.) In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 165 pp., with forms . . Net 8/-
MONEY, EXCHANGE, AND BANKING. In theii PracticaLl, Theoretical, and Legal

Aspects. By H. T. Easton, A.I.B. Second Edition, Revised. In demy 8vo,
cloth, 312 pp Net 6/-

PRACnCAL BANKINQ. By J. F. G. Bagshaw. With Chapters on The Principles
of Currency, by C. F. Hannaforo, A.I.B., and Bank Booh-heepuig, by W. H.
Peard. In demv 8vo , cloth gilt, about 400 pp. ..... Net 7/B

BANKERS' SECURITIES AGAINST ADVANCES. By Lawrence A. Fogg,
Cert. A.I.B, In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 123 pp Net 6/-

BANKERS' ADVANCES. By F. R. Stead. Edited by Sir John Paget, K.C. In
demy 8vo, cloth, 144 pp Net 6/-

FOREION EXCHANGE, A PRIMER OF. By W. F. Spalding. In crown 8vo.,
cloth, 108 pp. .... . . . . .Net 3/6

FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND FOREIGN BILLS IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE. By
W. F, Spalding, Cert. A.I.B. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 227 pp. . . Net 7/6

EASTERN EXCHANGE. By W. F. Spalding. In demy 8vo, cloth, 375 pp.,
illustrated. Third Edition ........ Net IS/-

TALKS ON BANKING TO BANK CLERKS. By H. E. Evans. In crown 8vo,
cloth Net 2/8

SIMPLE INTEREST TABLES. By Su: William Schooling, K.B.E. In crown 4to,
doth gilt Net 21/-

DICnONARY OF BANKINQ. A Complete Encyclopaedia of Banldng Law and
Practice. By W. Thomson and Lloyd Christian. Third Edition. In crown
4to, half leather gilt, 641 pp Net 30/-

NOTES ON BANKING AND COMMERCIAL LAW. By T. Lloyd Davies. In
fcap 8vo, 100 pp. Net 3/-

TITLE DEEDS, AND THE RUDIMENTS OF REAL PROPERTY LAW. By F. R.
Stead. In crown Svo cloth, 151 pp Net 6/-
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INSURANCE
THE PRINCIPLES OP KSUEANCK By J. Alfred Eke. In crown 8vo, cloth,

leo pp Het 3/6

DJSDEAIJCK By T. E. Youno, B.A., F.K.A.S. A complete and practical exposition.

With sections on Worliimen's Compensation Insurance, by W. R. Strong, F.I.A.,

and The National Insurance Scheme, by Vyvyan Marr, F.F.A., F.I.A. Third
Edition. Revised and Enlarged. In demy &vo, cloth gilt, 440 pp. . . Net 10/6

GUIDE TO LIFE ASSDBdNCE. By S. G. Leigh, F.I.A. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

iqz pp Net 5/-

INSUBANCE OFFICE ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT, AND ACCOUNTS. By
T. E. Young, B.A., F.R.A.S., and Richard Masters, A.CA. Second Edition,

Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 146 pp. . . ' . . . . Net 5/-

GUIDE TO MABINE D7SUKANCE. By Henry Keate. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

203 pp Net 3/6

THE FBINCIFLES OF MABINE LAW. {Sse p. 10.)

TALKS ON INSURAMCE LAW. By J. A. Watson, B.Sc, LL.B. In crown 8vo, cloth,

140 pp. . . Net 5/-

SHIPPING
SHIPPING. By A. Hall and F. Heywood. In crown 8vo, cloth, 136 pp. , Net S/-
SHIFPING OFFICE ORGANIZATION, MANAGEIIIENT, AND ACCOUNTS. By

Alfred Calvert. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 203 pp. .... Net 6/-

THE EXPORTER'S HANDBOOK AND GLOSSARY. By F. M. Dudeney. With
Foreword by W. Eglington. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 254 pp. . . Net 6/-

CONSULAR BEQUIREBIENTS FOR EXPORTERS AND SHIFPmtS TO ALL PARTS
OF THE WORIJ). By J. S. Nowery. In crown 8vo, cloth, 82 pp. . Net 2/6

CASE AND FREIGHT COSTS. The principles of calculation relating to the cost
of, and freight on, sea or commercial cases. By A. W. E. Crosfield. In crown
8vo, cloth, 62 pp. .......... Net 2/-

SECRETARIAL WORK
HOW TO BECOME A PRIVATE SECEETAKY. By J. E. McLachlan. In crown

8vo, cloth, 120 pp Net 3/6
COMPANY SECRETARIAL WORK By E. Martin, F.CI.S. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 154 PP Net 2/-
GUIDE TO COMPANY SECRETARIAL WORK. By O. Oldham, A.C.I.S. In

crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 256 pp. Net 3/6
GUIDE FOR THE COMPANY SEOEETAEY. By Arthur Coles, F.CI.S. Illus-

trated with 7b facsimile forms. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, In
demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 433 pp. Net 6/-

COMPANY SEOEETARY'S VADE MEOUM. Edited by P. Tovey, F.CI.S. Pocket
size, cloth, 270 pp .Net 3/6

SECEETARY'S HANDBOOK. Edited by Herbert E. Blaih. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, 168 pp Net 6/-

THE CHAIRMAN'S MANUAL. By Guedon Palin, of Gray's Inn, Barrisler-at-Law,
and Ernest Martin, F.CI.S. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 192 pp. . . Net 3/6

FBOSFECTUSES : HOW TO BEAD AND UNDERSTAND THEM. By Philip
TovEY, F.CI.S. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 109 pp Net 5/-

OUTLINES OF TBAITSFER PROCEDURE IN CONNECTION WITH STOCKS.
SHARES, AND DEBENTURES OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES. By F. D.
Head, B.A. (Oxon), 0/ Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-ai-Law. In demy 8vo, cloth
gilt, 112 pp Het 2/6

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF A SHARE ? By D. W. Rossiter. In demy 8vo, limp
cloth, 20 pp Net 2/6HOW TO TAKE MINUTES. Edited by E. Martin, F.CI.S. Second Edition,
Enlarged and Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth, 126 pp Net 2/8

DICTIONARY OF SECEETAEIAL LAW AND PEACTICE. A comprehensive Ency-
clopaedia of information and direction on all matters connected with the work of
a Company Secretary. Fully illustrated with the necessary forms and documents.
With sections on special branches of Secretarial Work. 'With contributions by
nearly 40 eminent authorities. Edited by Phiup Tovey, F.CI.S. In one vol.,
half leather gilt, loii pp. Thurd Edition, Revised and Enlarged , , Net d9l

FACSIMILE COMPANY FOEMS. {See p. 4.)
" **'

COMPANY ACCOUNTS. (See p. 3.)

COMPANY LAW. (See p. 11.) - : .

INCOME TAX
PRACTICAL INCOME T<\X. A Guide to the Preparation of Income Tax Returns.

By W, E. Swelling. In crown 8vo, cloth, 136 pp. .... Net S/B
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IKOOME TAX AND SOTEE TAX PRACTICE. By W. E. Snelling. Fourth Edition.
IndemySvo, cloth gilt, I S2PP ^et 12/6

COAL WISES Excess PAYDIENTS. Gnaiantee Payments and Levies for Closed Mine;.
By W. E. Snellino. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, l8o pp. . . . Net 13/8

mCOmE TAX AND SUPEE-TAX LAW AND CASES. Including the Fmance Act,
1918. By W. E. Snelling. Fourth Edition, Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

472 pp. {In the press.)

EXCESS PROFITS (iacluding Excess Mineral Rights) DUTY, and Levies onder the
Munitions oS War Acts. By W. E. Snelling. Sixth Edition. Revised and
Enlarged. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 516 pp. . . Net 21/-

SUPER TAX TABLES. By G. O. Parsons. DemySvo . . Net 1/-

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MANAGEMENT. By L. M. Gilbreth. In demy 8vo, cloth

354 PP- • • • • Net 7/6
EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT. Compiled and Edited by Daniel Bloomfield.

In demy 8vo, cloth, 507 pp. ......... Net 8/6
PROBLEMS OF LABOUR. Compiled and Edited by Daniel Bloomfield. In demy

8vo, cloth, 434 PP Net 8/6
LECTDEES ON INDUSTRIAL ADIVnNISTRATION. Edited by B. Muscio, M.A.

In crown 8vo. cloth, 276 pp. ....... . Net 6/-
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL (Applied to Manuiacture). By F. M. Lawson, A.M.I.C.E.,

A.M.I.Mech.E. In demy Svoir cloth, 130 pp. ...... Net 8/G
COMMON SENSE AND LABOUR. By S. Crowther. In crown 8vo, 284 pp., cloth

Net 8/6
CURRENT SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL FORCES. Edited by L. D. Edie. In demy

8vo, cloth, 394 on . Net 12/6
OUTLINES OF INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION. By R. O. Herford, H. T. Hildage

and H. G. Jenkins. In demy 8vo, cloth ...... Net 6/-
MODERN INDUSTRIAL MOVEMENTS. Edited by D. Bloomfield. In demy 8vo,

cloth, 380 pp. . . . . ... Net 10/8

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. INCLUDING SECRETARIAL

WORK. By Lawrence R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A., and H. E. Blain.
Fourth Edition, Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 3r4 pp. . . . Net 7/6

MUNICIPAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. Edited by W. Bateson,
A.C.A., F.S.A.A., In crown 4to, half leather gilt, with 250 forms, diagrams, etc.,

503 PP
"

.Net 25/-
C0UNTIN6-H0USE AND FACTORY ORGANIZATION. By J. Gilmour Williamson.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 182 pp . . Net 6/-
SOLICITORS' OFFICE ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT. AND ACCOUNTS. Bv

E. A. Cope, and H. W. H. Robins. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 176 pp., with
numerous forms .......... Net 5/-

COLLIEEY OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND ACCOUNTS. By J. W. Innes, F.C.A.,
and T. Colin Campbell, F.C.I. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 135 pp . . Net 6/-

CLUBS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT. By Francis W. Pixley, F.C.A. 0/ the

Middle Temple^ Barrister-at-Law, In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 240 pp. . . Net 7/6
DRAPERY BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTS. By

J. Ernest Bavley. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 302 pp. .... Net 7/6
GROCERY BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. By C. L. T.

Beeching and J. Arthur Smart. Second Edition. In demy 8vo,
cloth, 160 pp Net 6/-

INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT. By Geo. B. I.issenden. With a
Foreword by C. E. Musgrave. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt. 26o pp. . . Net 7/6

SHIPPING ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTS. [See p. 7.)

INSURANCE OFFICE ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTS. (See p. 7.)

BANE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. (S« p. 6.)

THE CARD INDEX SYSTEM. In crown 8vo, 100 pp. . . . Net 2/-
FILING SYSTEMS. By E. A. Cope. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 200 pp., Net 2/8
A MANUAL OF DUPLIOATINQ METHODS. By W. Desboroijgh. In demy 8vo,

cloth, 90 PP- .... . Net 3/-

ADVERTISING AND SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING. By Howard Bridoewater. In crown 8vo, cloth, 100 pp. . Net 2/-
/U)S. AND SALES. Bv Herbert N. Casson. In demy 8vo, cloth. 167 pp., . Net 8/6
THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ADVERTISING. By W. Dill Scott, Ph.D.

In large crown 8vc., cloth, 61 illustrations . . ... Net 7/6
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ADVERTISING AS A BUSINESS FORCE, ay P. T. Cherington. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, 586 pp Net 8/6

THE NEW BUSINESS. By Harry Tipper. In demy Svo.cloth gilt, 406 pp. Net S/6

THE CRAFT OF SILENT SALESMANSHIP. A Guide to Advertisement Construction.
By C. Maxwell Tregortha and J. W. Frings. Foreword by T. Swinborne
Sheldrake. Size, 6t in. by gj in., cloth, 98 pp., with illustrations Nsi. 5/-

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ADVEBHSINQ. By W. Dill Scott, Ph.D. In large crown
8vo, cloth, with 67 illustrations . . Net 7/6

HOW TO ADVEEUSK By G. French. In crown 8vo, cloth, with many
illustrations Net 8/6

THE MANUAL OF SUCCESSFUL STOREEEEFING. By W. R. Hotchkin. In
demy 8vo, cloth, 298 pp. . . . . . . Net 8/6

SALESMANSHIP. By W. A. Corbion and G. E. Grimsdale. In crown 8vo, cloth,
186 pp Net 2/8

PRACTICAL SALESMANSHIP. By N. C. Fowler, assisted by 29 expert Salesmen,
etc. In crown 8vo, cloth, 337 pp. ,....., Net 7/6

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLING. By Albert E. Bull. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

170 pp Net 3/6

BUSINESS HANDBOOKS AND WORKS OF

REFERENCE

BUSINESS MAN'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA AND DICTIONARY OF COMMERCE. Edited
by J. A. Slater, B.A., LL.B. (Loud.). Assisted by about 50 speciahsts as con-
tributors. A reliable and comprehensive work of reference on all commercial
subjects, specially written for the busy merchant, the commercial student, and the
modern man of afiairs. With numerous maps, illustrations, facsimile business
forms and legal documents, diagrams, etc. In 4 vols., large crown 4to (each
about 450 pp.), cloth gilt. [In the press.)

BUSINESS MAN'S GUIDE. Edited by J. A. Slater, B.A., LL.B. Seventh Edition
Revised. In crown 8vo, cloth, 520 pp. ....... ^^\ qir

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATIONS. By E. J. Parry, B.Sc, F.I.C, F.C.S. In crown
8vo, cloth gilt, 105 pp. Ijgi Q/o

MOTOR ROAD TRANSPORT FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. By J. Phillimore
Indemy8vo, cloth, 216 pp. -.-...... Ugi Ta/R

THE MONEY AND THE STOCK AND SHARE MARKETS. By Emil Davies
In crown 8vo, cloth, 124 pp. ........ Not o/-

THE INVESTOR'S MANUAL. By W. W. Wall, F.S.S., F.J.I. In crown 8vo
cloth, 122 pp .Net 3/6

THE HISTORY, LAW, AND PRACTICE OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE By A P
Foley, B.A., Barrister-at-Law, and F. H. Carruthees Gould, of the Stock
Exchange. Third Edition, Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 348 pp. . Net 7/6

DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL FBODUCTS. By J. A. Slater
B.A., LL.B. (Lond.). Second Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth, 170 pp.

'
. Net 3/6

COMMODITIES OF COMMERCE. By J. A. Slater, B.A. LL.B. In demv 8vo
cloth, IGO pp. .

•

. f Kg^ g,
DISCOmiT, COMMISSION, AND BROKERAGE TABLES. By Ernest Heavingham

Size 3 in. by 4i in., cloth, 160 pp Net 1/6
BUSINESS TERMS, PHRASES, AND ABBREVIATIONS. Fourth Edition, Revised

and Enlarged. In crown 8vo, cloth, 280 pp jjgj. 3/

MERCANTILE TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS. Containing over 1 000 terms
and 500 abbreviations used in commerce, with definitions. Size 3 in by 4} in
cloth, 126 pp

JJgt' yg
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE MEMORY. By the late

Rev. J. H. Bacon. In foolscap 8vo, cloth, 118 pp Ugj lyg

TRADER'S HANDBOOKS. In crown 8vo, cloth, 260 pp. . . . Each Net 3/3
Drapery and Drapers' Accotinta. By Richaro Beynoh.
Iromnongery and Ironmongeis' Accoonts. By S. W. Fhancis,
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COMMON COMMODITIES OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRIES

In each of the handbooks in this series a particular product or industry is treated by an
expert writer and practical man of business. Beginning with the life history of the plant,

or other natural product, he follows its development until it becomes a commercial commodity,
and so on through the various phases of its sale in the market and its purchase by the

Eacb book in crown Svo,

KA
COFFEE
SDQAS
OILS
WHEAT AND ITS PRODUCTS
RUBBER
IRON AND STEEL
COPPER
COAL
TIMBER
LEATHER
COTTON
SILK
WOOL
LINEN
TOBACCO
CLAYS AND CLAY PRODUCTS
PAPER
SOAP
GLASS AND GLASS MAKING
GUMS AND RESINS
THE MOTOR INDUSTRY
THE BOOT AND SHOE INDUSTRY
CLOTHING INDUSTRY
ICE AND COLD STORAGE
ELECTRIC LAIOP INDUSTRY

consumer.

cloth, with many illnstrations, 3s. net.

TELEGRAPHY, TELEPHONY AND
WIRELESS

GAS AND GAS MAKING
FURNITURE
COAL TAR AND SOME OF ITS PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM
SALT AND THE SALT INDUSTRY
KNITTED FABRICS
ZINC
CORDAGE AND CORDAGE HEMP AND
FIBRES

CARPETS
ASBESTOS
PHOTOGRAPHY
ACIDS AND ALKALIS
SHiVER
GOLD
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
ELECTRICITY
ALUMINIUM
BUTTER AND CHEESE
BRITISH CORN TRADE
ENGRAVING
LEAD
STONES AND QUARRIES
EXPLOSIVES
PERFUMERY

LAW
THE ELEMENTS OF COMMBaROlAL LAW. By A. H. Douglas, LL.B. (Lond.).

In crown Svo, cloth, 128 pp. ...... Net
TEE COMMERCIAL LAW OP ENGLAND. By J. A. Slater, B.A., LL.B. (Lend.).

In crown 8vo, cloth, 252 pp. Seventh Edition .... Net
THE LAW OF CONTRACT. By R. W. Holland, M.A., M.Sc, LL.D. Of the MidtUe

Temple, Barrister-at-Law. In demy Svo, cloth, 120 pp. . . . Net
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS IN COMMERCIAL LAW. By J. Wells Thatcher,

Barrisier-at-Law. In crown Svo, cloth gilt, 172 pp Net
EXAMINATION NOTES OH COMMERCIAL LAW. By R. W. Holland, O.B.E.,

M.A., M.Sc, LL.D. Cloth, 6i in. by 3i in., 56 pp. .... Net
ELEMENTARY LAW. By E. A. Cope. In crown Svo, cloth, 228 pp. . . Net
LEGAL TERMS, PHRASES, AND ABBREVIATIONS. By E. A. Copb. Third

Edition. In crown Svo . cloth, 2r6 pp. ..... Net
SOLICITOR'S CLERK'S GUIDE. By the same Author. In crown Svo, doth

gilt, 2i5 pp Net
CONVEYANCING. By E. A. Cope. In cro^vn Svo, cloth, 206 pp. . . Net
WILLS, EXECUTORS, AND TRUSTEES. With a Chapter on Intestacy. By

J. A. Slater, B.A., LL.B. (Lond.). In foolscap Svo, cloth, 122 pp. . Net
THE LAW RELATING TO TRADE CUSTOMS, MARKS, SECRETS, RESTRAINTS,

AGENCIES, etc., etc. By Lawrence Duckworth, Barrister-at-Law, In
foolscap Svo, cloth, 116 pp. ...... I^et

MERCANTILE LAW. By J. A. Slater, B.A., LL.B. (Lond.). In demy Svo, cloth
gilt, 464 pp. Fourth Edition Xq|

BILLS, CHEQUES, AND NOTES. By J. A. Slater, B.A., LL.B. Third Edition,
In demy Svo, cloth gilt, 214 pp Net

PRINCIPLES OF MARINE LAW. By Lawrence Duckworth. Third Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. In deniv Svo. cloth eilt. 400 op. . Net

PARTNERSHIP LAW AND ACCOUliTS By R. W. Holland, O.B.E., M.A., M.Sc,
LL.D. In demv Svo, 159 pp Net

OUTLINES OP COMPANY LAW. By F. D. Head, B.A. (Oxon.). in demy Svo,
cloth, 100 pp Net
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GUIDE TO COMFANT LAW. By R. W. Holland, O.B.E., M.A., M.Sc, LL.D. In '
crown 8vo, doth gilt, 203 pp. Net 3/6

EXAMINATION NOTES ON COMPANY LAW. By R. W. Holland, O.B.E., M.A.,

M.Sc. LL.D. Cloth, size 6i X 3i, 74PP Net 2/6

COMPANIES AND COMPANY LAW. Together with the Companies (Consolidation)
Act, 1908, and the Act of 1913. By A. C. Connell, LL.B. (Lond.). Second
Edition, Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 348 pp. . . . Nel 6/-

COMPANY CASE LAW. A digest of leading decisions. ByF. D. Head, B.A. (Oxon.).
Id demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 314 pp . . Net 7/6

THE STUDEBiT'S GUIDE TO RAILWAY LAW. By Arthur E. Chapman, M.A.,
LL.D. (Camb.). In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 200 pp. . . . Net 2/6

RAILWAY (REBATES) CASE LAW. By Geo. B. Lissemden. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, 450 pp. Net 10/6

THE LAW RELATING TO SECRET COMMISSIONS AND BRIBES (CHRISTMAS
BOXES, GRATUITIES, TIPS, etc.). By Albekt Crew, Barrister-ai-Law. With
American Notes by Morten Q. MACDONALt), LL.B. In tiemy 8vo, cloth gilt,

198 pp. .. . Net 10/6

INHABITED HOUSE DUTY. By W. E. Shelling. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 357 pp.
Net 12/6

THE LAW OF CARRIAGE. By J. E. R. Stephens, B.A., 0/ the Middle Temple,
Barrister-ai-Law. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 340 pp Net 5/-

THE LAW RELATDfO TO THE CARRIAGE BY LAND OF PASSENGERS,
ANIMALS, AND GOODS. By S. W. Clarke, of the Middle Temple, BarrisUr-
ai-Law. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 350 pp Net 7/6

THE STUDENT'S GUIDE TO BANKRUPTCY LAW AND WINDING UP OF
COMPANIES. By F. Porter Fadsset, B.A., LL.B., Barrister-ai-Law. In
crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 196 pp. ... . . . . . , Net 3/6

BANKRUPTCY, DEEDS OF ARRANGEMENT AND BILLS OF SALE. By W.
Valentine Ball, M.A., and G. Mills, B.A., Barristers-ai-Law. Third Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 364 pp. . . . Net 5/-

6UIDE TO THE LAW OF LICENSING. The Handbook for all Licenc3 Holders.
By J. Wells Thatcher. In demy 8vo, cloth gDt, ig6 pp. . . . Net 5/-

LAW OF REPAIRS AND DILAPIDATIONS. A Handbook for Students and Prac-
titioners. By T. Cato Worsfold, M.A., LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

104 PP Not 3/8

HANDBOOK OF LOCAL GOTERHMENT LAW. By J. Wells Thatcher. In
large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 250 pp. Net 3/6

THE LAW RELATING TO THE CHILD : ITS PROTECTION, EDUCATION, AND
EMPLOYMENT. By R. W. Holland, O.B.E., M.A., M.Sc., LL.D. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt, i66 pp. Net 6/-

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

FRENCH

FRENCH COURSE. Part L In crown 8vo, 120 pp., limp cloth . . Net 1/3
PROGRESSIVE FRENCH GRAMMAR, By Dr. F. A. Hedgcock, M.A. . Net 6/6

(Also in 2 vols. : Part 1, 3/6 net ; Part H, 2/8 net)
Key . . _; Net 3/6

EASY FRENCH CONVERSATIONAL SENTENCES. In crown 8vo, 32 pp. . Net 8d
ADVANCED FRENCH CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES. In crown 8vS, 32 pp. Net 61L
lOURISTS' VADE BIECUM OP FRENCH COLLOQUIAL CONVERSATION. Handy

size for the pocket, cloth Net 1/B
FRENCH VOCABULARIES AND IDIOMATIC PHRASES. By E. ]. Kealey, B.A.

In crown 8vo, 151 pp Net 2/-
6RADUATED LESSONS IN COMMERCIAL FRENCH, By F. Marsden. In crown

8vo, cloth, ISO pp Net 21-
FRENCH-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-FRENCH COMMERCIAL DICTIONARY. By

F. W. Smith. In crown 8vo, cloth, 576 pp jjaj ijm

COMMERCIAL FRENCH GRAMMAR. By F. W. M. Draper, M.A., B. fa L. In
crown Svo. cloth gilt, i65 pp^ . . . , . Net 2/8

RAPID METHOD OF SIMPLIFIED FRENCH CONVERSATION. By V. F.
HlBBERD. In crown Svo, cloth, J92 pp Nrt g/6
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GRADUATED FRENOH-ENGUSH COMMEECIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By
Maurice Deneve. In crown 8vo, i6o pp. ...... Net 2/-

FRENCH BUSINESS LEJTERS. First Series. In crown 4to, ^2 pp. . . Net OA.

FRENCH BUSINESS LETTERS. By A. H. Bernaardt. Second Series. In
crown 8vo, 48 pp. .......... Net 9d.

COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. In crown 8vo, cloth, ^40 pp. Net 3/8
MERCANTILE CORRESPONDENCE. English-French. In crown 8vo, doth zso pp. Net 3/6
MODELS AND EXERCISES IN COMMERCIAL FRENCH. By E. T. Griffiths, M.A.

In crown Svo, cloth, 180 pp. Net 2/6
FRENCH COMMERCIAL PHRASES AND ABBREVIATIONS WITH TRANSLATION.

In crown 8vo, 32 pp. ........... 8d.

FRENCH BUSINESS CONVERSATIONS AND INTERVIEWS. In crown Svo, 80 pp.,
limp cloth Net 2/-

BEADINGS IN COMMERCIAL FRENCH. With Notes and Translations in English.
In crown Svo, cloth. 90 pp. ........ Net 1/-

FRENCH COMMERCIAL READER. In crown Svo, cloth, 208 pp. . . Net 3/6
ENGLISH-FRENCH AND FRENCH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF BUSINESS WORDS

AND TERMS. Size 2 in. by 6 in., cloth, rounded corners, 540 pp. . . Net 4/6
FRENCH FOUNDATION BOOK OF VERBS, ACCIDENCE, AND SYNTAX. By F. A.

Hedggock, M.A. In crown Svo, go pp. ...... Net l/~
VEST POCKET LIST OF ENDINGS OF FRENCH REGULAR AND AUXILIARY

VERBS. With Notes on the Participles and the Infinitive. Size 2j in. by 1} in.

48 FP Net 2d.

GERMAN
GERMAN COURSE. Part L Sd. net. Cloth .... Net I/-
A NEW GERMAN GRAMMAR. By John Keegan, M.A. In crown Svo, cloth,

295 PP . . Net 5/6
PRACTICAL GERMAN GRAMMAR. In crown Svo, 102 pp cloth 2/6
EASY LESSONS IN GERMAN. By J. Bitheli,, M.A. In crown Svo, cloth,

116 pp Net 8/-
EASY GERMAN CONVERSATIONAL SENTENCES. In crown Svo, 32 pp. . Net Sd.

ADVANCED GERMAN CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES. In crown Svo, J2 pp. Net 6d.
TOURISTS' VADE MECUM OF GERMAN COLLOQUIAL CONVERSATION. In

crown Svo, cloth Net 1)6
EXAMINATKHJ NOTES ON GERMAN. By A. Hargreaves, M.A., Ph.D. Cloth,

6i in by ai in., 56 pp. . . Net U-
GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS WITH MODEL ANSWERS. In crown Svo,

48 pp Net 6d.
COMMERCIAL GERMAN GRAMMAR. By J. Bithell, M.A. In crown Svo, cloth

gilt, tSz pp. . . . . Net 3/6
GERMAN BUSINESS INTERVIEWS. Noa. 1 and 2. Ea<Ji in crown Svo, limp cloth.

No. I, 100 pp. ; No. 2, 74 pp Net 1/6
ELEMENTARY GERMAN CORRESFONDENCK By Lewis Marsh, M.A, In

crown Svo, cloth, 143 pp Net 3/6
COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN GERMAN. In crown Svo, cloth, 240 pp. Net 3/6
MERCANTILE CORRESPONDENCE. English-German. In crown Svo, doth,

250 pp. . . Net 3/6
GERMAN BUSINESS LETTERS. First Series. In crown Svo, 48 pp. . . Net Bd.
GERMAN BUSINESS LETTERS. By G. Albers. Second Series. In crown Svo,

48 PP Net 6d.
GRADUATED GERMAN-ENGLISH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. In crown

Svo, doth Net 3/6
GERMAN COMMERCIAL PHRASES. In crown Svo, 32 pp Net 81.
GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER. In crown Svo, cloth, 208 pp. . . Net 5/-
READINGS DJ COMMERCIAL GERMAN. With Notes and Translations in English.

In crown Svo, cloth, go pp. ........ Net 1/-
ENGLISH-GERMAN AND GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF BUSINESS WORDS

AND TERMS. Size 2 in. by 6 in., rounded corners, cloth, 440 pp. . . Net 6/-

SPANISH

EASY SPANISH CONVERSATIONAL SENTENCES. In crown Svo, 32 pp. . Net 6cl-

ADVANCED SPANISH CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES. In crown Svo, 32 pp. Net 6d-
TOURISTS' VADE MECUM OF SPANISH COLLOQUIAL CONVERSATION.

Cloth Net 1/6
EXAMINATION NOTES ON SPANISH. By Alfred Calvert. Cloth, 61 in. by

3i in., 56 pp Net 1/-
COMMERCIAL SPANISH GRAMMAR. By C. A. Toledaho. In crown Svo, cloth

gilt, 250 pp Net 4/a
Key . Net 8/-
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SPANISH VERBS, Eegnlai and Itregnlar. 8y G. R. Macdonald. In crown Svo,

doth, i8o pp Not a/B

COUMEBCIAL CORRESPONDENCEM SPANISH. In crown 8vo, cloth, 240 pp. Net 3/6

MANUAL OF SPANISH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By G. R.

Macdonald. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 328 pp. ..... Net 4/6

LESSONS IN SPANISH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By the same Author.

In crown 8vo, cloth, 107 pp Net 2/-

SFANISH COMMERCIAL READER. By G. R. Macdonald. In crown 8vo, cloth,

178 pp Net 3/6

READINGS IN COMMERCIAL SPANISH. With Notes and Translations in English.

In crown 8vo, cloth, 90 pp. ......... Net 1/6

SPANISH BUSINESS LETTERS. First Series. In crown 8vo, 32 pp. . . Net 6d.

SPANISH BUSINESS LETTERS. By E. McConnell. Second Series. In crown 8vo,

48 pp Net 63.

SPANISH COMMERCIAL PHRASES. With Abbreviations and Translation. In
crown 8vo, 32 pp. .... . . .... Net 6d-

SPANISH BUSINESS CONVERSATIONS AND INTERVIEWS. With Correspondence,
Invqices, etc. In crown 8vo, 114 pp, limp cloth - . . . . Net 2/-

SFANISH-EN6LISH AND ENGLISH-SPANISH COMMERCIAL DICTIONARY. By
G. R. Macdonald. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 833 pp Net 15/~

COMMERCIAL AND TECHNICAL TERMS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH. By R. D.
MoNTEVERDE, B.A. In crown 8vo, ....... Net 3/6

SPANISH IDIOMS, with their English Esmvalente. By the same Author. In crown
8vo . . . Net 3/-

ITALIAN
TOURISTS' VADE MECUM OF ITALIAN COLLOQUIAL CONVERSATION.

Cloth .... Net 1/6
COMMERCIAL ITALIAN GRAMMAR. By Luioi Ricci. In crown Bvo, cloth gilt,

154 PP Net 3/6
MERCANTILE CORRESFONDENCK English-Italian. In crown 8vo, cloth,

250 pp. . . Net 5/-
ITALLAN BUSINESS LETTERS. By A. Valgimicli. In crown 8vo, 48 pp. . Net Si.

BABETTI'S DICTIONARY OF THE ITALIAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. By
J. Davenport and G. Comelati. Two volumes. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, about
1,500 pp . . ... Net 25/-

MISCELLANEOUS
PRACTICAL PORTUGUESE GRAMMAR, By C. A. and A. Toledano. In crown

8vo, cloth, 330 pp Net 6/-
MERCANTILE CORRESPONDENCE. English-Poitngnese. In crown 8vo, cloth,

LESSONS^^DI PORt'oGUESE COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. ' By G. R.
Macdonald. In crown 8vo, cloth, 108 pp. ...... Net 2/-

A NEW NCTIONARY OF THE PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. Based
on a manuscript of Julius Comet, by H. Michaelis. In two parts, demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, r,478 pp Each, Net 15/-
Abridged Edition, 783 pp. (two parts in one volumel . . Net 25'-

DICnONART OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN ENGLISH, FRENCH,
GERMAN, SPANISH, ITALIAN, PORTUGUESE, AND RUSSIAN. Thud
Revised Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth, 7r8 pp Net 12/6

THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT. By Emil Davies. In crown 8vo, cloth,
80 pp.

_;
Net 1/6

COMMERCIAL TERMS IN FIVE LANGUAGES. Being about 1,90a terms and phrases
used in commerce, with their equivalents in French, German, Spanish, and
Italian. Size 3 in. by 4i in., cloth, 118 pp Net 2/-

INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH, ITALIAN, FRENCH,
AND GERMAN. By E. Webber. In foolscap r6mo., gar pp., cloth . Net 14/-

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND
All books are in foolscap 8vo size unless otherwise stated.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
Centenary Editions,

PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND TEACHER. An elementary work suited for self-instruction

or class teaching gd.
EXY TO " PITMAN'S SHORTHAND TEACHER " 9d.
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PITMAN'S SHOETHAHD PRIMERS. In three Books : Elementary, Intermediate,
and Advanced Each, 91. Keys, each 9d.

PITMAN'S SHOBTHAND READIHG LESSONS. Nos. i, 2 and 3 . . .Each 84.
KEYS TO "PITMAN'S SHORTHAND READING LESSONS, "Nos. I and 3 Each 3d.

No. 2 . . . 4d.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND COPY BOOKS. Nos. I, 2, 3, and 4. An entirely new-

series covering the theory of the system. Foolscap 4to (Sf in. by 6J in.) . Each 6d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND DRILL EXERCISES. Oblong I8d.
COMPEND OF PITMAN'S SHORTHAND 23.

PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND INSTRUCTOR. Complete Instruction in the System. Qoth 5/-

Key. 2/- ; cloth 2/6
THE CENTENARY CHANGES IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. In crown 8vo . Id.
SUMMARIES FROM "PITMAN'S SHORTHAND INSTRUCTOR." Size, ^im.

bv 4 in. . . . , . . , . . . . , . 3d.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND MANUAL. Contains instruction in the Intermediate Style,

with 100 Exercises. 2/6 Cloth 3/~ Key 9d.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND GRADUS. Writing Exercises in ordinary print for Miinuiil 3d.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND REPORTER. Containing instruction in the Advanced

Style : with 52 Exercises. 2/6. Cloth SI- Key 94.
REPORTING EXERCISES. Exercises on all the rules and contracted words. In

ordinary print, counted for dictation ... . . 6d. ; Key l/~
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND CATECHISM. In crown 8vo 2/-
PUMAN'S SHORTHAND WRITING EXERCISES AND EXAMINATION TESTS. In

crown 8vo, paper boards. 2/6 ........ Key 3/6
EXAMINATION NOTES ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By H. W. B. Wilson. S in.

by 3i in., cloth 2/-
6RADED SHORTHAND READINGS.

Elementary, with Key. Advanced with Key. In crown Svo, oblong . Each 84.
Intermediate, with Key. First and Second Series Each Sd.

GRADUATED TESTS IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. lUustratmg all the rules in the
Intermediate Style. In note-book form, post Svo (6^ in. by 4J in.), with ruled
paper 83.

PROGRESSIVE STUDIES IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. . . ..17-
TALKS WITH SHORTHAND STUDENTS. By James Hvnes .... 2/-
CHATS ABOUT PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By George Bletcher . . 2/-
lECTURETTES ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By J. Hynes .... 1/6
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND RAPID COURSE. A Series of Twenty Simple Lessons

covering the whole of the system and specially adapted for business purposes. In
crown 8vo. Cloth 3/- ... Key 2/6 With Additional Exercises 5/-

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND RAPID COURSE, ADDITIONAL EXERCISES ON . lOd.
BEADING EXERCISES ON THE RAPID COURSE (In Shorthand), crown Svo, 62 pp. 1/-
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL COURSE. Specially adapted tor com-

mercial students. Cloth 5/- . . . Key, 2/6 ; Additional Exercises V-
FITMAN'S EXERCISES IN BUSINESS SHORTHAND. By A. Benjamin, I.P.S.

(Hons.), F.C.Sp.T. . . 8/-

GRAMMALOGUES AND CONTRACTIONS
GEAMMALOGUES AND CONTRACTIONS. For use in classes .... 2d.
VEST POCKET LIST OF GEAMMALOGUES AND CONTRACTIONS OF PITMAN'S

SHORTHAND. 2} in. by ij in., limp cloth 2d.
EXERCISES ON THE GEAMMALOGUES AND CONTEACTIONS OF PITMAN'S

SHOETHAND. By J. F. C. Grow. In Shorthand, with Key. In crown Svo,
limp cloth ............ 6d.

HOW TO PRACTISE AND MEMORIZE THE GRAMMALOGUES OF PITMAN'S
SHOETHAND. Compiled by D. J. George. Size 7i in. by 5 in. . . . 6d

SHORTHAND DICTIONARIES
PITMAN'S ENGLISH AND SHOETHAND DICTIONAEY. In crown Svo, clotli, 820 pp. 10/-
PITMAN'S SHOETHAND DICTIONAEY. &own Svo (7i in. by si in.), 378 pp. Cloth 7/6
PITMAN'S POCKET SHOETHAND DICTIONAEY. Royal 32mo (3* in. by 4? in.). Cloth 2/6
PITMAN'S EEPOETEE'S ASSISTANT. In crown Svo, doth .... 5/.

SHORTHAND PHRASE BOOKS, ETC.
PHONOGRAPHIC PHRASE BOOK. 1/6; Cloth 21-
RBORTHAND WRITERS' PHRASE BOOKS AND GUIDES. Each in foolscap Svo.

Net 2/6
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Eleotncal andaagineermg. Railway, Estate Agents, etc., Printing and PubBshing,
Insmance, Banking, Stockbroking and Financial, CommerciaC Legal, ffionicipal.
Builders and Contractors, Shipping, Iron and Steel Trades, Civil Engineering,
Naval and Military, Chemical and Drug, Provision Trade, Drapery

MEDICAL REPORTING IN PITIttAN'S SHORTHAND. By H. Dickinson. With
an Introduction and Lists of Phraseograms, Outlines, and Abbreviations. In
ciown 8vo, cloth ........ Net 4/-

SHORTHAND CLERK'S GUIDE. ByVlNOENlE. Collinge, A.C.I.S. In crown 8vo,
doth Net 2/8

DICTATION AND SPEED PRACTICE BOOKS
SPECIALISED CORRESPONDENCE BOOKS. (1) The Chemical Trade. (3) The

Paper Trade. (3) The Building Trade. In ordinary print . . . Each 8d.
STUDENT'S PRACTICE BOOK. In cr. 8vo, ui pp. 2/-
6RSDUATED DICTATION BOOKS. (New Ssries) I and II. ... Each 6d.
GRADUATED COMMERCIAL LEOTERS FOR DICTATION. 8i in. by 6 in. . . 8d.

REPORTING PRACTICE. In crown 8vo, cloth 3/6
PROGRESSIVE DICTATOR. Third Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth ... 2/8
SHORTHAND CANDIDATE'S DICTATION EXERCISES. In crown Svo, paper 2/-
OOMMERCLiL DICTATION AND TYPEWRITDIG 1/-

SPEED TESTS AND GUIDE TO RAPID WRITING IN SHORTHAND. In crown Svo 2/6
FIVE MINUTE SPEED TESTS. With Introduction on Acquisition of Speed by

P. P. Jacksow. In crown Svo, ......... 2/6
CUMULATIVE SPELLER AND SHORTHAND VOCABULART. By Charles E. Smith.

In crown Svo, paper boards ........ 2/-
POCKET DICTATION BOOKS, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. 2i in. by 3I in. . . Each 2d.
SPEED TRAINING IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By T. F. Maerinek . . 6d.
ACQUISITION OF SPEED IN SHORTHAND. By E. A. Cope. In ordinary print.

In crown Svo . ........... 9d.
BROWN'S SHORT-CUTS JS SHORTHAND. By George Browh, F.I.F.S. In

crown Svo. . . . .......... 1/-
THE STENOGRAPHIC EXPERT. By W. B. Bottome and W. F. Smart. In demy

Svo, cloth Net 7/6
SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL LETTER-WRITER. Advanced Style . 1/S; Kay 1/-
OFFICE WORE IN SHORTHAND. Specimens of Legal and other Professional

Work commonly dictated toShorthand clerks, in the Advanced Style 1/6 ; Key lOd
COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND. In crown Svo, cloth 3/6
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND. In the Advanced Style. 1/6 ; Key 1/-
TRADE CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND. In the Advanced Style. 1/3 ; Key V-
MISOELLAHEOUS CORRESPONDENCE IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. First,

Second, Third, and Fourth Series. Advanced Style, with Keys in ordinary print.
Each in crown Svo, oblong . . . . 1/6

SHORTHAND READING BOOKS
,„

In the Elementary Style.
AESOP'S FABLES ...... an
EASY READINGS. With Key . . '

'
' ' M

LEARNER'S SHORTEUND READER. lUustrated. . '.
'.

'

8d'
STIRRING TALES ... .... M
SHORT STORIES

9d.PERILS OP THE BUSH AND OTHER STORIES ...... 91
^ . . In the Intermediate Starle,mMAN^ PHONOGRAPmC READER, Nai. With Key Sd
?J?Sy?lS,'l W?'^^ ™ LILLIPUT. By Jonathan Swijt. With Key. Cloth 2/-SOTMARDfE X? AND OTHER STORIES. Illustrated . . . . .1/8
mf?r,F5^ OP WAKEFIELD. By Oliver Goldsmith. Illustrated. 2/6 : Cloth 3/-

S^fSS^ SKETCHES. By Washington Irving. With Key. 2/-; Cloth 2/6TALES OF ADVENTURE. By various Authors . . . . . f/B
THE RUNAWAY AIRSHIP AND OTHER STORIES. l/R
THE SILVER SHIP OF MEXICO. An abridgment of J. H. Ingraham's Story

mECT READINGS No. 1, 6d. No°U Id^THE BOOK OF PSALMS. Bible Authorised Version. Qoth gilt, red edges . . S/B
COMMERCIAL READERS IN SHORTHAND. (1) Commercial Institutions, , Sd. (2)

Commodities. (3) Leaders ol Commerce. (4) Gateways o£ British Commerce.
Eaiih Sd.

In the Advanced Style.

PHONOGRAPHIC READER H. With Key qj
A CHRISTMAS CAROL. By Charles Dickens 1/3 . Qoth l/B
TALES FROM DICKERS Cloth 31-
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THE SIGN OF FOUR. By Sir A. Conah Doyle .... Cloth 2/-

THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. Vols. I, H and HI Each, cloth 2/6

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS. By Jules Verve .... 2/8

SELF-CULTURE. By J. S. Blackie. .... 1/6; Cloth 21-

SELECTIONS FROM AMERICAN AUTHORS. With Key 1/6
THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW. By Washington Irving. With Key . 93.

RIP VAN WINKLE. By Washington Irving. With Key .... 84.

A COURSE IN BUSINESS TRAINING. By G. K. Bucknali., A.C.I.S. (Shorthand
Edition), 288 pp. . . . 3/6

SHORTHAND TEACHERS' BOOKS
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND TEACHER'S HANDBOOK. In crown 8vo, cloth . . 2/8
NOTES OF LESSONS ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. Size 8 in. by 3? in., cloth . 2/6
PREPARATION FOR A SHORTHAND TEACHER'S EXAMINATION. Size Sin.

by 3i in., cloth 1/8
A COMMENTARY ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By J. W. Taylor. In foolscap

8vo, cloth gilt, 448 pp. 6/-
THE METHODS OF TEACHING SHORTHAND. By E. J. McNamara, M.A. In

crown 8vo, cloth , '. Net 3/6
CHART OF THE PHONOGRAPHIC ALPHABET. 22 in. by 3s in. . 2d.
CHARTS ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. Twenty large Charts (22 in. by 35 in.)

The Set ?/6
DERIVATIVE AND COMPOUND WORDS IN PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND By H. W. B.

Wilson. In foolscap 8vo .......... 2/-
mSTORY OF SHORTHAND. By Sm Isaac Pitman. Fourth Edition, Revised.

In crown 8vo, cloth .......... Net 6/-

TYPEWRITING
THE JUNIOR TYPIST. By Annie E. Davis. Demy 8vo, cloth . . Ne. 2 6
NEW COURSE IN TYPEWRITING. By Mrs. Smith Clough. Large post 4to . a/-
PITMAN'S TYPEWRITER MANUAL. Can be used with any machine. Sixth

Edition, Large post 4to, cloth 5/g
PITMAN'S TYPEWRITING EXAMPLES for any machine-

On cards, 48 examples, foolscap folio ....... 4/-
In oblong note-book, for standing by the side of the machine .... 2/6
In note-book form, in covers ....... o/-

PITMAN'S EXERCISES AND TESTS IN TYPEWRITINQ. Foolscap folio. Quarter
cloth. Third Edition, revised ...... 4/_

HOW TO TEACH TYPEWRHING. By Kate Piokard, B.A. (Lond.). Crown 4to'.
cloth Net 6/-

FRAOTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING. By C. E. Smith. English
Edition, revised and enlarged. Size, 84 in. by 11 in. . . 2/8

PRACTICAL TOUCH TYPEWRITING CHART. Size, 30 in. by 40 in. . Net 2/6
REMINGION TYPEWRITER MANUAL. For Nos. 5 and 7, 10 and 11. With Exer-

^cises and illustrations. Ninth Edition. Large post 4to . Net 2/-
THE UNDERWOOD TYFEWRITEB MANUAL. By A. J. Sylvester. Large post

4to Net 2/6
BAR-LOCE TYPEWRITER MANUAL (Group System oi Touch Typewriting). By

H. Etheridge. Large post 4to Jjet 3/-
ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS TYPEWRITING TESTS. By A. E. Morton. Elem.,

Inter., and Advanced. Each in foolscap folio . , . Net 4/-
MODERN TYPEWRITING AND MANUAL OF OFFICE PROCEDURE. By A. E.

MoRTON; 6i in. by gi in., cloth .... . . S/g
A TYPEWRITING CATECHISM. By Mrs. Smith Clough. In large post Ato Net 4/-
DICnONARY OF TYPEWRITING. By H. Etheridge. In demy 8vo, doth, fully

illustrated . . ....... ijot 6/-
HIGH SPEED m TYPEWRITING. By A. M. Kennedy and F. Jarrett. In' demy

-Ito, 72 pp . . 2/6
MECHANICAL DEVICES OF THE TYPEWRITER. By E. T. Nicholson, MA

Large post 4to Net 6/-

PERIODICALS
PITMAN'S JOURNAL. Subscription, which may begin at any time, 17/4 per annum,
. post free. (Eslab. 184 2). 24 pp Weekly Sd., by post 44.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND WEEKLY. (Estab. 1892.) . Weekly 24., by post ^
BUSINESS ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT. Monthly. 1/6 net, by post

1/9. Annual Subscription ........ Net 18/-

titman's Complete Commercial an4 Slioriliand Catalogues containing full particularVof
these and other important wor/is will be sent post Jree on application.










